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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

8:30 a.m.2

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Okay.  Good morning,3

everyone.  The meeting will now come to order.4

This is a meeting of the Advisory5

Committee on Reactor Safeguards Radiological6

Rulemaking Policies and Procedures Part 537

Subcommittee.8

I'm Dave Petti, Chairman of the9

Subcommittee.  ACRS members in attendance around the10

table are Charles Brown, Vicki Bier, Joy Rempe, Ron11

Ballinger.  Consultant Steve Schultz is here in the12

room.  Those remotely participating are Walt Kirchner,13

Jose March-Leuba, Greg Halnon, Matt Sunseri, and Vesna14

Dimitrijevic.15

Derek Widmayer of the ACRS staff is the16

designated federal official for this meeting.17

The purpose of this Subcommittee meeting18

is to hear from the staff concerning preliminary rule19

language for 10 CFR Part 53, Risk-Informed Technology-20

Inclusive Regulatory Framework for Commercial Nuclear21

Power Plants. 22

The agenda for today includes discussions23

on Framework B, Part 53.  Today and tomorrow further24

discussions of Framework B including preliminary25
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guidance documents.  Also tomorrow staff will present1

revised language on Subpart F, Requirements for2

Operations for Framework A, Part 53.3

The Subcommittee will gather information,4

analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate5

proposed positions and actions as appropriate.  This6

meeting is one in a series of Subcommittee meetings7

being held to discuss Part 53.  There is a session8

scheduled for the July 2022 Full Committee meeting at9

which these matters will be presented and discussed10

and the Committee plans on preparing a letter report11

on these matters at that meeting.12

The ACRS was established by statute and is13

governed by the Federal Advisory Committee Act, FACA. 14

The NRC implements FACA in accordance with its15

regulations found in Title 10 of the Code of Federal16

Regulations, Part 7.  17

The Committee can only speak through its18

p u b l i s h e d  l e t t e r  r e p o r t s .   19

We hold meetings to gather information and20

perform preparatory work that will support our21

deliberations at a Full Committee meeting.  22

The rules for participation in all ACRS23

meetings, including today's, were announced in the24

Federal Register on June 13th, 2019.  25
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The ACRS section of the U.S. NRC public1

website provides our charter, bylaws, agendas, letter2

reports, and full transcripts of all Full and3

Subcommittee meetings including slides presented at4

the meetings.  The meeting notice and the agenda for5

this meeting were posted there.6

As stated in the Federal Register notice7

and in the public meeting notice posted to the8

website, members of the public who desire to provide9

written or oral input to the Subcommittee may do so10

and should contact the designated federal official11

five days prior to the meeting, as practical.  12

Today's meeting is open to public13

attendance and we've received no requests to make an14

oral statement at the meeting.  Time is provided in15

the agenda after presentations are completed for16

spontaneous comments from members of the public17

attending or listening to our meetings.18

Today's meeting is being held in a hybrid19

fashion with presenters in the ACRS meeting room, but20

also with participation over Microsoft Teams allowing21

participation of the public over their computers using22

Teams.  A bridge line is also established to allow23

listening by the phone.  24

A transcript of today's meeting is being25
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kept, therefore we request that meeting participants1

on Teams and the bridge line identify themselves when2

they speak and to speak with sufficient clarity and3

volume so they can be readily heard.  4

Likewise, we request the meeting5

participants to keep their computer and/or telephone6

lines on mute when not speaking to minimize7

disruptions.8

At this time I ask that Teams and9

telephone bridge line attendees make sure that they10

are muted so we can commence the meeting.11

We can now proceed.  I call on Steve12

Lynch, Branch Chief of the Advanced Reactor Policy13

Branch in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation for14

opening remarks. 15

Steve?16

MR. LYNCH:  Good morning.  The NRC staff17

is pleased to meet with the ACRS today and tomorrow to18

continue discussions on the development of 10 CFR Part19

53, a technology-inclusive regulatory framework for20

commercial nuclear plants.21

Today the NRC staff is going to provide an22

overview of Part 53 Framework B, a technology-23

inclusive risk-informed licensing alternative for new24

commercial nuclear plants where risk insights are used25
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in a supporting manner similar to the established1

licensing paradigms in 10 CFR Part 50 and 52.  The2

draft preliminary rule language, or Framework B, was3

released publicly on Friday, June 10th and is4

available in the NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and5

Management System.6

Presenting on this new alternative7

framework will be: William Jessup, Chief of the8

Advanced Reactor Licensing Branch; Candace de9

Messieres, Chief of the Advanced Reactor Technical10

Branch; Charles Moulton, fire protection engineer;11

Jesse Seymour, reactor operations engineer for human12

factors; Marty Stutzke, senior technical advisor for13

probabilistic risk assessment; and Boyce Travis,14

senior nuclear engineer. 15

Tomorrow morning the NRC staff will16

present on a key feature of Framework B, a first-of-a-17

kind optional alternative evaluation for risk insights18

approach, also referred to as AERI.  This can serve as19

a replacement for a probabilistic risk assessment for20

designs where the projected consequences of potential21

accidents are very small.  The AERI approach is22

responsive to stakeholder feedback to provide23

flexibility and leveraging qualitative risk insights24

to inform design and licensing decisions.  25
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For this presentation you will hear from Marty1

Stutzke; Mihaela Biro, senior reliability and risk2

analyst; Alissa Neuhausen, reliability and risk3

analyst; Katie Wagner, advance reactor licensing4

project manager.  5

And finally, tomorrow afternoon the NRC6

staff will provide an overview of key changes to7

Subpart F, Requirements for Operations in 10 CFR Part8

53 Framework A.  Key discussions during this9

presentation will include the addition of an10

engineering expertise requirement, expansion of load11

following allowances, removal of the simulator human12

factors engineering test bed requirement, and the13

replacement of the certified operator framework with14

generally licensed reactor operators.  15

Presenters for this topic include Dr.16

Brian Green, senior human factors engineer and team17

leader; Jesse Seymour; and Theresa Buchanan, senior18

reactor engineer and examiner.  19

I also want to recognize sitting here at20

the table with me today Bob Beall, our senior21

rulemaking project manager that will be supporting us22

throughout these presentations.23

Part 53 continues to benefit from robust24

dialog with a diverse set of stakeholders including25
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the ACRS.  An enhanced common understanding of key1

issues supports informed changes of the preliminary2

proposed rule language that increase clarity, promote3

reliability, and enhance efficiency.4

The result of this interaction is an5

enhanced version of Part 53 that recognizes the6

benefits of flexible regulatory framework allowing7

potential applicants to select the best fit path8

towards regulatory reviews and decisions, as was our9

goal when we first put forth our vision and strategy10

for non-light water reactor readiness more than five11

years ago.12

We thank the members for your time and13

look forward to hearing your perspectives and feedback14

over the next two days.  15

MR. JESSUP:  Thank you, Steve.  16

Thank you, Member Petti, and good morning17

everybody.18

The NRC staff appreciates the opportunity19

to talk with you all today and tomorrow about our20

efforts to develop Part 53 Framework Bravo.  We know21

that the members have had several opportunities to22

engage with the NRC staff on Part 53 Framework Alpha,23

so we're glad to have this opportunity today to talk24

about the work that we've put into developing25
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Framework Bravo, and we're going to talk a lot about1

how the frameworks interact the next couple days.2

I'd be remiss if I didn't also acknowledge3

the tremendous effort that's been poured into getting4

us to this point today, and you'll see later on that5

the staff is continuing to work not only on merging6

the two frameworks, but aligning them where7

appropriate and also iterating in certain areas where8

we continue to look for opportunities and incorporate9

feedback received in this and other fora.10

As Steve mentioned, June 10th we did issue11

the preliminary proposed rule text and additional12

supporting documents.  Today we'll focus on13

preliminary proposed rule text and tomorrow the AERI,14

alternative evaluation for risk-insights approach15

supporting guidance.  And portions of Part 5316

Framework Alpha will be discussed.17

Billy, could you go to the next slide? 18

And, Billy, could you go to the next slide, please,19

the agenda?  Thank you.20

So this is the agenda here on slide 3. 21

What we're going to cover today is a broad overview of22

the Part 53 structure including some background about23

why Part 53 Framework Bravo was developed.  We're24

going to do a comparison, kind of a deep dive between25
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Frameworks Alpha and Bravo to show where they compare1

and contrast.  We're going to talk about the2

developmental approach that the staff took in3

developing Framework Bravo.  And we're going to go4

through each of the subparts, November through5

Uniform, that make up Framework Bravo.  6

We're going to finish up this presentation7

with a discussion of the guidance that's being8

developed to support Part 53 Framework Bravo, talk9

about how Framework Alpha and Framework Bravo are10

being merged, and some of the issues that we're11

continued to seek feedback on and iterate on, and then12

some next steps as well.13

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  So just a question on14

this merger.  You anticipate changes in language then15

from this point?16

MR. JESSUP:  There are -- oh, yes, excuse17

me.  This is Bill Jessup, Chief of the Advanced18

Reactor Licensing Branch 1 in the Office of Nuclear19

Reactor Regulation.20

Oh, so to your question, Member Petti,21

there are two things going on.  One is really22

structural bringing the frameworks together.  What23

structural changes --24

DR. BLEY:  There was a question from --25
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oh, crap.  1

MEMBER REMPE:  Dennis, this is Joy and you2

need to turn your mic off.  Okay?  Or at least put it3

on mute, I should say.  Thank you.4

MR. JESSUP:  And the other is technical. 5

So this is the first iteration of Framework Bravo.  We6

are continuing to seek feedback both internal and7

external to the group working on it.  We're8

internalizing that feedback.  And so areas that we9

think may need to be adjusted or modified, we are10

considering that feedback.11

DR. BLEY:  This is Dennis Bley.  I expect12

you're going to talk about this, but I think we saw it13

in Framework Alpha, too.  There's quite a few very14

parallel sections of Framework Bravo and I haven't had15

a chance to go through side by side and see if the16

places that ought to be identical are.  Were you going17

to try to do that?  I think on Alpha we found that18

there were some differences that were really because19

different people had done the work, because you were20

doing so much in parallel.  I got knocked off for a21

minute too because I didn't hear your response to Dave22

Petti.23

MR. JESSUP:  Okay.24

DR. BLEY:  Are you trying to address that25
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and pull it all together so the places that ought to1

be identical are identical?2

MR. JESSUP:  That's correct, sir.  I heard3

three questions:  One, we are going to go through in4

detail where the frameworks overlap on slide 6, and5

there's a lot of that scattered around actually the6

presentation.  I'd also offer that Enclosure 1 that7

went out with our white paper on Framework Bravo on8

June 10th actually provides a section-by-section and9

in some cases paragraph-by-paragraph analysis of where10

the frameworks overlap and how they're similar.  So11

that was the first question.12

The second question was to repeat the13

response that we gave to Member Petti.  So there are14

areas in Framework Bravo that we are continuing to15

iterate on and so there may be changes to the rule16

language that was issued on June 10th as we continue17

to iterate and incorporate feedback received from our18

internal and external stakeholders.19

And then I think you did have a third20

question as well, unless I addressed -- 21

DR. BLEY:  Well, yes, the first question22

kind of addresses it, and we'll see, but there are23

places that are -- seem that they ought to be24

identical language; and I haven't checked to see if25
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they are, as you go from one type of license to1

another and it repeats essentially the same2

information.  And it just seemed to me those places3

that ought to be identical should be ensured to be4

identical so it doesn't cause confusion.5

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, that's correct, and we6

agree.  And so on slide 34 where we talk about -- on7

this agenda here we talk about the framework merger. 8

The very first item that you see on slide 34 is9

ensuring consistency between parallel provisions.  And10

not to look ahead too far, what we're getting at with11

that line item is that where certain things should be12

the same between the frameworks we're going to ensure13

that they're the same.  The challenge that we have is14

the last iteration of Framework Alpha went out in May. 15

Our iteration of Framework Bravo went out in June. 16

And so there are some differences that come about17

because of the timing of the iterations.  But we are18

intent on ensuring that there's consistency where that19

consistency is supposed to be.20

DR. BLEY:  Thank you.21

MR. JESSUP:  You're welcome.22

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  This is Vesna23

Dimitrijevic.  Sorry, I signed a couple minutes late. 24

So are you going to keep repetition, or are you going25
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to -- when you say merging, are you going to merge1

them the same?2

MR. JESSUP:  Right now we expect that3

there are areas where we will maintain repetition.  We4

think that provides an element of clarity actually,5

but I will say that there are points with Framework6

Bravo that actually do reference to Framework Alpha in7

lieu of copying over everything.  We tried to take a8

balanced approach when we leveraged elements of9

Framework Alpha in Framework Bravo.  In some instances10

we found that it's actually beneficial to bring over11

the rule text especially where we need to reference,12

we need an internal reference.  Instead of bouncing13

around and pinballing back to Framework Alpha we14

decided that it was must more clear to bring the text15

over.  But in some cases we think it's actually more16

efficient just to point over to the provisions in17

Framework Bravo -- or Framework Alpha, excuse me.18

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  But you do run the risk19

that way of having a very large rule and there's this20

perception that 53 is supposed to be, quote,21

streamlined and efficient.  And just on the surface22

I'm sure there's a going to be feedback.  It's a23

balance, but -- 24

MR. JESSUP:  We have put a lot of thought25
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into this.  Right now we think that the approach that1

we've put forth, it does make sense, but we're looking2

forward to feedback on it, especially as folks get3

into more of an end user and give us end user4

perspectives on what makes sense.  But for now we5

think what we developed is clear, concise, and meets6

the --7

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  You know when I saw8

your slides yesterday and I saw merger, I thought oh,9

great, because I really think that you should have a10

-- where are the parts are different, run them in11

parallel and then you really merge where the things12

are same.  I don't really understand, you said that in13

previous meeting that having -- because there he said14

he did not look at those.  I look at those the same. 15

They're just repetition of one thing of the other.  I16

don't see how that increases clarity.17

MR. JESSUP:  Yes.  No, and I appreciate18

that comment and one of the things that we recognized19

when we started the development of Framework Bravo is20

that Framework Alpha was very far along and it had21

actually benefitted from a lot of stakeholder input22

and feedback.  And so we actually didn't consider it23

prudent to reopen all of Framework Alpha.  The merger24

actually would be a little bit more complicated.  Even25
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though there's repetition it would actually be a1

little more complex than it may appear on the surface. 2

And so for that reason we thought that it wouldn't be3

prudent to reopen Framework Alpha at that point.  But4

again we're interested in feedback.  If the approach5

that we put forth now doesn't resonate with6

stakeholders, certainly open to other approaches.7

Any additional questions on the agenda8

slide?9

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes.  I had the same10

confusion relative to the general organization and the11

clarity that -- I think it was Dave mentioned.  It12

looks like Framework A is like Subparts Alpha 13

through --14

MR. JESSUP:  Kilo.15

MEMBER BROWN:  -- Kilo.  And then after16

that it's whatever the alphabet soup is, M, N, O, on17

and on.  Is that way to read this overall Part 53?18

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, that's correct.  I will19

get to that here on slide 5, but I'm glad to respond20

now.  Right now Part 53 is a series of subparts.  The21

way that these frameworks are going to interact is22

actually Subpart Alpha will become common to both23

frameworks.  24

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes, but it's an advanced 25
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-- it's the new look.1

MR. JESSUP:  That's correct.2

MEMBER BROWN:  So all the new stuff,3

(audio interference) all the general design criteria4

and all that stuff.  It's not the same as it was5

before, like Appendix A.  Appendix A gets referenced6

it looks like in Framework B, if I'm not mistaken --7

MR. JESSUP:  That's correct.8

MEMBER BROWN:  -- for GC.9

MR. JESSUP:  For water-cooled reactors.10

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.11

MR. JESSUP:  That's correct.12

MEMBER BROWN:  But A is for the new world13

going forward.  Streamlined, less prescriptive, I14

guess? 15

MR. JESSUP:  Framework Bravo takes a16

different approach than Framework Alpha.17

MEMBER BROWN:  well, that's like we do18

today.19

MR. JESSUP:  That's correct.20

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.21

MR. JESSUP:  But --22

MEMBER BROWN:  But with some risk-informed23

stuff in there.24

MR. JESSUP:  That's correct.25
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MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.1

MR. JESSUP:  But the general structure, it2

is a series of subparts Alpha through Uniform. 3

Subparts Lima and Mike, they're still reserved for4

Framework Alpha, so they're actually not populated5

right now.6

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes.7

MR. JESSUP:  But Framework Alpha -- and8

again I'm glad to talk about it now; we will get to9

it.  Framework Alpha is set up now as Subparts Bravo10

through Kilo.  They are -- it's a discrete framework.11

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes.12

MR. JESSUP:  When you get to Framework13

Bravo we pick up at Subpart November and it goes from14

Subpart November to Uniform.  But they are discrete. 15

We will have language prior to Subpart Alpha that16

makes that clear that if you're in one framework,17

you're in one framework unless we explicitly denote18

that certain provisions can be used between19

frameworks.20

MEMBER BROWN:  So whoever wants to do an21

application has to has to pick Bravo through Kilo, or22

whatever the proper thing is as opposed to O 23

through -- 24

MR. JESSUP:  November through Uniform.25
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MEMBER BROWN:  BROWN:  -- November through1

Uniform --2

MR. JESSUP:  That's correct.3

MEMBER BROWN:  -- for Framework B?4

MR. JESSUP:  That is correct.5

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay. 6

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  In addition this idea of7

bringing in at least explicitly discussing light water8

reactors in this framework is -- I don't know, I don't9

want to say it's new, but I guess it's more explicit. 10

This topic has been around.  The Committee has talked11

about 53, but now it's not quite explicit.  But if you12

wanted a new light water reactor, 53 is open to you as13

well.14

MR. JESSUP:  In Framework Bravo we do make15

that explicit and we actually tie back to Part 5016

because we recognize that the existing requirements17

for light water reactor or water cooled reactors in18

general, those exist.  They've existed forever and --19

shouldn't say forever.  That's misleading.  But they20

exist.  And to ensure that we are (audio interference)21

an equivalent level of safety we felt it prudent to22

maintain those ties.  And for water cooled reactors23

coming into Framework Bravo, those same requirements24

remain.25
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DR. BLEY:  This is Dennis Bley again.  Two1

quick things:  One, following up Dave's comment that2

having all the repetition makes it look big even if3

it's not that big.  That's true.  On the other hand if4

I want to come in -- so I'm kind of in the quandary5

you guys have probably been in for a year.  If I want6

to come in for one particular type of license, it's7

nice to have it all in one place.8

And I'm glad you're going to try to9

reconcile it and make sure things are identical.  The10

thing I kind of envision is by accident if there's11

some difference it might -- once it becomes a rule,12

you have to follow it.  It might turn out that there's13

some missing language in one that has an unintended14

consequence of making one kind of application appear15

easier or less useful than another.16

MR. JESSUP:  Yes.17

DR. BLEY:  And -- 18

MR. JESSUP:  Oh, go ahead.19

DR. BLEY:  -- the real question I had was20

-- yes, I also like seeing the explicit inclusion of21

light water reactors.  From things your folks have22

said over the last couple months it sounds like all of23

Part 53 is now going to be available to light water24

reactors.  Is Framework A going to make that explicit25
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as well?1

MR. JESSUP:  No, I appreciate the2

question.  I'm not sure I can speak for the Framework3

Alpha team.  I know that Part 53 is intended to be4

technology-inclusive so that -- Framework Alpha is5

intended to be inclusive of light water reactor or6

water cooled technologies.  But to the extent that7

there would be language explicitly addressing those8

technologies I'm not sure there's a plan to address9

that.10

Steve Lynch, if you'd like to address that11

as well?12

MR. LYNCH:  Sure.  Our way of generically13

addressing that -- and again this is Steve Lynch,14

Chief of the Advanced Reactor Policy Branch -- is in15

our adjustment of language in the Framework A portion16

of Part 53 back in February of this year when we17

released that consolidated version of the rule18

language -- where we went from references to advanced19

nuclear plant to commercial nuclear plant to20

acknowledge that there -- it is to adjust the non-21

light water reactors that could use Framework A.  So22

it's all commercial nuclear plants including light23

water reactor that could use Framework A as well.24

MEMBER BROWN:  So we've got Part 50. 25
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Somebody could come in -- if they still wanted to do1

that they could come in with Part 52 if they so2

desire, or they could come with Part 53 Framework A3

and do light water if they wanted to, or they could4

use Framework B.  So we've got a wide range of5

opportunities for applicants to come here.  It's not6

a one-size-fits-all.7

PARTICIPANT:  Smorgasbord.8

MEMBER BROWN:  It's a real smorgasbord,9

yes.  And so the -- I think you've said this before. 10

I'm just trying to recalibrate myself after so much11

time with the multiple versions -- not multiple12

versions, but as you all iterated and tried to13

condense this thing.  14

So fundamentally you're not merging the15

existing light water from Part 50 and 52 into16

Framework B.  You will reference those in order to17

reduce the, quote, volume or repetition, as you call18

it.  Is that -- you're still on that path?19

MR. JESSUP:  That is correct.  And we're20

going to get into this in some (audio interference).21

(Simultaneous speaking.)22

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  All right.  Then you23

can -- I just wanted the high-level picture.  Okay?24

MR. JESSUP:  Okay.25
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MEMBER BROWN:  Thank you.1

MR. JESSUP:  And I did want to address one2

of the first comments I heard about the requirements3

getting out of sync between the frameworks.  We are4

putting in risk mitigation measures to address that5

certainly from now.  And again I think I addressed6

this earlier.  We're putting a lot of time and effort7

into ensuring that the frameworks align.  The8

Framework Alpha and Bravo teams work very closely9

together to ensure that those provisions don't become10

misaligned.  It's always a risk in the future that11

they become out of sync.  I mean, you can see things12

like the Part 50.52 rulemaking activity harmonization13

right now, but we are right now working very closely14

to ensure that those align so that there's no15

disconnect or loopholes.16

MEMBER BROWN:  Maybe this is my last17

comment here before I expire.  One of my concerns from18

the start of this, the language about technology-19

inclusive has become quite overarching in this whole20

approach to what we're doing.  Not a problem with21

that.  My concern is that throwing some of the baby22

out with the bath water in that thought process is23

that all Part 50 and 52 was not technology-inclusive. 24

And one of the major pillars of -- and25
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this is my world now, the digital instrumentation and1

control, whether it's magnetic amplifiers, vacuum2

tubes, or microprocessors, the whole world up there --3

is there are standards that were melded into Part 504

and 52 relative to IEEE standards and stuff that call5

out basic principles which -- and if you go read the6

standard that's used from the IEEE, it's non-7

prescriptive.  It's overarching independence,8

redundancy, processing, control of access above (audio9

interference).  It doesn't make it -- you can make it10

out of mushrooms if you wanted to and you would still11

have to follow those particular rules.12

And what I haven't been able to discern13

from Part -- Framework A is how do we not lose that14

architecture, framework?  How do you do -- not the big15

picture stuff about radiation and fuel systems and all16

the analyses.  How do you lose the discrete design17

capabilities that they're overarching, that are not18

dictatorial, but say hey, we really need a framework19

for how those are done and how do those not get lost20

when we go to Framework A?  I haven't seen -- I mean21

that's picked up in the general design criteria in22

Part 50.  And my concern is that some of those should23

have been picked up in Framework A, but they don't24

seem to be.  25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Charlie, they are though. 1

They're in the Reg Guides.2

MEMBER BROWN:  Reg Guides are not the3

rule.4

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  I understand that.  We've5

had this argument for a year --6

MEMBER BROWN:  No, I still have -- 7

MR. JESSUP:  -- over a year.8

MEMBER BROWN:  I still got a problem with9

it.10

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  I understand that. 11

You're on the record at least six, seven times.12

MEMBER BROWN:  I know.  13

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  We're beyond that,14

Charlie.  We wrote a letter on that.15

MEMBER BROWN:  I'm rewriting (audio16

interference).17

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  You can write your own18

comments.19

MEMBER BROWN:  I may do that.20

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  That's fine.  But we've21

argued this one multiple times.  I really want us to22

get into Framework B because those things are in -- it23

says you have to use codes and standards.  The Reg24

Guides talk about what the design criteria are for25
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advanced reactors.  That's where we are.  I'd like1

them to get into (audio interference) because we got2

a -- there's a lot of slides here, a lot of detail.3

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  That's all.  I'm on4

the record.5

MR. JESSUP:  Understand.  I believe as we6

talk about the technical requirements and how they're7

treated, including the Principal Design Criteria that8

that may be another good opportunity to talk about9

your commentary as it relates to Framework B.10

MEMBER BROWN:  Well, in Framework B I11

found it.  I mean I saw the functional design12

requirements.  You reference general design criteria. 13

There's a bunch of words.  So I'm not -- I know some14

of that's in there.  It's just not the -- and you do15

reference Appendix A.  So all right.  Thank you.16

MR. JESSUP:  Thanks for the comment.17

Okay.  Billy, could you move to slide 4,18

please?19

Okay.  So getting into the background here20

and just providing some context.  So we did want to21

start at the beginning.  Where did Framework Bravo22

come from, this idea that we develop this?  And a lot23

of it was generated based on stakeholder feedback on24

Part 53, what we would now call Framework Alpha, and25
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the idea that there would need to be some more --1

there should be some more flexibility in the way that2

probabilistic risk assessment is used.  3

And a particular aspect of this was the4

idea that a designer or a vendor would initially5

pursue international licensing prior to approaching6

the domestic market.  Where international standards7

and guidelines may inform those regulatory frameworks,8

those standards and guidelines typically use risk in9

a complementary or supporting manner similar to the10

traditional approaches that we have in Parts 50 and11

52.12

And so the idea then is if you develop a13

licensing pathway like Framework Bravo, then that14

would offer that vendor or designer a licensing15

pathway in Part 53 that they could come through16

without having to make any major changes to the17

licensing of the design approach.  So that's one of18

the major motivators here for why we're talking today.19

The second bullet starts to get into20

what's some of the initial work that's been done on21

this?  And I think the members heard last year some of22

the work that was done on what was called Part 5X that23

proposed some technology-inclusive risk-informed24

alternatives to certain requirements in Parts 50 or25
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52.  And so a lot of the work that we're talking about1

today, Part 5X was foundational to that, and Boyce2

Travis is going to talk about that some more later on3

as we get into the technical requirements.4

And so the staff put a lot of thought --5

time and thought into determining even where is the6

best place to put something like Part 5X, a7

traditional approach, a traditional framework?  And we8

ultimately concluded that putting it in Part 53 was9

the right thing to do for two primary reasons:  One,10

it minimizes the impact on the existing frameworks,11

not having to reopen Part 50 so extensively to put12

something like Part 5X in there.  And it also13

centralizes the alternative (audio interference).14

From a logistics standpoint to support the15

development of Framework Bravo a dedicated team was16

stood up to develop the framework and we were17

integrated with the broader Part 53 team that's been18

working for several months, over a year on the19

development of what is now Framework Alpha.  20

And I've already alluded to this as well. 21

We worked very closely with the Framework Alpha team22

to understand what they've done.  And then now as23

we're moving forward how can we merge the two24

frameworks?  25
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And again the last bullet there is just1

noting that this was stood up and the work to ensure2

that we maintain alignment with the existing Part 533

rulemaking schedule.4

Billy, could you go to slide 5, please?5

Okay.  So I feel like we've covered some6

of this already, but I'm glad to put a visual to what7

we're talking about.  8

Member Brown, I think maybe -- I'm not9

sure that the members have seen this pictorial yet,10

but we think this provides a really good overview of11

what Part 53 looks like now.  And the idea again being12

that it is a series of subparts, Alpha through13

Uniform, Subpart Alpha having general provisions and14

definitions as well.  It's applicable to both15

frameworks.  And then you split into two discrete16

frameworks, one being Framework Alpha that again17

you've heard about for several months, which is now18

Subparts Bravo to Kilo, and then Subparts November19

through Uniform make up Framework Bravo.20

And again I alluded to some of the other21

language that will actually be in front of Subpart22

Alpha which is going to make it clear that the two23

frameworks don't interact unless there's language24

explicitly indicating that they should interact.  So25
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you can't go into Framework Bravo and start picking1

what you might want in Framework Alpha unless it's2

explicitly denoted.  3

Just some highlights on the right-hand4

side of the slide to help distinguish the frameworks. 5

I think we've actually already talked about this a6

lot.  Framework Alpha being that PRA approach where7

the results of the PRA are really used to drive a lot8

of the technical and programmatic requirements and9

acceptance criteria.  It's founded on this concept of10

functional design criteria which are developed as part11

of that more iterative design process that's part of12

the licensing modernization project.  Whereas13

Framework Bravo, it has the traditional use of risk14

insights.15

DR. BLEY:  Quick question.16

MR. JESSUP:  Oh, yes.  Go ahead.17

DR. BLEY:  This is Dennis Bley again.  We18

got a white paper, Part 53 Framework Bravo Development19

Process and Provisions, which is kind of helpful.  It20

seems it's almost like what's going to be in Subpart21

A.  Is that kind of true or is it completely22

different?23

MR. JESSUP:  I would say that the white24

paper that you're discussing was really put forth to25
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provide kind of a written -- a narrative of what I'm1

doing right now of the what, how, and what have we2

come up with regarding Framework Bravo.  I don't3

anticipate that it would actually make it in the rule4

language.  Really what we anticipate to be in Subpart5

Alpha is what you see in Subpart Alpha today in the6

last iteration of what went out with Framework Alpha. 7

And I apologize.  I'm going to bounce back and forth8

between Framework Alpha and Subpart Alpha.  But it has9

general provisions, things like where do you mail a10

letter to the NRC, things that are independent of how11

you use PRA.  So that is what we would anticipate12

being in Subpart Alpha, not necessarily the narrative13

that was in the white paper.14

We developed the white paper because we15

appreciated the fact that stakeholders hadn't had as16

much opportunity to engage and hear about Framework17

Bravo, so we wanted to provide more context around18

what it was and what we came up with.  I hope that19

answers the question.20

DR. BLEY:  Yes, it does.  Thanks.  And21

that was helpful.  And the document itself was22

helpful.  But up at this tying-everything-together23

level Steve and others have talked about -- I forget24

what you're now calling the statements of25
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consideration, but that text will -- as in the past it1

won't -- will not be part of the rule, but it will2

live somewhere else.  Is that correct?3

MR. JESSUP:  So we are now referring to4

that as the preamble.5

DR. BLEY:  Right.6

MR. JESSUP:  But the preamble will be part7

of the proposed rule package.8

DR. BLEY:  Okay.9

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, so it would still -- as10

the statements of consideration are always part of a11

rule package, certainly not part of the rule.  But it12

will be part of the package.13

DR. BLEY:  Okay.  And our repeating14

question:  Any idea when we'll get a chance to look at15

your draft of that?16

MR. JESSUP:  The statements of --17

preamble.  I can't stop saying it either.  18

Bob Beall, would you like to respond19

relative to schedule?20

MR. BEALL:  Yes, this is Bob Beall.  I'm21

in the NMSS Rulemaking Branch.  Well, the Committee22

will definitely see the whole rulemaking package in23

the October-November time frame.  That's when we'll24

have the proposed rule and all the other supporting25
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documents like key Reg Guides, regulatory analysis,1

things like that.2

The staff is currently writing the3

statement of considerations now as we start to4

finalize and iterate on the -- and harmonize the5

Framework A and Framework B language.  So most likely6

this Committee will probably see that language in the7

October-November time frame.8

DR. BLEY:  Thank you.9

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I --10

MEMBER REMPE:  So this is -- go ahead,11

Vesna.12

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Thanks, Joy.13

Okay.  So I have a question actually much14

more fundamental.  In the Framework B the applicant15

can choose in one moment to use the PRA and or not to16

use, and that is the rule which allows him not to use17

the PRA.  So what is -- now you have two PRA rules. 18

One is with -- comes with the A.  And then in19

Framework B he can also select to use the PRA.  And20

also some things in the Framework B like the21

specification of structures and systems is pure PRA-22

driven.  23

So what is the difference between PRA in24

Part A and PRA in Part B?25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Yes, let me just amplify1

because I have the same -- I could not -- I understand2

from the figures from the slides a PRA-led approach3

versus a traditional approach, but at the deck plate4

level I had trouble seeing the difference, which is5

what I think Vesna is also asking.  It didn't come out6

to me.  It didn't come out to me in that one Reg Guide7

where is where I thought it might come out.  Well, you8

do talk about it, but it would seem to be better to9

have a little bit more in there so that -- okay, which10

way do I go?  How do I decide which way to go?  That11

shouldn't be in the rule, but in the Reg Guide to12

provide some guidance.  For some of the newer advanced13

reactor design folks that just don't have the14

experience with this I think it could be illuminating.15

MR. JESSUP:  Sure, and I can offer some16

thoughts.  We do have a slide later on.  We have a17

whole morning tomorrow devoted to what is the18

alternative valuation for risk insights, but I'll19

offer some thoughts here.  20

Framework Alpha, certainly a PRA is21

required.  PRA is foundational to that approach, that22

licensing and design approach there.  Framework Bravo,23

really what we did is we carried through almost24

verbatim the text from what you would see in Part 52,25
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which says you have to have a PRA, provide the1

results.  We don't really dictate how you would use2

it.  But the additional, the alternative there is what3

you see here in the third sub-bullet, which is the4

alternative valuation for risk insights, which if you5

meet the acceptance criteria, that provides you an6

option.7

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Right.  I see that as a8

small subset, but you're talking about -- let's talk9

about the major part of Framework B still requires a10

PRA.  So do you end up getting to the same place and11

it's just a different way to get there?12

MR. JESSUP:  We would expect --13

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  A versus B?  I mean at14

the -- 15

MR. JESSUP:  You would hope that at the16

end of the day you do converge into the same (audio17

interference).18

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Right.19

MR. JESSUP:  So, but what I want to20

reinforce is that we have really carried through the21

traditional use of risk verbatim almost relative to22

how you would -- not necessarily how you would do a23

PRA, but what you would necessarily have to provide24

relative to a PRA unless you want to pursue this25
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alternative valuation for risk insights approach.  1

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  And that makes sense.  I2

mean if Part 50 and 52 require PRA, Framework B should3

require it just to kind of be consistent across the4

board.5

Go ahead, Vesna.6

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  But this is what the7

-- that's not consistent with what was just said. 8

This is the vision of Part B that covers this other,9

which we used to call deterministic approach.  But10

that's actually not a true statement.  It should be11

better defined what -- than Framework B is because the12

big part of the Framework B is also selecting PRAs in13

approach.14

MEMBER BROWN:  I've got the same question. 15

I wasn't quite as definitive as you stated.16

MR. JESSUP:  Yes.17

MEMBER BROWN:  The Framework A PRA, Level18

3 required.  You got all the stuff.  You got to meet19

all the -- all the bullets and everything that falls20

out of that, you got to design and apply it. 21

Framework B they can use a traditional deterministic22

report.  They can supplement it with various versions23

of PRAs, which they can use to gain insights for that24

design, but they're not bound to meet all the little25
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requirements that are specified in a full-blown Level1

3 PRA.  That's the way I read it.  And I don't merge2

it the way -- and I'm not -- I'm just trying (audio3

interference).4

(Simultaneous speaking.)5

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  No, no.  So just to make6

sure I understand, AERI, I agree with you, that's the7

alternative, but the number of reactors that are going8

to meet that is a small subset.  In the rest of9

Framework B if you don't meet the entry requirements10

for AERI, you have to do a PRA and -- as you would in11

Part 52 and now in Part 50 once the alignment happens.12

MR. JESSUP:  And I think that's an13

important point.  We wouldn't call this a14

deterministic framework.15

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Right.16

MR. JESSUP:  It's still risk-informed.17

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  It's still a risk-18

informed framework, not deterministic.  That's an19

important (audio interference).20

MS. DE MESSIERES:  Yes, and this is21

Candace de Messieres, a member of the NRC staff.  I22

would also say that the PRA acceptabilities similar to23

the paradigms in Part 50 and 52 is commensurate with24

the use of the PRA.  So we have a graded approach to25
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PRA acceptability, so if the licensee under Framework1

B would elect to use a PRA for example to do a 50.692

like SSC classification process, the PRA acceptability3

would naturally need to be graded to that level of4

operational flexibility.  So we still maintain that5

graded PRA acceptability approach in Framework B6

similar to the current frameworks.7

MR. SHAMS:  Member Petti, if I may comment8

as well?  It's Mo Shams.  I'm with the NRC.9

PARTICIPANT:  Microphone.10

MR. SHAMS:  Yes, I put it on.  I believe11

I did, yes.12

MEMBER REMPE:  Get real close to it.13

MR. SHAMS:  Oh, okay.  There we go.  I'm14

sorry.  Out of practice.  I apologize.  Name for the15

reporter, Mo Shams.  I'm the Division Director for the16

Advanced Reactor Divisions.17

I just wanted to complement what Candace18

and Billy indicated, that the rule of the PRA in19

Framework A and B are different, are profoundly20

different.  In Framework A the PRA is relied on to21

identify the initiating events, to identify the22

structures, systems, and components classification, as23

well as the defense-in-depth measures in the design.24

In Framework B the PRA does not play that25
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role. It's a supplemental role.  It provides risk1

insights, as you've indicated.  It helps for searching2

for severe accident vulnerabilities.  It helps for3

searching for additional risk insights to inform4

potentially ITAAC selections, ISI, that sort of stuff. 5

So they're fundamentally --6

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  I think a paragraph in7

the guidance saying what you said would help, because8

I was mentally going through my mind --9

MR. SHAMS:  Sure.10

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  -- exactly some of that11

stuff.12

DR. BLEY:  Take his words in the13

transcript and put them in --14

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Put them in that Reg15

Guide I think would help.16

MR. SHAMS:  Certainly.  And Billy17

indicated there will be a slide to walk you through if18

you want to go through Framework A, this is what19

you're going to have to do; if you want to go through20

Framework B, this is what you're going to have to do.21

MEMBER REMPE:  So, and isn't that what it22

does in Part 50?  It provides a supporting role?23

MR. SHAMS:  Eventually Part --24

MEMBER REMPE:  And 50.  I'm thinking after25
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the alignment is done.  And 52 also.  But, yes, so1

you're basically using what's been done in the past in2

Framework B?3

MR. SHAMS:  Exactly.4

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.5

MR. SHAMS:  (Audio interference) that6

framework, yes.7

MEMBER REMPE:  So since I've interrupted 8

-- Vesna, are you done because I have a different9

question on a different topic that I think fits best10

on this slide.  Are you okay, Vesna?  Are you done?11

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Oh, I'm not really12

actually done, but I will bring this again.  I mean13

that's not true I mean that this -- that Part A, the14

first things start with selecting licensing events, so15

I mean it's not true that that's the difference.  But16

I will monitor this through this and bring this17

question again when I have a question.  So in this18

moment I'm done, Joy.19

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  I didn't want to20

interrupt.21

I'd like to talk about critical safety22

functions, and I think this is a good example for what23

Dennis was mentioning earlier.  I really liked Part24

Subpart B, 53.230 of Framework A, which clearly said25
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the primary safety function is limiting the release of1

radioactive materials.  And then it goes on and says2

you need to think about with your new designs what3

other critical safety functions are.4

Right now it's my understanding, although5

some places it's a little fuzzy like (audio6

interference) a subsequent slide, but it looks like7

Subpart B only applies to Framework A.  And I think8

that the critical safety function description in9

Subpart B really ought to be elevated to -- maybe it10

doesn't fit in Subpart A, if that's what -- it has11

only we're to send a letter.  12

But if you don't have it in Framework B,13

you end up -- and I don't want to pick on folks who14

probably spent their Christmas vacation doing Draft15

Guide 14-13, but they have a statement in there about16

radioactivity control is the foremost function; and17

they're talking about critical safety functions,18

because that -- it's the amount of heat that must be19

removed.  20

And historically in the regulations21

there's been some fuzziness about what the critical22

safety functions are.  And I think Framework A got rid23

of that fuzziness.  And so I'd like to either request24

or suggest as an individual member you think about25
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making that critical safety function discussion common1

to both Framework A and B.2

MR. JESSUP:  Sure.  So I can address part3

of this.  I don't know if the folks that worked on the4

draft preliminary proposed regulatory guides want to5

address it as well, but when we were developing6

Framework Bravo we did look at -- I'm going to go into7

this slide in another level of depth here soon and I'm8

going to talk about this.  We looked at the9

requirements that had been drafted in Subparts Bravo10

and Charlie which have those safety and design11

requirements, respectively.  And we recognized that12

things like the safety functions are technology-13

inclusive (audio interference), but they are written14

at a level and they are -- they introduce a different15

structure than what you currently see, and I think you16

acknowledge, that you would -- that you currently see17

in Parts 50 and 52, where the technical requirements,18

they're really imbedded elsewhere and really --19

MEMBER REMPE:  They're all over.  In the20

Reg Guides and other different places, yes.21

MR. JESSUP:  Agreed.  And so since this is22

the traditional framework and we were trying to23

translate the technical requirements as best as we24

could from the traditional frameworks to Framework25
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Bravo, we really used that as a starting point when we1

were developing our own kind of top-level requirements2

in Framework Bravo.  That's the reason you don't see3

things like the requirements in 53.230, 220.  That's4

a different -- certainly a different player.  5

But that's the reason you don't see those6

verbatim repeated is because when we developed the7

technical requirements in Framework Bravo, we started8

in a different placed.  We started the way that they9

really exist over in Parts 50 and 52 largely as10

technical content of application requirements.11

MEMBER REMPE:  Critical safety functions 12

-- really I like what you guys did.  It says hey,13

we're a nuclear regulator.  And I mean it was14

explained to us why they went with radioactive release15

as the highest level.  And then there's an16

acknowledgement, well, with these non-LWRs you may17

have something else like chemical reactions.  And so18

I just think that's something -- it was fuzzy in the19

past and I -- when people say what are the critical20

safety functions, you get different answers.  And I21

don't see a reason to translate that.  But that's one22

member.23

MR. JESSUP:  No, that's -- 24

DR. BLEY:  Well, Joy, I -- this is Dennis25
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again.  I really agree with Joy.  And Mo's right, this1

is following the traditional approach, but the2

traditional approach in Part 50 was for a known3

machine.  And it had fuel and fuel rods, it had4

coolant around it, it had shutdown rods, scram rods. 5

And the critical safety functions were for that6

technology.  7

Here we could have any technology come in8

and you really got to start at the beginning to decide9

how you build that network of safety functions that10

get to the critical safety function.  And similarly11

you have to search for initiating events for accidents12

in a new way because you have to -- you don't have the13

history of the LWR to rely on as pointing you to what14

the important events are.  So I think Joy's right on15

target with her comment.  16

MEMBER REMPE:  Yes, I appreciate that. 17

It's something I wanted to emphasize, so thank you for18

bringing up the search for initiating events, which is19

important in Framework B.  And again, if I were an20

applicant I'd come in early and say these are the21

critical safety functions I've identified for my new22

concept and does staff agree with me, because the23

other things are going to be built on what they decide24

are the critical safety functions.25
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Yes?  I think Mo has his hand up.1

MR. SHAMS:  Yes, if I may just offer a2

thought on that.  I think we definitely agree with3

you, the addition of the critical safety functions in4

Framework A was incredibly important and it lays out5

sort of the steps going forward.6

But as Billy has been indicating, the7

Framework B is structured in a slightly different way8

to ultimately get to the same point, which is a safe9

design.  The thoughts about critical safety function,10

they come in a principal design criteria.  There is no11

requirement for principal design criteria, submitting12

principal design criteria in Framework A, but there is13

one in Framework B.  14

And to Dennis' point, they will be15

different for different designs because what's16

critical for one design particularly may not be17

critical for another.  So we have guidance out there18

how to develop principal design criteria for a number19

of technologies, but certainly we're going to look at20

them.  And we -- our belief is that is the place where21

we're going to see the critical safety function, be22

able to look at them as appropriate for that given23

technology.24

MEMBER REMPE:  But when you define the25
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principal design criteria, if you have some high-level1

guidance like was developed for Framework A, it should2

help you identify the appropriate ones.  Start off3

again at the hierarchy of radiation release and then4

think about control reactivity and heat removal, et5

cetera.  But you may have chemical reactions in other6

things for your particular concept.  And it's a pretty7

simple -- one page or less list of items.  And8

bringing that in before you start doing and agreeing9

with the applicant about what the principal design10

criteria are. 11

I think it's just good high-level guidance12

because again when I looked at what was in the Draft 13

Guide 14-13, suddenly reactivity control is the14

highest one, which may not be the foremost one.  I15

think it should be subsidiary.  And I understand the16

concept of what we're trying to repeat the past, but17

it was fuzzy in the past and I see no reason to18

continue being fuzzy.  Again it's one member talking.19

MR. SHAMS:  No, it's a valuable comment20

for us because maybe there's an opportunity for us to21

look back at that principal design criteria guidance22

and put a preamble in there discussing what we've23

learned developing Framework A.  Very valuable comment24

to us.  Thank you.25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI:  NO, I mean there's more1

than one member that agrees with that, so it will end2

up in the letter most likely to look at that.3

I understand you're trying to balance, but4

-- and you're trying to open the door so the light5

water reactor guy will feel comfortable with Framework6

B.  I'm worried about the advanced reactor guy that7

doesn't want to do A, but wants to do B.  So they're8

kind of caught in the middle, if you will, right,9

because A is very a logical top-down sort of approach,10

but maybe for some reason they want to go B.  And11

helping them think about how to go through B as12

opposed to a light water reactor.  It's a hard job, I13

completely agree, trying to get that balance right and14

it's difficult.  15

MR. JESSUP:  Yes.  No, this is really good16

feedback and I'd like to give the floor to Boyce17

Travis for a moment to probably say the next thing I18

was going to attempt to say.19

MR. TRAVIS:  We'll see.  20

Yes, this is Boyce Travis from the NRC21

staff.  I think, Dr. Petti, you hit the nail on the22

head a second ago when you said top-down versus a23

bottom-up approach.  I think Framework A was developed24

with a top-down flow in mind.  And I think we have to25
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step back a step and remember that this is the1

regulatory framework, not the design framework.  2

And so whether the designers use a top-3

down or a bottom-up approach is up to them.  And how4

we constructed Framework A to use PRA in an integrated5

fashion and a top-down approach when it looks at the6

critical safety functions in the way that Dr. Rempe7

mentioned versus in Framework B, which employs8

principal design criteria to say we're going to have9

principal design criteria that addresses these10

specific functions and the language will be at a11

higher level.  Ultimately the goal is to end up in the12

same place, but there's I think an important13

distinction in -- we the NRC are in a large part14

trying to keep ourselves out of the initial design15

approach where we go -- where we're flowing either16

top-down or bottom-up.  We're trying to offer these17

alternatives.  18

And so we think principal design criteria19

satisfy that function.  And I'll note that ultimately20

regardless of which framework they come in under21

they're going to have look at the critical safety22

functions.  I mean this is high-level guidance that23

exists in the IAEA, the NRC, in various member states24

across the world's regulatory infrastructure.  And so25
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I don't think we're -- in Framework B by not including1

the language there's not an expectation that the2

critical safety functions be addressed.  It's just3

that they're going to be addressed in a slightly more4

specific fashion through principal design criteria5

than they are in Framework A, at the higher level.6

MR. SEYMOUR:  If I could add something as7

well, too.  This is Jesse Seymour, Human Factors8

Technical Reviewer in the Operator Licensing and Human9

Factors Branch.  10

Just building on that point about the use11

of safety functions, I just want to say; and we'll12

talk about this in more depth when we get to the my13

slides here shortly, for our requirements in the areas14

of human factors engineering, operator licensing, and15

staffing, we do still use insights that are derived16

from the safety functions.  And what we did is we17

carried forward certain technical requirements that we18

were originally using within the context of Framework19

A.  And specifically these are for a detailed concept20

of operations and also for a functional requirements21

analysis and function allocation.22

And what that does is it forces the person23

in answering that -- answering those questions to go24

through and articulate what the goals are for the25
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facility, one of which would be safety, and then via1

the functional requirements analysis to determine what2

functions are necessary to meet that goal.  And then3

from there to decompose that down via function4

allocation to show what the components are necessary5

to do that.  And the way that we shaped that6

requirement is such that you have to go through and7

actually articulate whether that's being met via8

inherent characteristics, passive safety features,9

active safety features, or via a human action.  And we10

use that to inform our flexible requirements that we11

use for human factors engineering, staffing and12

operator licensing specifically.13

So again this isn't I think at the higher14

level that your question is pointing to, but within15

the operations area we do via a slightly different16

mechanism still achieve some of that.17

MR. JESSUP:  Okay.  Good discussion. 18

Great feedback.  It's certainly something we've19

thought of a lot.20

Billy, I think we've covered what we need21

to here on slide 5.  Can you move to slide 6, please?22

Okay.  We've already actually covered some23

of what's on this slide, but the idea here is that24

(audio interference) some of the generic discussion. 25
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We just wanted to put Framework Bravo into a broader1

context of this risk spectrum where you've got the2

bounding approaches with the more deterministic inputs3

on the left versus the increased use of quantitative4

risk information on the right.  5

And again overall what we're trying to do6

is be responsive to stakeholder feedback we're7

getting.  And you look at something like Framework8

Alpha where we would see it more on the right side of9

this spectrum and we look at what we've drafted so far10

for Framework Bravo and we think it addresses the11

remainder of a continuum to the extent you can fill up12

a continuum.13

But you'll see, to one of the points we14

were talking earlier, this line would be asymptotic. 15

We don't want it to be all deterministic or all16

quantitative.  The point is that risk information is17

still used throughout, but again the idea here that --18

what we're talking about today, what's going to be19

discussed tomorrow, we think that it addresses the20

left side of the spectrum here and that we've got the21

traditional use of PRA with Framework Bravo that22

includes the alternative valuation for risk insights23

approach which uses the more bounding (audio24

interference).  Just wanted to add some context to the25
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discussion.1

Billy, could you move to slide 7, please?2

Okay.  So we're going to start getting3

into detail with the subpart comparisons here.  And4

again, I appreciated the discussion we had two slides5

ago because it may save me some talking here.  6

But if you look through here, this is7

another view of what we presented earlier where we8

showed the subparts and how they split into the two9

discrete frameworks.  And what we have done here is10

put them side by side for a number of reasons.  One to11

show you that the subparts -- they are the same in12

name for the most part.  Some of them are the same in13

both content and structure.  14

And so if you look at Subparts E, G, I, J,15

and K on the Framework Alpha side, those that are16

shaded green, gray -- kind of tough to see the17

contrast here -- we would consider those both in18

content and structure to be very similar between the19

frameworks.  So E and O, G and Q, I and S, J, T, K,20

and U, very similar, very alike.  To the extent that21

for the most part we're just making conforming changes22

to those provisions when we adopt them in Framework23

Bravo.  These subparts, they largely have requirements24

that are independent of the design and analysis25
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methodology that an applicant or a licensee would be1

adopted.  2

And so what you're going to see in3

subsequent slides is that we're not going to spend a4

lot of time on these.  We intend for this discussion5

to be more of a Delta discussion.  What are the key6

differences?  Because we think there's been a lot of7

good discussion previously on some of these subparts8

w i t h  F r a m e w o r k  A l p h a .   9

So I wanted to call out those similarities.10

If you see these subparts that are11

highlighted in orange here, Subpart N, are definitions12

in Framework B.  The requirements for operation,13

Subpart F in Framework Alpha.  Subpart P in Framework14

Bravo. And then the licenses, certifications, and15

approvals in Framework Alpha, Subpart Hotel, in16

Framework Bravo, Subpart Romeo.  These are where the17

subparts -- when you compare the frameworks, they18

diverge in structure and/or content.  And so we think19

they're worthy of going into some detail today and20

that's going to make up the bulk -- remainder of the21

presentation here.22

I do want to call out again, we just had23

this discussion about Subparts Bravo and Charlie, and24

it's a glaring difference between the frameworks.  Why25
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are there no safety and design requirements?  There1

are safety and design requirements, but they largely2

exist again as content of application requirements in3

Subpart R, Romeo, the way the exist in Part 50 and 52. 4

And I use the example of for a construction permit the5

technical requirements that are 50.34, Paragraph6

Alpha.  We use that as our starting point to capture7

those technical requirements.  Notwithstanding that8

this has been really good feedback, again take a look9

at that going forward.  But that's the approach that10

we're taking today and we'll go into those technical11

requirements in some level of detail in subsequent12

slides on Subpart R.13

Also want to call out Subpart Delta and14

the siting requirements.  In Framework Alpha there is15

a dedicated subpart for siting.  In Framework Bravo16

right now we've adopted the Part 100 requirements with17

some proposed conforming changes that would make it18

applicable to Part 53 Framework Bravo, so again19

following with the traditional framework.  This is the20

approach that we've taken so far, but you'll see on a21

later slide this is also an area that we're continuing22

to iterate on, continuing to look at what Framework23

Alpha did, what Part 100 requires, whether or not24

there's an area for some opportunities (audio25
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interference).1

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  This is Walt Kirchner. 2

Just a comment on that.  The Part 100 I think might be3

more restrictive.  Would that allow the flexibility4

for smaller reactors to make adjustments on things5

like the 1-mile, 10-mile-like requirements that are6

used in 100?7

MR. JESSUP:  Right now that is not a8

conforming change that we've looked at relative to the9

distance that you're talking about.  We have proposed10

conforming changes that would address some11

flexibilities, but I would actually offer that this is12

an area we're looking very closely at as an area we're13

iterating on, the team.  As we get into the later14

slides I think you'll see that we're thinking hard15

about whether something like Subpart Delta in16

Framework Alpha makes more sense for a Framework Bravo17

applicant or licensee.18

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well, I'm thinking of19

your AERI provisions in Framework Bravo, which I look20

at, just an observation, as an innovative way on your21

part to deal with microreactors or very small22

reactors.  And I would expect that those reactor23

concepts would be looking at departing from Part 100,24

but it looks like you seem to have built some25
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flexibility in Subpart Delta for Framework Alpha.1

MR. JESSUP:  Yes.  Mo Shams is going to2

respond to that question.3

MR. SHAMS:  Yes, thanks for the question. 4

I think if I can go back to perhaps the fundamental5

question related to would we be able to offer the6

graded approach to EP and security.  And I know the7

question was particularly focused on EP, the varying8

emergency planning there on site.  The answer to that9

is unequivocally yes.  We're building framework to be10

able to take advantage of these innovative approaches11

that we've developed in Framework A.  And the12

connection to AERI and the fact that AERI leads us to13

be able to tease out those reactors that have limited14

consequence, limited dose off site would dovetail15

quite well with also a reduced emergency planning zone16

for such a reactor.17

So we're just working these requirements. 18

They're not quite there, written specifically in19

there, but even without them being written in the rule20

language currently the analysis would dovetail quite21

well.  If you meet AERI, you're likely to be able to22

get a reduced emergency planning zone as well.23

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Thank you.24

MR. JESSUP:  Okay.  Billy, could you go to25
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slide 8, please?1

This slide outlines the development2

approach that the staff took actually developing3

Framework Bravo and it's made up of four quadrants. 4

And I'll start (audio interference) top left here.  5

As you saw in the previous slide, we6

started with the idea -- one of the goals being that7

we wanted to structure Framework Bravo as its own set8

of stand-alone requirements that cover the life cycle9

of a given facility, just like Framework Alpha did. 10

And so logically we said that Framework Alpha is the11

right place to start from a structural standpoint.12

So in addition to adopting the structural13

Framework Alpha we also looked at what content, what14

requirements had been drafted in Framework Alpha, what15

could we adopt over there?  In a lot of cases these16

are requirements that are -- they're largely17

independent of that design and analysis methodology. 18

Methodologies that underlie the framework use19

decommissioning often as the example. There's no20

reason that decommissioning requirements that have21

been drafted for Framework Alpha in Subpart Golf22

couldn't be adopted in Framework Bravo.  And so that23

was -- that's just one area where we said that this24

makes sense that we can adopt (audio interference).25
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But there are other cases where we say we1

can't use the approach in Framework Alpha.  So we move2

over to kind of work through our progressions and we3

look at Parts 50 and 52 because this is going to be4

structured and look and act like a traditional5

regulatory framework.  And we run into this situation6

a lot where the requirements that have been drafted in7

Framework Alpha, as Boyce Travis was alluding to,8

they're top-down or they are directly tied to this9

idea of PRA being central to the development of a10

safety case and a licensing basis.  So in those cases11

we look back at Part 50 and Part 52 to see can we12

adopt the provisions that are already in the13

traditional framework in Framework Bravo?14

And then as we work through the15

progressions again we find ourselves where Framework16

A nor Parts 50 or 52 can inform what we're trying to17

do in Part -- Framework Bravo.  So we do find18

ourselves having to develop unique rule language.  And19

we're going to cover a lot of those in subsequent20

slides.  But we find -- found ourselves in this21

situation a lot where something in Parts 50 or 5222

wasn't technology-neutral and so we did need to23

develop unique rule language.  24

And there's a note here that when we do25
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find ourselves in this situation, we consider the1

state of practice relative to whether certain research2

is going on in an area or policy initiatives are going3

on.  And an example is the rulemaking activity.  If4

we're trying to develop unique rule language that may5

be informed by Parts 50 or 52 it makes sense for us to6

see is there a rulemaking activity going on that's7

fixing something?  Wouldn't we want to also to adopt8

that fix?  9

So these are the three key elements, but10

I definitely want to acknowledge the lower left11

quadrant here, which is considering compatibility with12

international standards.  And what this is13

acknowledging is one of the reasons we're sitting14

here, which is this stakeholder feedback and the idea15

that we may have a vendor or a designer that initially16

gets designed or licensed internationally and then17

comes back to the domestic market.  And so we did want18

to take a look at consistent with Commission policy19

whether something in the international standards or20

guidelines could inform the requirements (audio21

interference) Framework Bravo.22

DR. SCHULTZ:  In that regard, Bill, what23

are you doing with regard to the international24

standards, the IAEA standards for example?  Those are25
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changing relatively dramatically over the last 121

months and continue to be modified this year and2

probably into next year.3

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, it's a good question. 4

Boyce Travis is going to take that question.5

MR. TRAVIS:  Yes.  So thanks for the6

question.  I think in -- so based on the legal7

structure and how a rule is established we can't8

directly point to or reference those standards.  I9

think our expectation though is that we have built a10

rule that allows for a framework where those standards11

could be referenced and at the time of the application12

would review the suitability.13

So for instance, use of SSR-2/1 and the14

criteria that are very similar to the PDCs is15

something I think that even though those requirements16

continue to evolve internationally we're comfortable17

with a review at the time of application with the18

understanding that they're using an established19

practice.  As you get toward some of the more in flux20

standards, I think it would be evaluated on a case-by-21

case basis at the time of the application.  I mean22

obviously we can't unilaterally approve the use of23

those standards based on what we know right now.24

DR. SCHULTZ:  Thank you.25
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MR. JESSUP:  Thanks, Boyce.1

And I'm going to come back to this slide2

occasionally as we talk through some of the language3

and the requirements that have been developed for4

Framework Bravo.  I'm going to kind of mimic this5

progression to show how we arrived at certain areas.6

Billy, could you move to slide 9, please?7

Okay.  So Subpart N or November, these are8

definitions.  This is our first subpart that we're9

going to go through here.  We developed this subpart10

mainly because there are certain definitions specific11

to Framework Bravo.  A lot of these are overlapped12

terms that are used in Framework Alpha or they just13

weren't brought into Part 53 to begin with.  14

And so right now we have four definitions15

that are in Subpart November, the first being16

anticipated operational occurrence, or AOO.  The17

terminology that we've adopted in Framework Bravo was18

sourced essentially directly from Part 50 Appendix19

Alpha.  And the reason this term shows up here as a20

separate definition is because it's defined21

differently in Framework Alpha.  So to be sure that we22

use the term in the context that it's intended to be23

used in Framework Bravo we define it here.24

The next two times, design bases and25
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reactor coolant pressure boundary, these are terms1

that are not adopted in Framework Alpha, but we do use2

them in Framework Bravo in similar context to the way3

they're addressed in Parts 50 and 52.  So these were4

sourced directly from Section 50.2 in Part 50.5

And the last term here is safety-related6

structures, systems, and components, SSCs.  This is7

another term that is defined differently in Framework8

Alpha.  SSC classification is one of the9

distinguishing features between the frameworks.  What10

we've done in Framework Bravo is we split this term11

between light water reactors and non-light water12

reactors.  For light water reactors we adopt the same13

definition that was used in Part 50, specifically14

Section 50.2, but for non-light water reactors we did15

have to develop a more technology-inclusive definition16

that largely focuses on those SSCs used to mitigate17

the consequences of a DBA including those SSCs that18

may be credited as part of a functional containment19

concept, which we're going to get into more detail20

later.21

But this is going to come up a couple22

times, but in general that is the idea here with the23

term safety-related SSCs, which is (audio24

interference) maintain the same terminology for LWRs,25
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but for non-light water reactors we did need to1

develop something technology-inclusive and we largely2

tied to DBA (audio interference).3

DR. BLEY:  This concept of having4

different definitions in different places will almost5

surely lead to confusion at some point.  I mean,6

structures, systems, and components is the same7

everywhere, but it's the safety-related definition8

that's at play here, right?9

MR. JESSUP:  That is one of the terms that10

is shared between the frameworks, and so that's the11

reason it does show up here on the fourth sub-bullet.12

DR. BLEY:  And safety-related is defined13

differently in the two approaches?  I guess there's no14

real way around that unless you invent a whole new15

term for framework.16

MR. JESSUP:  We did try our best to avoid17

terms with the same definition.  It can be18

challenging, but we did arrive at these terms and we19

think this is the right approach.  But yes, there are20

some that you can't avoid.  21

DR. BLEY:  Okay.22

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  So beyond the definitions23

the fact that there's now -- appears to be different24

characterizations, or categorization of SSCs seems25
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awfully confusing.  I know Vesta this is one of her1

favorite -- she and I have talked about this.  When we2

get there, I mean that's something that I just think3

is just going to lead to confusion.4

MR. JESSUP:  And I appreciate that5

comment.  And I think going back to some of our6

initial discussions this morning this I think is part7

of the value in splitting the frameworks.  Sometimes8

you may end up with a longer rule.  Splitting them up9

into discrete sets of subparts may alleviate some of10

that.  If you're in one framework, you're in one11

framework with your own set of provisions.  But again12

we do run into this issue.  It is somewhat unavoidable13

in certain cases, but we are actually looking at ways14

to mitigate this.  Selecting different terminology15

potentially is on the table.  But something like16

safety-related SSCs, it is challenging.17

The last bullet here is really kind of a18

merger item in that common definitions are going to19

remain in Subpart Alpha you all have previously seen20

as part of your discussions with the staff and your21

review of Framework Alpha.  In  Subpart Alpha there is22

Section 53.20 that includes several terms that are23

defined.  Terms that remain applicable to both24

frameworks are going to remain there.  25
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DR. BLEY:  You've worked at this much1

longer than we have and this is our first look at2

Framework B, but just off the top of my head I'm3

thinking in Framework A we talked about risk-important4

SSCs and in Framework B we talked about safety-5

related.  Might get you out of having multiple6

definitions and it would link Subpart B more closely7

with Part 50 and the historical approach the way you8

want it to be.  Just a thought.9

MR. TRAVIS:  This is Boyce Travis.  I10

think we appreciate the comment.  I just -- safety-11

related is one of the few terms that really has a12

nexus to what is an important component.  And so13

removing that term, while it may alleviate some14

confusion, it may also provide additional confusion in15

that if a Framework A application has no safety-16

related SSCs, just from a public health and safety17

perspective, it may be the same classification, but18

the optics may not be appropriate.  But certainly19

we'll take it under consideration. 20

DR. BLEY:  That seems a little convoluted21

to me, but it's always been a hope that we would --22

eventually as we become more risk-informed that the23

difference between important to risk and important to24

safety would disappear; it would be one thing and we'd25
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just have one category.  So that's kind of where the1

suggestion comes from just as well.2

MR. JESSUP:  No, I appreciate the feedback3

and I alluded to the fact that we actually are still4

evaluating some of these terms, especially the ones5

that overlap between the frameworks because we want6

this to be -- the rule to be as clear as possible and7

as useful as possible.  So appreciate the feedback.8

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I'm so glad that9

Dennis said that because from the beginning that was 10

-- didn't really make a sense to have the safety --11

not important for safety and things like that.12

But I wanted to point something which Dave13

also said.  It's very -- this is something I find very14

strange that actually the -- your classification in15

Part A is much less PRA-driven than one in the Part B.16

So that I also find strange.  I mean there is a17

category missing like safety-related, not risk-18

significant components.19

Okay.  Well, we will -- I guess I'm not --20

I mean are we going to talk about classification21

later, or not at all?22

MR. JESSUP:  Oh, SSC classification?23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Yes.24

MR. SHAMS:  So in Framework Bravo we do25
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maintain kind of the traditional classification.  We1

have safety-related and non-safety-related SSCs, but2

we also do introduce or translate over the3

alternatives from Section 56.9 that -- provided there4

are sufficient risk insights available.  That5

flexibility is made available in Framework Bravo as6

well that would introduce kind of the four risk RISC7

categories.8

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Okay.  Well, I have9

really strong comments on that.  I was just wondering10

are we going to have a discussion today on it?11

MR. JESSUP:  There will be a discussion on12

the use of risk in Framework Bravo in a later slide.13

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Okay.  All right.14

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Just a question on the15

reactor coolant pressure boundary being technology-16

inclusive.  If your coolant runs at atmospheric17

pressure does the definition still hold?  Does it18

work?19

MR. TRAVIS:  So this is Boyce Travis20

again.  The definition of RCPB is specific to LWRs in21

here.22

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Ah, okay.23

MR. TRAVIS:  It's the carryover24

terminology from the LWR-specific requirements so25
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there's no -- that requirement for instance is not1

included as part of the non-LWR SSC safety-related2

classification.3

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Got you.  Okay.  Thank4

you.5

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, if I glossed over that6

part for why that term's in here, that's my fault. 7

That is why that term's in here.  And when we run into8

areas where we need to bifurcate requirements, it's9

largely because of that term.10

Okay.  Billy, could you go to --11

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  But a low-pressure12

system -- this is Walt Kirchner.  A low-pressure13

system as considered in many of the alternate designs14

still has a reactor coolant boundary, still plays a15

very important function, and still is subject to loads16

if the system over-pressurizes or has a reactivity17

insertion event, et cetera, et cetera, it boils.  So18

it seems to me a generic definition for a reactor19

coolant pressure boundary would still adhere or apply20

whether it's a liquid (audio interference) system21

nominally at atmospheric pressure or a water-cooled22

system.  23

I know there's a lot of history in ASME24

Code cases behind the LWR pressure boundaries, but25
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most of the systems we're looking at will have a1

reactor coolant boundary, and it is a pressure2

boundary.  Albeit at low pressure it still does the3

same functional job of containing the reactor coolant.4

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  I call it a nuclear5

boundary because of the (audio interference) --6

(Simultaneous speaking.)7

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  No, that's different. 8

That's different.9

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Okay.  You can ask the --10

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, I mean --11

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  It's liquid fuels, Dave. 12

Then it gets a little bit more challenging I suppose,13

but say we had a molten salt reactor that had pebbles.14

Then functionally it's doing the same thing.  It is a15

reactor coolant pressure boundary.16

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, we agree.  I mean I17

certainly agree that the words on the page associated18

with reactor coolant pressure boundary could be, in19

some cases are technology-inclusive, but the20

implications associated with the term is the reason we21

depart from the definition.  Our position is the non-22

LWR definition that's established for safety-related23

SSCs covers the functional need associated with a24

reactor coolant pressure boundary if that's associated25
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-- if that's necessary for the safety function of the1

design.  It may or may not be.  You'll see designs2

where a rupture in a reactor coolant pressure boundary3

for instance doesn't result in adverse radiological4

consequences.  And so the goal was to address that5

challenge without bringing on any of the baggage6

associated with the term in the regulations.7

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I'm aware of the8

definition that's used in 10 CFR 50.  It seems to me9

you could modify that for this purpose.10

MR. JESSUP:  I think it's a fair comment. 11

I mean, and we'll take it under advisement.  That may12

be the best way to go about some parts of it.  I'm not13

sure.14

MEMBER BIER:  Excuse me.  Vicki Bier.  I15

just wanted to make a brief kind of overview comment. 16

I think several of us on the Committee are kind of17

struggling to put the pieces in place in terms of like18

having mental brainwork of what's Part A versus Part19

B.  Like it all has to take a while to gel.  20

And it occurs to me that eventually21

applicants who pick a framework are going to be22

imbedded in that framework, and it will make sense to23

them because they're not going to be going back and24

forth.  But there's probably a need for a very sort of25
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simple high-level guidance about what's the pros and1

cons of doing Alpha versus Bravo and different paths2

within Bravo, or whatever so that before you get to3

that stage of being invested and having chosen a way4

you don't have to go through all the umpteen pages to5

say well, wait a minute, what's different here versus6

there and which do we like better?  7

MR. JESSUP:  No, that's a good comment. 8

Even within the team it took us a while to digest what9

we were doing.  I think that what we've put together10

now and this idea that the frameworks are discrete I11

think does help.  As you've acknowledged, does help us12

kind of ground ourselves relative to that.13

I would offer that the guidance that's14

been developed, under development, will be developed15

will assist an applicant in assessing what does the16

road ahead look like in either framework?  And so I17

would offer that that would be a great tool.  It would18

ultimately be up to the vendor, the designer to19

determine which framework works best for them.  20

But it's good feedback.  I expect that the21

guidance will provide a useful tool (audio22

interference).23

Anymore questions on this slide?24

(No audible response.)25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI:  So I'm just looking at1

time relative to a break.  I'm thinking we could get2

through the next slide, but then once we start3

operations that's kind of a shift.  Does that make4

sense?5

MR. JESSUP:  We can probably get through6

the next slide really quickly.7

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Yes, yes.  I would hope8

so.  Well, I never know.  I'm more worried about the9

people that are on the line virtually.  We usually10

take a break about 90 minutes in.11

MR. JESSUP:  Okay.  I think we'll be able12

to get through the next slide and we can pick up with13

Subpart P.14

MEMBER REMPE:  Knowing there's a break15

tends to reduce the number of questions.16

(Laughter.)17

MR. JESSUP:  We can compress more slides18

then.19

Okay.  Billy, can you move to the next20

slide, please?21

Okay.  Subpart O, Construction and22

Manufacturing Requirements.  So I alluded to a few23

slides ago when you compare the frameworks.  Here is24

a subpart where we look at the requirements in25
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Framework Alpha.  Really nothing different relative to1

what the requirements are, how you'd implement them2

between the frameworks.  So what you see in Subpart O,3

parallel structure and content between the frameworks. 4

Any variations (audio interference) to conforming5

changes that we needed to make to (audio interference)6

to adopt those provisions over.  So big picture,7

anything that's already been discussed relative to8

Subpart E is relative to Subpart O.  No material9

changes between the two.10

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Bill, this is Walt11

Kirchner.  Can you speak more directly into your12

microphone.  You've -- at least me virtually you're13

fading in and out.14

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, thank you for the15

feedback.  No pun intended.  But I did move it back,16

so I will speak into it more clearly next as we pick17

up from the break, unless there are other questions.18

(No audible response.)19

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Okay.  Then let's take a20

15-minute break.  We'll be back at 15 after the hour.21

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went22

off the record at 9:58 a.m. and resumed at 10:15 a.m.)23

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Okay.  We're back.24

Bill?  Thank you.25
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MR. JESSUP:  Thank you.1

Billy, could you move to slide 11, please?2

Okay.  So, we're going to get into Subpart3

P.  These are requirements for operation.4

And what this slide shows you is just a5

general overview, the structure of Subpart P.  For6

those that are familiar with the Subpart F, Framework7

A, you'll see that the general structure is largely8

the same.  There are a few variations that I'm going9

to cover in subsequent slides.  But the idea here with10

this slide is to just to show largely a similar11

structure.12

Billy, can you go to slide 12, please?13

Okay.  So, getting into a compare or14

contrast with Framework A, the first item here,15

"Maintenance, repair, and inspection programs,"16

especially, maintenance effectiveness, we looked at17

what Framework A did; appreciated the fact that some18

of those requirements are tied more closely to the19

PRA-centric approach in Framework A.20

So, again, if you look back at the21

progressions that we used to develop Framework B, we22

looked back at Part 50 and said, how do we assess23

maintenance effectiveness in Part 50?  It's the24

Maintenance Rule.25
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And so, what we've done here in Framework1

B is largely translate requirements from Section 50.652

over to Framework B with really no material changes to3

those requirements.  Changes are limited to where we4

needed to make it technology-inclusive and adapted to 5

Framework B.  But, again, largely translating current6

requirements over to Framework B, just with some minor7

changes, SSC classification being one.8

We talked about the safety-related SSC9

definition.  That was an area that we recognized the10

scope of SSCs that are covered under the Maintenance11

Rule largely had an LWR feel.  And so, we did adopt12

some technology-neutral requirements there.13

From a programmatic standpoint, so the14

second major bullet here, you'll see, under the first15

sub-bullet, "Security," EP -- excuse me -- "Emergency16

Preparedness, Radiation Protection requirements,"17

these are aligned directly with the requirements in18

Framework A, either through translating the19

requirements, copying them over to Framework B and20

making conforming changes, or in the area of emergency21

preparedness.  This was an area where we actually22

could point to the requirements in Section 53.85523

directly; we didn't need to actually copy those over24

because of the way they're drafted in Framework A.25
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You'll see in a second the Sub-bullet1

"Environmental qualification of electrical equipment." 2

So, this is a type of special treatment.  We recognize3

that the way special treatment is treated in Framework4

A is a little different.  It's higher-level5

requirements.  And so, we looked back here at Part 50. 6

We recognized that this was a requirement where we7

felt it needed to be more prescriptive and brought8

over.9

So, what we did was translate the10

requirements that are currently in Section 50.49 over11

to Framework B; some slight changes for technology-12

inclusiveness.  Again, very similar to what I13

mentioned relative to the Maintenance Rule; you're14

really focused on the SSC classification.  So, what's15

scoped into the EQ for electrical equipment rules now;16

again, has a light-water-reactor-centric feel.  So, we17

kind of streamlined that, leveraged our definition of18

safety-related SSCs, in addition to the non-safety-19

related equipment that's required under 50.49.20

The third sub-bullet there is the21

Integrity Assessment Program.  So, this is a program22

that's currently in Framework A.  We were able to23

translate that over, the technical requirements over24

to Framework B, but, again -- I'm probably starting to25
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sound like a broken record -- when you look at1

something like the SSC classification scheme that's2

used in Framework A, where you've got safety-related3

and non-safety-related but safety-significant, and4

then, non-safety-related SSCs, we had to adopt an SSC5

classification scheme that aligned more closely with6

the traditional regulatory frameworks.  So, that was7

really the only difference between the frameworks,8

when you're looking at the requirements of the9

Integrity Assessment Program.10

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Well, we are11

bringing this up many times.  So, then, my question12

is, why don't you have this apply, also, for the13

category of safety-related, not-risk-significant14

components?15

MR. JESSUP:  Is the question relative to16

the class of the SSCs, the non-safety-related, but17

safety-significant?  Is that the question?18

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  That you didn't19

miss.  So, you have treated safety components and non-20

safety components which are risk-significant equally,21

but you don't have a category for safety components22

which are non-risk-significant -- safety components23

that are not risk-significant where those requirements24

would not be applicable or will have to be changed.25
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MR. TRAVIS:  So, this is Boyce Travis. 1

I'll try and offer two thoughts on that.2

The first is, if you're doing your design 3

from either the bottom-up or top-down, when you've4

finalized the design process, there really shouldn't5

be any components in the safety-significant, but not6

risk-significant, so safety-related but not risk-7

significant category, because you should be8

integrating risk insights into the process as you go9

through the design.10

Now, taking all that into account, there11

is still a 50.69-like alternative that's provided in12

Framework B, that if you had a component that met that13

criteria, you would be able to go through that process14

and apply a different --15

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  No, this is okay. 16

You just copy 50.69 in B.  I saw that.  But my17

question for you is, as Dennis pointed out, do you18

think that you will have a different safety19

classification in Part A?  So, that safety20

classification will eliminate the components which21

would be traditionally, you know, classified as safety22

which are not risk significant.  Is that what you're23

saying?  I mean, currently, that's one of the big24

categories, much bigger than non-safety/safety-25
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significant.  So, I am not sure what you are saying. 1

You're saying that you will not have a traditional2

safety/non-safety classification and the risk could3

already be taken into account?  In that case, the4

category of non-safety and risk-significant would not5

exist, either.  So, you have to explain to me exactly6

what you mean.7

MS. DE MESSIERES:  Yes, this is Candace de8

Messieres, NRC staff member.9

Maybe I could just take it back a step. 10

I think that, in the traditional -- so, Framework A is11

the Licensing Modernization Project approach, PRA-led12

approach, where you do have that distinction kind of13

inherently built into the framework.  For Framework B,14

work aligned in a traditional manner where you have --15

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Yes, but we are16

discussing the Framework A.  So, I mean, Framework B,17

I can just see that you just copied 50.69.18

MS. DE MESSIERES:  Right, but that's still19

-- it's an option.  So, it's not required.  It's20

not --21

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Right, but --22

MS. DE MESSIERES:  You're right.  Okay.23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  -- it cannot be24

required; if you don't have a PRA, you cannot do25
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50.69.  But just tell me, what's happening in1

Framework A?  Why is there a category for that non-2

safety, risk-significant, but there is no category for3

safety, non-risk-significant?4

MR. JESSUP:  So, let me make sure that I'm5

answering the question.  You're asking about Framework6

A, not Framework B, correct?7

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Because that's what8

you're discussing here, is Part --9

MR. JESSUP:  No.  We're talking about10

Framework B right now.11

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Oh, okay.  I thought12

that you said in the -- oh, okay.  Sorry.  Because I13

saw the Framework A.  You made the changes in14

classification for Framework B.  Okay, but now my15

question is on Framework A.16

MS. DE MESSIERES:  Yes, but I think Mo17

Shams would like to make a comment.18

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Okay.19

MR. SHAMS:  Yes, I think the question, it20

still stands, why don't we have a category in21

Framework A that does not represent safety-significant22

and low risk?  That's because Framework A is built23

around the risk insights that are ingrained into the24

PRA.  The entire framework is built around having the25
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PRA guiding you to select structures, systems, and1

components; guiding you to select your licensing basis2

events and your defense-in-depth.  So, you're3

inherently, by using that framework, you'll have risk4

insights throughout the entire process.  You're not5

likely to end up in a place where you're designating6

things to be safety-significant that are not,7

essentially, risk-significant.8

Does that make sense?9

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Well, no.  Okay.  It10

doesn't make sense --11

MR. SHAMS:  At least I took a shot.12

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  In this case, you13

should only have the two categories, not three.  If14

this is done, then you cannot have a third category if15

you are listing safety and non-risk-significant and16

non-safety.17

MS. DE MESSIERES:  Yes, maybe it goes back18

-- I think there was a comment earlier today that, in19

an ideal world, everything that's risk-significant20

would match perfectly with safety-related and --21

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Right.22

MS. DE MESSIERES:  But that's the key23

distinction.  It's inherently -- that connection is24

built into Framework A.  However, in Framework B,25
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we're still adopting the traditional approach where1

you do have a distinction between safety-related and2

the safety-related, but non-risk-significant.  So,3

that's where there is a distinction.  So, I think4

you've kind of hit it on the head.  In Framework A, we5

do have that inherently built in, and in Framework B,6

we do have to maintain that distinction similar to --7

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Well, in Framework8

A, you have that sort of like what would be not really9

-- you have some sort of mix of the -- I don't know10

what would be a good goal in a way.  You have the11

remains of that old world hanging on the tails, you12

know.  That's one of the things that I have actually13

commented before, and it just stays with me as a hike14

or something is wrong.  So, I'm not sure about what it15

is.  So, you know, it doesn't really -- those16

categories don't look right to me.  So, okay.  But we17

will comment how would that also, when we come to the18

B, we'll be ready -- you know, that's the only19

classification that is possible if you select it to do20

the PRA, right?  Otherwise, you will go with the21

classical safety/non-safety?22

MS. DE MESSIERES:  That's correct.  Yes,23

it's just optional in Framework B to do the risk-24

informed safety classification of SSCs, uh-hum.25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI:  So, let me ask sort of a1

tangent from this discussion, which is that all this2

classification should align with subsidiary3

requirements in Reg Guides and in standards, right? 4

So, if it's safety-significant, there's your5

inspection requirement, your maintenance, blah, blah,6

blah.  You know, given these different7

categorizations, is everything aligned so that, as you8

flow down to the working level, you know, you can9

invoke the proper standards?10

MR. TRAVIS:  For safety-related11

components, yes.12

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  For some of these other13

flavors, it --14

MR. TRAVIS:  Right.  For special15

treatments that come in a variety of different16

flavors, like you said, I would say it's going to17

depend on the component and how it's being -- what the18

treatment associated with it is for the function19

associated with the system.20

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  So, it's case-by-case?21

MR. TRAVIS:  Exactly.22

MR. JESSUP:  And I would offer, also, that23

I think that's why you see something like here, like24

the Maintenance Rule.  That's why we preserve that25
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existing structure, so that it's still implemented on1

both sides in the same manner that's been employed. 2

We didn't want to make that too fuzzy.  So, to your3

point, it's for that reason.4

Okay.  So, I think we're on "Requirements5

for procedures and guidelines."  Again, these are6

programmatic requirements translated directly from7

Framework A.  Really no material difference there.8

When we looked at inservice inspection, or9

ISI, and inservice testing requirements, in the10

interest of being technology-inclusive, we acknowledge11

the existing requirements that you might see in12

Section 50.55(a).  You know, many standards13

incorporated by reference, many associated conditions14

back there.  We acknowledge those existing15

requirements.  And so, we still require them for light16

water reactors that will come in under Framework B for17

ISI and IST.18

For non-light water reactors, though, we19

also recognize that Framework A's performance-based20

requirements, that would make sense as well.  And so,21

for non-light water reactors, we do have a split here22

where they would meet the requirements that have been23

active for Framework A.24

Then, the final programmatic requirement25
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I wanted to call out here is actually kind of an1

existing condition of license that you see there in2

paragraph (o) from Section 50.54, which is containment3

leak rate requirements.  So, as we'll talk about later4

relative to containment, for water-cooled reactors, we5

would still expect that the requirements, where we6

have drafted that the requirements existing today for7

those types of technologies, they would still have8

that pressure-retaining structure for containment. 9

And so, accordingly, we have programmatic requirements10

from Part 50, Appendix J, or Juliet, that would apply11

in the same manner that they apply today for those12

technologies.13

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes, before we get off14

this slide -- this is Greg Halnon -- back to the first15

bullet, just a question on both security and emergency16

preparedness.  On EP, the 50.160 rule gives a pathway17

to bypass FEMA review for site characteristics review,18

the first review.  It doesn't appear that that's the19

same, that you can bypass it in this new part.  Now is20

that just a conforming change that needs to be made21

down the road or do you plan on leaving the FEMA part22

in?23

MR. JESSUP:  So, I would offer that the24

requirements relative to EP in Framework B, they are25
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identical to those in Framework A.  We actually didn't1

draft any new requirements relative to EP in Framework2

B.  And I understand that, ultimately, that links back3

to Section 51.60.  So, they would be identical.4

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  So, apparently,5

there's going to need to be some conforming changes to6

make the pathways equivalent.  Because in the rule7

that's before the Commissioners, there's some 50-point8

"whatevers" that are also being revised.  So, it will9

have to be some kind of conforming changes.10

MR. JESSUP:  Okay, and I apologize, I11

misunderstood your question.  You are correct.  So, we12

are still in the process of -- there are many13

conforming changes that have been proposed for Part 5314

initially.  We're in the process of going back and15

looking at those conforming changes and how we would16

accommodate Framework B.17

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.18

MR. JESSUP:  So, yes, we are still working19

on those.  I understand your question.20

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  Yes, that's what I21

was assuming.22

Now I know that we don't really get into23

looking at security hard, but in the way the Framework24

is set up, it there a pathway to reduce the amount of25
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security required down to the Part 37 requirements,1

depending on what materials you have onsite?  Am I2

reading it correctly, that it's not necessarily a full3

Part 73 program required?4

MR. JESSUP:  I would have to defer that5

question to our NSIR partners.  I'm not sure if -- I6

can't tell --7

MEMBER HALNON:  I saw Paul Harris on, I8

think.  Maybe he can -- he's an NSIR person.9

MR. JESSUP:  Oh, Mo Shams is actually10

going to address that question.11

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.12

MR. SHAMS:  So, we've got a couple of13

activities going on in security.14

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes.15

MR. SHAMS:  But the limited security rule,16

that's one, one place where we're -- am I not close17

enough?  I'm sorry.18

MEMBER HALNON:  No, you're fine.19

MR. SHAMS:  So, a couple of places where20

we're addressing security requirements for advanced21

reactors.  So, the limited security rule, that's one22

proposed rule.  At this point, it's a draft going to23

the Commission within a month or so.  That offers the24

potential for alternatives to select that appropriate25
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number of guard strengths and other alternatives as1

well.  So, that's one place where that would address2

that advanced reactor.3

To your point, in Part 53, we do have a4

graded approach that looks at, again, offsite dose5

limits, and from there, the approach gets into whether6

or not the DBT needs to be addressed by the security7

program, in the security program versus not.  So, I8

don't want to go as far as to say that it can get to9

Part 37 security because I'm just not that precise in10

that regard, but I just want to offer the thought11

that, yes, there is a graded approach that can get to12

a place where, with the appropriate -- with meeting13

certain dose criteria offsite, a vendor would not need14

to protect against DBT and just protect for material15

attractiveness.16

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  So, it sounds like17

NSIR is actively still working on where this is going18

to probably end up then.19

MR. SHAMS:  Yes, and that's a fair20

assessment.21

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.22

MR. SHAMS:  Yes.23

MEMBER HALNON:  That's fine.  We don't24

need to go any further than that.  I just wanted to25
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make sure that we weren't in a finality spot right now1

with what I read.  I was confused on how the pathway2

works, trying to get through the language, but I think3

I understand where you're going with that.4

Thank you.5

MR. SHAMS:  Thanks.6

DR. SCHULTZ:  Bill, on bullet No. -- on7

the inspection, inservice inspection and testing, the8

Framework A requirements for that tie back to the PRA. 9

And so, if a non-LWR must meet the Framework A10

requirements, then they need the full-scope PRA?11

MR. JESSUP:  I understand the question. 12

And we actually have looked at what's been drafted for13

ARCAP, actually, in this area.  And we recognize that14

that actually is one of the ways you would actually15

have to meet that requirement.  So, we acknowledge --16

I don't recall the specific language, but at least17

based on the guidance that's been drafted in ARCAP, we18

felt like a Framework B applicant that does fall under19

this category could meet that.  Again, I don't recall20

the specific language about the extent of PRA risk21

insights that would need to be developed, but we did22

recognize that you would need to have a PRA to23

actually implement what has been drafted in Framework24

A.  I don't recall the specific language, though.25
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DR. SCHULTZ:  I'll look back at that. 1

Thank you.2

MR. JESSUP:  Okay.  Billy, could you move3

to slide 13, please?4

Okay.  So, one of the other requirements5

for operation that we wanted to highlight this morning6

were related to technical specifications and the way7

they're treated in Framework B.8

So, if you look at the requirements in9

Section 53.4213 in Framework B, they generally align10

with what has existed previously in Section 50.36 for11

Part 50 and 52 applicants and licensees.12

I wanted to call out the limiting13

conditions for operations.  So, this is a key item. 14

Relative to criteria 2 and 4 from the existing15

requirements, we were able to translate those16

directly.  We did have to, when we translated the17

requirements relative to criteria 1 and 3, we did make18

slight modifications to ensure technology-19

inclusiveness.20

Part of it was driven by -- we talked21

about this idea of the reactor coolant pressure22

boundary and how that terminology translates into23

Framework B, and part of it was also driven by the24

fact that certain applicants and licensees may, or may25
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need to, adopt the functional containment concept. 1

And so, those ideas are what drove kind of the slight2

changes in criteria 1 and 3 that you would see when3

you compare the existing requirements.4

Relative to the other requirements that5

folks may be familiar with in 50.36 -- those6

surveillance requirements, design features, admin.7

controls, decommissioning -- there were no material8

changes to those, as we translated them to Framework9

B, other than ensuring that we're focused on the10

correct class of license.  Section 50.36, it addresses11

a broader class of license that we're addressing in12

Part 53, but, otherwise, no material changes there.13

MEMBER SUNSERI:  This is Matt Sunseri. 14

Just a question.  I don't know if this is a comment or15

not.16

But the traditional tech specs, I'll call17

that, were somewhat risk-informed with the18

surveillance requirements, such as 72 hours to do this19

or 24 to do that, whatever.  And then, subsequently,20

there's new regulation to allow for risk-informed tech21

specs.  Can you comment on what kind of tech specs you22

anticipate seeing created from this rule?23

MR. JESSUP:  Yes.  No, that's a good24

question.  I understand that there are certain risk-25
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informed applications that have come along and1

permitted things like not only the surveillance2

frequency control program, which I think may be what3

you are referring to, but also risk-informed4

completion times.  You know, those are more recent5

risk-informed applications that the current fleets6

adopted.7

We would expect, and we acknowledge in a8

later slide, that provided sufficient risk insights9

are available in a particular PRA, that perhaps you10

would be able to implement similar flexibilities,11

operational flexibilities, that we're seeing the12

current fleet evolve towards today.  So, again, we do13

acknowledge that later, but you would need -- we think14

you would need a PRA to implement this.  And it kind15

of goes to the question we just had about ISI and IST. 16

You're going to have to have a PRA to implement those17

types of operational flexibilities and programs.18

But, to begin with, I would say you're19

likely going to start with something like a defined20

72-hour completion time, or else the (audio21

interference) statement completion time.22

MEMBER SUNSERI:  Okay.  Thank you.  That's23

helpful.24

MR. JESSUP:  Okay.  Billy, could you move25
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to slide 14, please?1

And I'm going to turn the presentation2

over to Chuck Moulton from NRR, Division of Risk3

Assessment, to walk us through fire protection.4

MR. MOULTON:  All right.  This is Charles5

Moulton.6

So, essentially, the proposed rule7

language for Framework B for fire protection is a8

combination of 50.48, Appendix R, and NFPA 805,9

Chapter 3.10

It looks really long compared to the11

concept of some of the other rules in people's minds. 12

That's because all of the requirements are contained13

in "in-line" rule text.  There's no appendices for14

Part 53.  There's no cross-references back to Parts 5015

or 52.  We wanted to write a complete rule, self-16

contained.17

There's a provision for performance-based18

alternatives to many of the detailed requirements with19

NRC approval.  This is very similar to the20

performance-based alternatives in 50.48(c)(4) and21

NFPA 805.22

The licensee or applicant or designer23

needs to demonstrate that they can achieve a safe and24

stable state, maintain safety margins, and maintain25
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defense-in-depth.1

This rule language was put together2

considering the possibility there's no PRA for fire,3

but a PRA might be useful in doing a performance-based4

justification.5

Move on to the next slide, please.6

So, one of the big things in writing the7

rule was the technology neutrality idea, because large8

light water reactors are written throughout Appendix9

R and NFPA 805.  So, the designers need to define what10

the safe and stable state is for their design.  They11

also need to determine what safe shutdown functions12

are required to achieve and maintain the safe and13

stable state.14

Another aspect of the rule is that it was15

written --16

DR. BLEY:  I have a question on that one.17

MR. MOULTON:  Okay.  Go ahead.18

DR. BLEY:  It would seem to me -- and this19

is good having this here, but principal design20

criteria almost have to cover this, right?21

MR. MOULTON:  Well, in our22

conceptualization, principal design criteria are a lot23

like Appendix A GDCs.  They really do not mention safe24

shutdown in the detail that is needed to do a fire25
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protection program.1

DR. BLEY:  Could you expound on that just2

a little?3

MR. MOULTON:  So, the GDC says:  consider4

the effect of fire and explosion on the plant.  Use5

non-combustible materials.  Consider the activation6

and rupture of water-based suppression systems.  It7

doesn't say what safe shutdown is.8

DR. BLEY:  Well, it --9

MR. MOULTON:  I mean, I mean --10

DR. BLEY:  Not with respect to fire, but11

with respect to reactivity it does.12

MR. MOULTON:  Not for fire.  I mean, this13

is fire-focused, right --14

DR. BLEY:  Well, yes, but if you have to15

have the reactor shut down by the PDCs, you'd have to16

have it shut down if fire is the problem, too.  So,17

I'm not quite sure what you're looking for from people18

on this one.  So, you're looking for something beyond19

what we would see in the GDCs, and I'm not sure what20

that is.  Just give me some --21

MR. MOULTON:  So --22

DR. BLEY:  You're going to have to give23

the applicants some hints, yes.24

MR. MOULTON:  Right.  There will need to25
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be guidance on what we mean by "safe and stable."  In1

Appendix R, it's cold shutdown with an intermediate2

step of hot shutdown or hot standby.  In NFPA 805,3

it's defined similarly, but using reactivity and4

temperature criteria instead of just using shutdown or5

standby words.6

MEMBER HALNON:  This is Greg.7

There is one commonality and that's8

subcritical.  Why couldn't you at least provide -- I9

mean, safe and stable state is --10

MR. MOULTON:  Because I can't, in my11

imagination of trying to anticipate any possible12

design --13

MEMBER HALNON:  But isn't any possible14

design determined through either critical or non-15

critical reactor operations?  Can you anticipate16

something that is not that way?  I mean, I can't right17

now.  Maybe you can.18

DR. BLEY:  I was kind of thinking of it19

the other way.  If you come up with something here, I20

don't see how that's not reflected, needs to be21

reflected in the PDCs.22

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  And/or, Dennis, the23

definitions.  I mean, it seems to me, if you think24

this is required to implement the fire protection25
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requirements, then safe and stable state ought to be1

defined in the definitions.  But I think, as Dennis2

was alluding do, and also Greg, it's essentially there3

in concept.  There is an Advanced Reactor Policy4

Statement -- not the final one, but before that --5

about new and modular reactors, basically, saying that6

safe and stable is subcritical.  The issue was what7

temperature it's at to accommodate designs like HGGRs,8

but I think there's a common understanding of what9

this is.10

Are you hinting that you require them to11

go beyond controlling reactivity in having their heat12

removal functions maintained?13

MR. MOULTON:  No.  I'm hinting that they14

need to decide what they need to do.15

MEMBER HALNON:  So, this is a "bring me a16

rock" situation.17

MR. MOULTON:  This is know your designs.18

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  They could already do19

this.  I mean a designer, you know, putting aside all20

the GDCs and everything, the designer is going to --21

your second bullet there -- is going to design the22

system that allows him to, or her to, control the23

reactivity, to bring the system subcritical, and to24

bring it to -- it looks like you're asking for cold25
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shutdown.  Is that what you're asking for?1

MR. MOULTON:  Safe and stable is,2

essentially, an indefinite state.  So, basically, cold3

shutdown would be the example we would give related to4

the current fleet.5

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  So, you'd allow coolants6

to freeze?  Molten salt needs to stay above 2507

degrees.  Lead systems -- so, there's some fine -- the8

wording here matters in terms of what the temperature9

is.  They would probably talk about being able to go10

to a hot standby and they consider that safe and11

stable.  It's just not cold --12

MR. MOULTON:  They need to consider13

maintaining that state.14

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Sure.15

MR. MOULTON:  I mean, I have only16

knowledge of large light water reactors.17

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Yes, yes.18

MR. TRAVIS:  So, this is Boyce Travis.19

I guess I'll offer that the non-LWR PRA20

standard, and some of the guidance that Marty will21

discuss tomorrow, provides what we think is a22

reasonable definition of safe and stable state.  And23

I think that that definition could also be24

appropriated here.25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI:  I had a question on the1

technology-neutral.  As I read the section -- and it's2

Framework A or B -- there's discussion of having a3

water source, potentially, having redundant access. 4

And I'm not convinced that some of these systems want5

water in their plants, like a sodium system.  I'd ask6

you to go back and look, and maybe instead of7

redundant water, we'd have redundant fire suppression8

sources.  I mean, you've done a good job, but I think9

there's a spot you missed, basically.10

MR. MOULTON:  All right.  I can take that11

back.12

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Thanks.13

MR. MOULTON:  Moving on, my last bullet is 14

this proposal was written with the idea of new designs15

and implementations in mind.  So, some of the16

compromises related to licensed existing plants have17

been removed.  For example, no allowance for repairs18

to achieve safe shutdown or operator actions.  Some of19

this flexibility might be available through20

performance-based alternatives.21

And really, this is the end of my22

presentation.23

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  On the middle bullet,24

you're saying, "No allowance for operator actions." 25
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That's been removed or it's in?  I'm sorry, I haven't1

been --2

MR. MOULTON:  It's removed.3

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Okay.4

MR. MOULTON:  It's not an option mentioned5

in the rule.6

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  So, operator actions are7

acceptable to meet these requirements?8

MR. MOULTON:  If you did a performance-9

based alternative and demonstrated you could meet the10

criteria.11

DR. BLEY:  So, that means you'd need an12

exception to this, is that right?  I'm a little13

confused.14

MR. MOULTON:  Well, if you could go back15

a slide, where we do the performance-based approach,16

our performance-based alternative to the detailed17

requirements -- we're, basically, talking about the18

separation of redundant trains here or damage to our19

required system to safe shutdown.  So, they could ask20

for an exception to the detailed requirements using a21

performance-based alternative.22

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I'm a little confused. 23

This is Walt Kirchner.24

Okay, you've got a fire detected in your25
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plant.  The SRO, or whoever the crew chief is, says,1

"Let's shut the plant down."  That's an operator2

action.  That's --3

MR. MOULTON:  Not --4

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  You don't credit that?5

MR. MOULTON:  Not in fire protection world6

actions, in the control room or not, the operator7

actions.8

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I am confused.  I'm a9

former operator.  I have a fire somewhere in the10

plant.11

MR. MOULTON:  Right.12

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I push the scram button. 13

That's an operator action.14

MR. MOULTON:  Not in the fire protection15

program context, it isn't, in the definition as we16

made it in the rule.17

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I guess I'll need to go18

back and look at this more carefully.  I'm a little19

bit disturbed.  I mean, fire protection is something20

that --21

MR. MOULTON:  I would suggest taking a22

look at the description of recovery actions in Reg23

Guide 1.205.24

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  1.205?25
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MR. MOULTON:  Yes.1

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Thank you.2

MEMBER BIER:  Another question.  This is3

Vicki Bier.4

I don't know if it's the previous slide or5

the next slide, the one about no allowance for repair.6

MR. MOULTON:  It's the next one.7

MEMBER BIER:  Okay.  Can we switch the8

slide then?  Okay.9

So, I'm trying to understand, is that10

because it's anticipated that this would be passively11

safe and not require active safe shutdown equipment,12

or why is there no --13

MR. MOULTON:  No, this is assuming that14

this is a new design, right?  It hasn't been built15

yet.  So, an allowance for a fire in a fire area16

damaging equipment that is needed to get to safe17

shutdown for that fire area isn't needed.  You should18

be able to shut the plant down using equipment that is19

not damaged by a fire in the fire area where the fire20

is.21

MEMBER BIER:  Okay.  I think I understand22

that, anyway.  Thanks.23

DR. BLEY:  This is Dennis.  Can you back24

up one to 14 again?25
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Then, I'm just looking at this part of the1

rule, and I haven't pulled this out.  You speak of2

having a provision for performance-based alternatives,3

which implies to me somewhere in here I will find that4

provision in the rule.  And then, you say, but you5

need an exception to use that provision, which seems6

to me counterintuitive about what you're telling me.7

MR. MOULTON:  Right.  I think I may have8

mangled my words a little bit.9

If you read the text of the section on the10

performance-based alternatives, I think that's much11

clearer than what I might have said.  I think it's12

43.50(c)(7).13

DR. BLEY:  Okay.  I'm almost there.  I'll14

keep looking.15

MR. TRAVIS:  While you're looking, I think16

that an exemption isn't required is what we're trying17

to communicate.  It's built into the rule as an18

alternative.19

MR. MOULTON:  Yes.20

DR. BLEY:  Okay.  That's the way I read21

the slide, but that isn't what I heard.22

I have to say, on this one -- and maybe23

this gets worked out, but maybe it doesn't -- the24

impression I'm getting is writing this with25
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understanding BWRs, but not the new designs that might1

be coming -- and you can't know them all -- leads you2

to the kind of gaps Dave pointed out.  And I think3

this one needs a careful going-over to make sure we4

aren't locking ourselves into LWR-based concepts5

rather than being technology-open.  Anyway, we'd have6

to think about that some more; at least I do.7

MR. MOULTON:  Okay.8

MR. JESSUP:  Okay.  Thank you, Chuck.9

Billy, could you move us to slide 16,10

please?  Thank you.11

I'm going to turn the presentation over to12

Jesse Seymour now.13

MR. SEYMOUR:  Hi.  This is Jesse Seymour14

again from earlier.  I'm in the Operator Licensing and15

Human Factors Branch in NRR.16

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Jesse, closer to the mic.17

MR. SEYMOUR:  Oh, sorry.18

This is Jesse Seymour from earlier.  And19

I'm going to talk about Subpart P's provisions for20

staffing, training, personnel qualifications, and21

human factors, and how we've translated our overall22

approach that we've developed for advanced reactor23

human-system considerations for use within the context24

of Framework B.25
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In developing the requirements of Subpart1

P, we identified that essentially all Subpart F2

provisions -- staffing, human factors, engineering,3

and for the licensing Senior Reactor Operators and4

Reactor Operators -- were suitable for inclusion5

within Subpart P.6

Although the two frameworks have some7

fundamental differences in their approach, the8

technical requirements that are approached, and human-9

system considerations utilize, specifically in the10

area of concept of operations, functional requirements11

analysis, and function allocation provide a means of12

providing the necessary design insights and assessment13

of the operator role in safety needed to facilitate14

the use of similar flexibilities under either15

framework.16

In light of a similar approach used,17

Subpart P adopts most requirements from Subpart F via18

cross-references or by copying requirements with the19

necessary changes, such as internal references. 20

Because of this, the structures of each are similar.21

Lastly, certain features of Subpart P that22

are different from what was presented under the first23

iteration of Subpart F will be discussed here, as well24

as differences between the two subparts in the current25
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versions.1

Billy, if you could move to the next2

slide, please, which is 17?3

New to Part 53 is a requirement for the4

staffing plan to include a description of how5

engineering expertise will be available to support the6

on-shift operating personnel during all plant7

conditions.  This engineering expertise requirement is8

repeated in both the Framework A and B portions of9

Part 53 and applies to any Part 53 plant, regardless10

of other staffing considerations.11

The intent of engineering expertise is to12

replace the traditional STA position with a more13

flexible requirement for technical assistance to be14

available to the on-shift operating crew if they15

encounter a situation not covered by training or16

procedures.17

The engineering expertise requirement Part18

53 includes having familiarity with the operation of19

the facility for which the expertise is provided, as20

well as an educational or certification requirement. 21

And that generally is identical to that which is22

currently used for the shift technical advisor.  So,23

that's composed of a bachelor's degree in engineering24

from an accredited institution or having a bachelor's25
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degree in either engineering technology, physical1

science, or in a physical mathematical or engineering2

science discipline, or having a professional3

engineer's license.  Again, that mirrors the shift4

technical advisor requirements.  So, there's two5

components that are there.  One is familiarity with6

the operation of the specific facility itself as well7

as the educational piece.8

The staff considered the function of the9

traditional STA role and Commission policies for10

educational and engineering expertise on-shift when11

creating this requirement.  And this requirement12

provides flexibilities for meeting any potential need13

for the engineering expertise on-shift.14

For example, the requirement could be met15

by a person filling a traditional STA role, or the16

engineering expertise could also potentially be17

provided via an offsite resource.  So, the staff will18

review how the application satisfies this requirement19

as part of the staffing plan review.20

MEMBER HALNON:  Hey, Jesse, this is Greg.21

MR. SEYMOUR:  Yes?22

MEMBER HALNON:  I mean, the obvious23

difference is we can fulfill the present requirement24

on-shift today.  What's your thinking about the25
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availability for off-hours and the ability for the1

engineer or engineering expertise person to get the2

attention of the shift from an off-shift perspective? 3

Is there going to be some more detailed guidance down4

the road about communication methods, fitness for5

duty, and other things that may be required for that6

off-shift person?7

MR. SEYMOUR:  That's the case.  At8

present, what we're looking to do is to expand upon9

the details of that in guidance space.  So, yes, at10

that level of the rule language, it would consist of11

the high-level requirements that we discussed here,12

but, then, we currently anticipate fleshing that out13

further through the regulatory guidance, yes.14

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  So, is your15

thinking that there would be an equivalency -- I'm16

sorry, my voice is not great -- equivalency to an on-17

shift fitness for duty, on-shift availability, on-18

shift availability to communicate, you know, and those19

sorts of criteria?20

MR. SEYMOUR:  We haven't worked out some21

of the details to that level yet.  But the high-level22

concepts that we've talked about at this stage involve23

the availability of the information that's needed to24

provide that engineering expertise -- so, plant data,25
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plant parameters, things of that nature -- as well as1

having the reliable means of communication, such that2

the correct information can be provided back to3

support the crew.4

Now, beyond that, there is the5

availability aspect.  And again, this is stuff that6

we're really just starting to dig into now.7

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.8

MR. SEYMOUR:  But, conventionally, a shift9

technical advisor has to be available to support an10

on-shift crew within 10 minutes of the inception of an11

event.  So, what we'll have to do is we'll have to12

look at that and kind of work through what that looks13

like within this type of paradigm.14

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  Yes, I think that15

I'll have to put more thinking into it -- I'm sure you16

will, too -- relative to traditional roles, whether17

the cell phone would be adequate, whether it would be18

adequate just to have an internet connection, or some19

kind of other means of being able to get, if you will,20

virtually into the control room with the staff.  So,21

we'll be interested in seeing what kind of thinking22

you come up with at the end of this.23

MR. SEYMOUR:  Okay.24

MR. JESSUP:  Billy, could we move on to25
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slide 18, please?  Okay.1

So, moving on, several other differences2

exist between Subpart P provisions and those that were3

discussed in the first iteration of Subpart F.  It4

should be noted that the changes summarized here are5

common between both Subpart P and what will be seen in6

the second iteration of Subpart F that we'll be7

discussing tomorrow.8

First, we've modified the allowance for9

load following in a manner that expands it to10

potentially include not only electrical power11

generation, but also process heat use more generally. 12

And these types of applications might involve things13

like desalination, hydrogen production, or even14

district heating.  So, again, what we've done is15

provided a more generic treatment of the plant output16

versus being specific to electrical power generation.17

Second, we've incorporated a more detailed18

set of change control requirements for programs that19

are approved by the NRC as part of facility licensing. 20

And within this area, there's a number of programs21

because we start getting into examination programs,22

training programs, and things of that nature.23

Specifically, this new approach permits24

the use of change control mechanisms that are25
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contained within the approved program itself.  So, in1

essence, using a change control process that we2

reviewed and approved when the program itself was3

approved, allowing that to subsequently be used to4

make changes.  And that would be allowed, provided5

that a change to technical specifications or an6

exemption from an existing regulation is not involved.7

Finally, we've deleted a preliminary8

requirement that we had put in the first iteration of9

Subpart F, and this is no longer contained within10

Subparts P or F at this point.  And that preliminary11

requirement would have addressed the use of a12

simulator as a human factors engineering test bed.13

After some consideration, we determined that that item14

was one that should best be covered via guidance15

instead.  And that's consistent with the current16

status quo.17

Billy, if we could move to the next slide,18

please?19

So, all that being said, the primary20

difference between the current versions of Subparts P21

and F stems from their differing provisions for22

operator licensing.  Specifically, the provisions of23

Subpart F's second iteration include an alternative24

for using Reactor Operators and Senior Reactor25
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Operators that is not currently included in Subpart P.1

An alternative approach to using Reactor2

Operators and Senior Reactor Operators has been3

extensively revised within the second iteration of4

Subpart F, and we will discuss that new framework5

tomorrow when we go through Subpart F.  But the key6

point here is that, at present, we don't currently7

have that embedded within Subpart P.8

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Sorry, is that just a9

timing issue?  You plan to or there's a reason why you10

decided not to --11

MR. JESSUP:  In large part, it's a timing12

issue.13

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Okay.14

MR. JESSUP:  And it really had to do with15

the development of Framework B, the timeline that they16

had to work against.17

Some of the details of Framework B coming18

into better contrast over time, you know, as we19

developed more detail about how an area would work,20

about what the guidance for the area process would21

look like, and, also, as we went through and we22

refined our alternatives to the former Certified23

Operator process that previously discussed for Subpart24

F.  So, really, what we ended up with were, for lack25
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of a better way to put it, variables changing in the1

equation, and we needed to get better resolution on2

what the program itself would look like and what3

Framework B would look like.4

And now that we're coming into that stage,5

we'll be able to make better assessment about how does6

this incorporate, you know, what types of criteria7

would be needed, and so forth.  So, again, it's8

largely not because we looked at it in a blanket9

manner, because this is not appropriate for Framework10

B; more so, just we needed to have more things11

resolved to make an assessment.12

DR. BLEY:  I admit a little confusion13

here.  Subpart F had the provision for the Certified14

Operators that aren't licensed by the NRC, and we do15

not have that now in Subpart P?  That's correct?16

MR. JESSUP:  That's correct, and we17

will --18

DR. BLEY:  I know you're still noodling19

this stuff, but this Committee -- and I can't speak20

for the whole Committee -- but there was a  lot of21

concern about having that provision in Subpart F.  But22

if it's there, I'd wonder why we wouldn't have the23

parallel thing here.24

MR. JESSUP:  The biggest driver was this25
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-- and again, without digressing into what we'll talk1

about tomorrow afternoon, because the bulk of tomorrow2

afternoon's discussion will be on the general licensed3

Reactor Operator Framework that we developed -- the4

single biggest driver was being able to develop the5

criteria needed to implement that process within6

Framework B.7

And it's a complex matter to address8

because, from the ground up, the criteria used to9

gauge whether a plant was eligible for that10

alternative were really framed from the ground up to11

work hand-in-hand with Subparts P and C.12

So, in approaching this, what we've had to13

do is go back to the underlying philosophy.  We came14

to this Committee last year with a white paper that we15

had gone through and discussed at a very basic level16

what the pieces and parts would be going into those17

criteria.  But we really had to go back to that level18

and say, now that Framework B is fleshed out, what do19

these criteria look like within the context of20

Framework B?21

So, again, we're having to look at -- and22

again, with multiple tracks that are available for23

Framework B -- we're having to say, for a plant that24

just comes in and does the PRA track, what would these25
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criteria look like?  For a plant that comes in that1

meets the area criteria, what would those criteria2

look like?  So, it's complicated.  So, again, that's3

really the driver, is just, what does it take to get4

into that process?5

DR. BLEY:  I guess what I'm thinking is6

the very people who drove you to come up with this7

Part B are probably the ones who really want to have8

the Certified Operators.  Now I don't say that's a9

good thing or a necessary thing, but probably this10

comes as a surprise that it's not in here.11

And I can't help you right now on how you12

would come up with a criteria.  I think that's an13

interesting question.14

Anyway, I wonder if it undermines the15

value of having Attachment B, and have you tossed that16

around?  Or is that even something you worry about?17

MR. JESSUP:  No, it's very high on our18

list of things that we need to address.19

And, you know, there's something I just20

want to touch upon real quick.  We do have a21

stakeholder meeting coming up on June 30th.  And as22

part of that, we do plan to go through and discuss the23

general licensed Reactor Operator concept and touch24

upon the thought process going forward.25
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But, no, no, it's very high on our list of1

things to address.  And really, you know, that's2

something we try to be clear on the messaging about,3

is that it's not that we looked at Framework B and we4

just said in a blanket manner, you know, we can't do5

this within the context of Framework B.  It was simply6

that we had multiple pieces of what we were working on7

changing at the same time.  And really, what we needed8

to do was let enough things stabilize to say, "Here's9

a set program."10

And again, I don't want to digress into11

tomorrow, but now we're talking about, you know, a12

position that is now licensed instead of being non-13

licensed, right?  So, that's a substantive change,14

right?15

DR. BLEY:  Yes, it is, and I don't envy16

your position on having to reconcile all these17

multiple things.  But this seems like a big deal.18

MR. JESSUP:  Yes, and we anticipate19

there's going to be a lot of interest there.  But,20

again, that's the biggest thing that I would say, is21

that we're still working on that.22

And again, I'll throw an example out23

there.  We're looking very closely at an area facility24

and saying that, you know, if it was a facility that25
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was able to come in and qualify for that type of1

treatment, to go through that process to meet those2

criteria, would that be suitable?  We may have to take3

some things that are in guidance and say, well, these4

are fixed requirements if we want to go with this5

Licensed Operator track.  But, again, that's the type6

of thing that we're now --7

DR. BLEY:  Yes, I think if you think about8

how one searches in a new technology, how one searches9

for initiating events or accidents to be considered,10

or licensing basis events, some aspects of the same11

process need to apply to both Attachments A and B. 12

Otherwise, people doing B could come out with a big13

gap in what they've thought about and looked at.14

And if, in fact, you do that in a15

convincingly thorough way, it would seem you ought to16

be able to have something of the same criteria in both17

cases.  Anyway, good luck.18

MR. JESSUP:  Thank you.  I appreciate19

that.20

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  So, as I remember, I21

thought the criteria were that the operator didn't22

have to perform anything in the control room task due23

to safety caution; it all would have to happen24

automatically.  And then, there were all these human25
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factors issues.1

I guess I'm struggling with, what is it in2

Part B that you can't get answer to those questions?3

MR. JESSUP:  I'll give one example, and4

this, I think, is representative of why it's not some5

intractable problem.  It's just something that, now6

that other things have firmed up, we need to be just7

careful in how we address it.8

One of the very significant features,9

going all the way back to the original white paper10

that we discussed with this Committee, was not just11

being able to say I'm able to address my licensing12

basis events without reliance upon operator action,13

but also to take it one step further, right, and to14

say, in some cases, depending on what you're doing in15

the way of automation, you may not have the same16

opportunity.  So, what we did is we also went as far17

as to say that you had to account for defense-in-depth18

without reliance on human intervention, right,19

operator intervention?20

And so, what we see in Framework A is we21

see a codification of defense-in-depth requirements22

under Subpart B.  That's a feature that presently23

doesn't carry over into the approach used in Framework24

B.25
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So, again, it's not an intractable1

problem, right?  We can craft criteria specific to if2

you want to use this licensed operator track, then you3

must meet, you know, A, B, C, and work that in there. 4

But, again, what we're trying to do is to do that in5

a way that's appropriate without trying to recreate6

Subparts B and C in a little section of Framework B.7

So, again, not an intractable problem. 8

Just something we have to go in there, you know, kind9

of knowing in a solidified way everything that we're10

working with, and then, moving the pieces into the11

right spot.12

MEMBER HALNON: Yeah.  I think the real13

question that we probably will get into detail14

tomorrow is not so much is the criteria correct, as15

can anybody ever even meet the criteria to begin with, 16

especially when you add in the definition that we're17

following and an operator required to be able to18

diffuse based on a SPOC issue.19

So, I think that the overall discussion20

tomorrow will be a lot more detailed than what we want21

to get into today.22

MR. JESSUP: Yeah.  And, again, tomorrow we23

will, we will dig into a lot of that.  And, again, I24

do, you know, want to, you know, turn back over so we25
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can keep going.1

But I did want to make a point though. 2

Bill Jessup here.3

Humor me here for a second.  And that's4

just I do want to say that, you know, one of our5

overarching goals with our operations requirements has6

been to craft durable regulations.  And in many ways7

what we're trying to do is trying to say that the8

technology that we see right now at this moment, you9

know, invariably won't be the same technology that we10

see 20, 30 years from now.11

What we're trying to do is trying to think12

ahead to, you know, technologies, safety innovations13

that perhaps aren't apparent to us right now and the14

framework that's going to be there.  And one of the15

things we've acknowledged is, you know, perhaps a few16

applicants would be able to meet a given order right17

now, but that might not be the case in 20 years for18

many areas, you know, designers, one of the revisions19

where we're at right now.20

So, but again, that was a point I just21

wanted to make.22

MEMBER REMPE: Before you go on, I guess23

I'm kind of slow here.  But I was thinking when I saw24

the slides that eventually when Subpart F gets25
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finalized that Framework B Subpart P could be pretty1

darn similar and you might not need to have all this2

stuff.  But you're telling me because of the3

qualification of defense-in-depth issue that that will4

never happen?5

MR. SEYMOUR: Something that we're looking6

at as well is, is there opportunity, you know, as we,7

as we go through and we say, hey, here's this last8

piece of Framework B that's very much different than9

A, you know, within the operations area, as we're, you10

know, being responsive, working through and evolving11

that, what we're going to have to contend with is the12

fact that, you know, we may end up with a very13

similar-looking Subpart F and Subpart P.14

And at that stage there may be an15

opportunity -- but then again, I say this, right, we16

don't know what we'll ultimately do at this point. 17

But there may be opportunity to merge them and just18

make one subpart.19

MEMBER REMPE: Yeah.  That's what I kind of20

thought when I was reading this, that I thought maybe21

you're saying, no, we can't because of the22

qualification.  But you're not saying that.  You're23

saying wait and see.24

MR. SEYMOUR: Yeah.  Exactly.25
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And, you know, if you go through the way1

that -- and I don't mean all Subpart P, I just mean,2

you know, the operations requirements, you know, the3

--4

MEMBER REMPE: Right.  That's what I'm5

talking --6

MR. SEYMOUR: Yeah.7

MEMBER REMPE: -- the operations.8

MR. SEYMOUR: And if you go through those9

requirements, what you'll see right now is that10

there's a lot of pointers.  There's a lot of places11

where it just says look back over.12

MEMBER REMPE: Yeah.13

MR. SEYMOUR: You know, we may be able to14

take that next evolutionary step with a little bit of15

conditional language to account for where you're16

coming from and just merge them.  So, we haven't17

abandoned that at all.18

MEMBER REMPE: Good.19

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Good.20

MR. JESSUP: I'll always humor those21

discussions if I can and just as I meant to.22

Okay, Billie, could you move to Slide 20,23

please.24

All right.  So, on this slide we're25
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talking about Subpart Q, the decommissioning1

requirements.  A very similar story to what I talked2

about earlier with Subpart Oscar.3

If you look at Subpart Q or go back, it's4

got the parallel structure and content to Framework A5

Subpart G.6

And, again, similar story.  Since all the7

variations that we see in Subpart Q, they're limited8

to conforming changes that we needed to make to adapt9

those provisions in Framework Bravo.10

And I'll take the opportunity here to say11

that this subpart was actually our first test case for12

how would we address something that we just talked13

about.  You know, in theory, you could just point14

somebody directly over to Subpart G from Framework B. 15

But what you run into, and if, well, anyone spent a16

lot of time reading decommissioning requirements you17

would find out that as you start reading the18

requirements you get pointed in other places of19

Framework A.20

And so that's, this was kind of the first21

telltale for us about I can't point you directly to at22

least an entire subpart.  You actually have to sort it23

out, translate it.  Even if they aren't material24

translations, they're conforming.25
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I just wanted to offer that as an1

organizational or structural note about how we end up2

with these essentially duplicate subparts which,3

again, at the end of the day I think they also clarify4

for the framework.5

Okay.  Billie, can you move to Slide 21,6

please.7

All right.  So, now we're going to get8

into Subpart R, which is, it's kind of a foundational9

subpart in Framework Bravo.  And again, like I started10

with Subpart P, I'm just outlining here section11

numbers, key section numbers.  I shouldn't say all or12

imply that this is all of them.13

But what I wanted to do here is just give14

an overview and really draw some comparisons between15

what you would see in Framework Alpha Subpart H, or16

Hotel, and what you see here in Subpart Romeo.17

Also call out a couple of key differences. 18

The one that's bolded, you see being section 53.4730,19

which we're going to spend a lot of time on relevant20

to some of the discussions we've already had this21

morning.  And this is where we consolidated a lot of22

the technical requirements that are foundational to23

this framework.24

And then also section 53.4731, which again25
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we'll touch on later in a risk slide.  I've shown it1

twice this morning.  This is where we've translated2

those 50.69 alternatives for risk-informed3

classification of SSCs.4

So, again, and then you look at the5

remainder of the sections, same structure as Subpart6

Hotel in the framework.7

MEMBER REMPE: So, when I was reading this8

-- and, unfortunately, in my notes I didn't copy where9

I read this -- but you talk about, you compare what is10

in Subpart R with what was in 52.47(a)(12) and11

52.79(a)(8).  And you talk about the duplicative in12

Part 52.13

Doesn't the ongoing Part 50, 52 alignment14

lessons learned activity take care of that duplicative15

requirement?16

MR. JESSUP: So, I'm going to address this17

head on in two slides.  But that is not, to my18

knowledge, an area, that wasn't a type of duplication19

that that rulemaking was going after.20

MEMBER REMPE: I didn't say if it's the21

same language and the thing's not a done deal yet. 22

And why doesn't somebody, I guess, we missed it when23

you were reviewing it and all, but it seems like I24

constantly hear all of the people are always in25
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contact with each other, and communicating.  If you1

guys know you need it, why didn't the staff doing that2

effort hear about it and fix that too?3

MR. TRAVIS: So, this is Boyce Travis.4

I guess I'll offer that, you know, in the5

process of working on this language we discovered that6

Part 52 was originally written this way.  And they7

went to that deliberately.8

So, the requirements are broken out on an9

individual per license basis deliberately.  And to10

change it back, you know, would have been outside the11

scope of that rulemaking.  And, you know, it was12

deliberately put in a position where it is today.13

And so, the requirements are self-14

contained in the different license applications.  We15

chose to do, go a different route for consolidation,16

as Bill knows.  He's going to talk a little bit of17

that more in a couple of slides, but.18

MEMBER REMPE: Thanks.19

So, I guess what I read implied that this20

was kind of an unnecessary, shouldn't be -- that it21

should be fixed in Part 50.  But I guess I either22

misread it or maybe the language ought to be changed23

somewhere so that the reader doesn't come away with24

that impression.25
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MR. TRAVIS: I guess I would just offer, I1

mean, it's just a philosophical.  The content is the2

same, it's just a philosophical difference in, you3

know, whether you're looking to have one consolidated4

set of requirements with references, or have the5

requirements be duplicated across the part.6

We chose to go with one consolidated set7

because of some logistical considerations.  And we're8

developing the part from scratch, so.9

MR. JESSUP: Yeah.  Appreciate the10

identification.  I don't think we tried to imply that11

there was anything errant about the current structure12

of Part 52.  It was something we recognized.  As Boyce13

was saying, we kind of haven't had an opportunity to14

start somewhat from scratch here.  And I'll get into15

some of the benefits at least for us that we saw in16

consolidating the technical requirements, eliminating17

the duplication.18

But to my knowledge, I'm not sure that's19

something the 50, 52 rulemaking effort has taken on.20

We have communicated with them on certain21

areas because we are heavily at 50 and 52.  And so22

there are certain things we have adopted from that23

rulemaking effort.  But I don't think that's an area24

that they're approaching.25
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It's an organizational point.1

MEMBER REMPE: Well, I'm also hearing a2

similar thing with you guys.  Sometimes you're3

deciding to keep the language and sometimes you're not4

at all.  But it's good to see the, I guess, conundrum5

trying to figure out what to put forth --6

MR. JESSUP: And that's why I did spend a7

couple of sentences on Subpart Q to just acknowledge8

that that was in the first telltale for us about which9

way we may need to go.  And I just cross-referenced10

directly, as you saw in Subpart P to Subpart S, or am11

I going to be forced to copy over the provisions12

because of internal -- it's nuance.  You, you like to13

think that you end up with the right balance, but I14

certainly don't have a cold read on it anymore.  Quite15

the opposite.16

MEMBER REMPE: You have a lot more than I17

have.  Just I'm bringing up that it's difficult to18

figure out.19

MR. JESSUP: Yeah.  Again, we're definitely20

interested in feedback on this.  Definitely not a cold21

read.  Sleep with this rule text at this point.22

Okay.  Billie, can you move to Slide 22,23

please.24

All right.  So, this is an introductory25
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slide here to Subpart R, Romeo.  Again, I alluded to1

the fact that it was developed to parallel Subpart H,2

or Hotel, in Framework A.  And in that regard it3

covers all the application types: construction permit,4

operating license, or the site permit, combined5

license, in the same manner that it does in Subpart6

Hotel.7

Obviously, this collocates all the8

application types that are now spread between 40 and9

52 into one single framework.10

And on that point there's the second sub-11

bullet.  The process-related requirements, something12

like the duration of a license, finality with ACRS,13

they're identical between the frameworks.  And we14

would expect that.15

To the extent that they're not, that's an16

area, again, I alluded to earlier this morning that to17

the extent that they've diverged slightly because of18

the timing of the iterations, this is an area that19

we're going to ensure that they're tightened up and20

that there are no gaps when the frameworks are21

ultimately merged.22

It's the third bullet that we've kind of 23

touched on a couple times this morning that I think is24

essential for understanding the foundations of25
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Framework Bravo.  And that is really if you look at a1

given application type in Part 50 or 52, most of the2

technical requirements associated with that3

application type they're found in the technical4

contents of applications.  So, for an operating5

license it would be section or paragraph Bravo in6

50.34.  For a combined license, it's in 52.79.7

And so, again, we looked back at what is8

frame -- how did Framework Alpha approach this.  They9

have technical content of application sections. 10

They've also got those top level safety and design11

requirements.12

We looked and said, well, we're going to13

translate a traditional regulatory framework.  We're14

going to use the technical requirements of 50 and 5215

as our starting point.  And so, that's the reason that16

all of our technical requirements they're really found17

in the technical contents of applications section for18

a given application type.19

So, if you look at the technical content20

of application requirements for a construction permit21

in Framework Bravo, those were the starting point was22

quite literally 50.34, paragraph Alpha.  That's how we23

started.  And so, you work through your progressions24

and say what's technology neutral?  What may or may25
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not work for a future applicant?  That's how we build1

out technical requirements in the framework.2

We're going to go into that in greater3

detail here with subsequent slides.  But I did want to4

provide some context here about the starting point for5

Framework Bravo in these key elements.6

And then again, the last sub-bullet there7

we touched on three or four times, that we have8

translated those alternatives in 50.69 over into what9

is now 53 -- section 53.4731, with some slight10

modification for technology neutrality.11

Billie, can you move to Slide 23, please.12

Okay.  And so this, this is what we were13

just talking about here.  And I'm going to make an14

organizational point here before we get into the15

technical nature of the requirements.16

And that organizational point is as we17

were discussing, and as you heard about the example we18

gave in the White Paper, as we're starting from all19

those technical content of application requirements in20

Parts 50 and 52, we recognize that there's a lot of21

duplication.  I think we heard the example about22

combustible gas control.  That requirement is23

identical in section 53.47 for design certification as24

it is in section 52.79 for combined license.25
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We took advantage of that and said we're1

not going to duplicate all those requirements.  We're2

going to consolidate those technical requirements into3

one section, that section being 53.4730.4

And the starting point for 53.4730 -- oh,5

it doesn't move -- but that starting point for that6

section was actually the combined license, technical7

content of application requirements.  And we thought8

that that was a good place to start because, in9

theory, the technical requirements or technical10

content of application requirements for a combined11

license they should envelop many of the other12

applications because of the, you know, the extent of13

activities that would be permitted under a combined14

license.15

And so, what you'll see here on the right16

of the slide is a sample of what we included as17

Enclosure 2 to the White Paper overview.  It's a very18

simplified sample matrix here, because everyone knows19

that there's a lot of nuances between the application20

types.  But the idea here is that we have 37 technical21

requirements in section 4730 beginning in paragraph22

Alpha.23

And throughout the rule, instead of24

copying and pasting the same requirements, we just25
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reference back to 47 -- section 53.4730.  And you'll1

see here we included line item 3 just to ensure that 2

there's awareness that not all requirements apply to3

every application.  So, not as familiar as each one.4

This provides us with a lot of benefits. 5

It has a tendency to reduce the rule language by6

certainly minimizing the length of the rule.  And it7

also helps us eliminate the (audio interference).8

So, as I alluded to earlier, you know, as9

the rule evolves and the cures, sometimes you lose10

track.  You may think you're making the same change up11

here that you want to make down here, but you forget12

to, or it just gets lost.13

And so this gives us an opportunity that14

if we want to change a foundational technical15

requirement, we really only have to change it in one16

place.17

The other item that's not really captured18

on the slide but that's important to recognize and19

it's a benefit to us, is that where throughout the20

rest of the rule where we need to reference something21

like a safety criteria, one with 25 rem, by22

consolidating these requirements in one place we have23

kind of a one-stop shop for making that reference,24

instead of them being duplicated and scattered.25
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I'm making an organizational point here,1

but I think it's important and provides the context2

around this so that there's some awareness about why3

we started here and how we got here.4

MEMBER HALNON: Will this figure be in the5

rule?6

MR. JESSUP: That's a good question.  We've 7

actually been asked that internally as well. 8

Obviously it doesn't show up in the rule now.9

We made that Enclosure 2 to the White10

Paper, which is a more detailed version of this, just11

as an aid for folks.  But, you know, pending feedback12

that we get on this and future iterations, if the13

feedback suggests this would be valuable to include in14

the rule text, then that's something that we would15

take under consideration.16

MEMBER HALNON: Well, I know, you know, I'm17

speaking for myself, but I had incredible trouble18

trying to work my way through all the different19

alphabet soup and number soup that we go through to20

find out what the real requirement is.  So, anything21

that could simplify a point might be useful, at least22

for me.23

DR. BLEY: I'd jump in.  Enclosure 1 in24

that White Paper is not the simplification I think25
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you're looking for, Greg.  It's dense.1

But if you folks can think up a nice way2

to summarize that, especially for the kind of things3

Greg was saying, where to find requirements, it would4

be very useful.  But whether it's in the rule or, you5

know, if it's in the something attached to the rule6

somehow.7

MEMBER HALNON: Or a NUREG or something8

like that.9

DR. BLEY: Or a NUREG, yeah, it would be10

helpful.11

MR. JESSUP: No, this is good feedback. 12

This is the feedback that, you know, we're hoping to13

get now and in the future about what, what would help14

stakeholders understand what's going on in the rule.15

We did put together those enclosures again16

to kind of reinforce where the overlaps, what's new,17

things like that.  So, no, this is good, good18

feedback.  And we'll take it under consideration as19

to, you know, what ultimately goes in the rule20

package, what goes in guidance, and what may21

ultimately go in the rule as well, so.22

Billie, could you go to Slide 24, please.23

Okay, we can turn --24

DR. BLEY: I'll just bring it up, I'll just25
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bring it up now.  It was in the ACRS letter from last,1

last year I guess it was, and it's come up many times2

in our discussions.  And Bill and Nan heard it more3

than they wanted to.4

But some kind of a document, be it a NUREG5

or whatever, that gives a roadmap to this thing would6

be really helpful, especially for people coming to it. 7

Not even for -- I bet even for you guys who've been8

working on it.9

MR. JESSUP: No, I appreciate the feedback. 10

And I'll be very candid that that commentary is11

actually what influenced the development of Enclosure12

1 to that White Paper.  It was useful for us to figure13

out where things came from.  And then we wanted to14

give folks a sense of, you know, how we developed15

this.  Where did these individual piece parts come16

from?17

And it also helps us to ensure, you know,18

we have that ongoing reassurance that we're providing19

an adequate equivalent level of safety.  That was20

another reason that we put it together.21

So, appreciate the commentary.  And I hope22

you appreciate that, also, that's kind of why it was23

developed.24

CHAIRMAN PETTI: I, personally, found25
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Enclosure 1 helpful.  And after we got everything1

else, okay, what do I read first?  And I went, okay,2

I'm going to read Enclosure 1 first to kind of set the3

stage, if you will.4

You know, I think part of the problem5

here, too, is Framework A because it was so different,6

if you will, the flexibility was just obvious as you7

read it.  To take the traditional approach, to try to8

give yourself flexibility, is a much harder task, I9

think.  Right?  I mean, because it, it just has a10

structure that is sort of an inherited, historical11

structure.  And now you're trying to make it more12

flexible.  And you end up with just a lot of piece13

parts.14

That can make it potentially more15

difficult to understand than in Framework A.  It just16

may be what it is, but.17

MR. JESSUP: No, I appreciate the feedback. 18

And, again, we'll continue to be open to ideas to19

allow us to best communicate the rules and any20

associated supporting documentation.21

Okay.  So, we're on Slide 24.  I'm going22

to turn the floor over to Boyce Travis again to walk23

us through some of the technical requirements or24

technical content of application plans.25
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MR. TRAVIS: Thanks, Bill.1

Yes, as Bill noted, I'm Boyce Travis,2

technical report reviewer in the Advanced Reactor3

Technical Branch.4

MEMBER BROWN: Since you're going to do5

this.6

MR. TRAVIS: Yes, sir.7

MEMBER BROWN: Why did you start with8

(a)(7)?9

MR. TRAVIS: So, in this case this is just10

a, this slide is just going to be a list of examples11

of requirements that were pulled directly from 52.7912

or previous language.13

Other slides are going to have higher14

numbers that, that aren't pulled directly from.15

MEMBER BROWN: (a)(4)?16

MR. TRAVIS: Like (a)(1), (2), yeah.17

I mean, I will go into (a)(4) in detail on18

other slides.19

MEMBER BROWN: Okay.  I was just curious20

why you jumped right in.  Because I had pawed through21

--22

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah, yeah.23

MEMBER BROWN: -- the 1 through 37 with all24

of then the A's, then the subpart I, double I's,25
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triple I's, and everything.  By the time you finish1

that, you're just about choking on trying to see, you2

know, where, where you are in terms of requirements --3

not requirements but guidance, or whatever how this4

is.5

So, okay, I got the point.6

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah, yeah.  So, I mean,7

these, these slides I tried to categorize them in, you8

know, the more simple, direct call from existing9

requirement to a requirement that this has some10

evolutionary language.  And then the next slide,11

requirements that were developed, you know, from --12

MEMBER BROWN: Go ahead.  I have one other13

thought when you're finished.14

MR. TRAVIS: No, go ahead.15

MEMBER BROWN: Go back one slide.16

MR. TRAVIS: Absolutely.17

MEMBER BROWN: To try to simplify where you18

are and what you have where within the rule, and know19

what the content to look for, a table like that which20

goes and lists 1, 2, 3, 4, and then shows where21

they're applicable to would certainly provide a22

roadmap right at the read-in of 53.4730.  Because it23

is hugely confusing trying to figure out which pieces24

go with what application type.25
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MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  And --1

MEMBER BROWN: That's just, that's just a 2

common member who got lost in the morass of paragraph,3

parentheses with double I's, A and B's in parentheses. 4

And I kept trying to find the number to see where I5

was.6

So, anyway, that's just a suggestion that7

a table or something like that in the rule, or in the8

preamble, or however -- probably even in the room, but9

it doesn't do anything other than it just provides10

direction.11

Because this is an important section of12

the Framework Bravo, it's the meat and potatoes,13

fundamentally, of what applicants have to provide, and14

what, what guidance they have to -- requirements they15

have to meet.  Just thoughtwise, I guess.16

MR. TRAVIS: No, I appreciate that comment. 17

I think Member Halnon had made a similar remark.  It18

was the reason we included, included Enclosure 2.  I19

mean, it's a fully developed roadmap.  This is just a20

sample.21

But, again, we appreciate that feedback.22

MEMBER BROWN: Okay.  All right.  I see it.23

MR. TRAVIS: No, I mean as someone that,24

you know, the genesis of this subpart exercise was to25
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create this table and go back through the existing1

requirements, not --2

MEMBER BROWN: You have to go to an3

enclosure to find that, as opposed to right as part of4

the reading of 57.4030, here's the blank, blank,5

blank,, the table will tell you who does what.  I6

don't have to go, "uh-oh, where's an enclosure?" to go7

find this.  It's right part of the section itself. 8

That's all.9

MR. TRAVIS: I think we're very receptive10

to that feedback.  And we'll explore what, how that11

could go into --12

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Can you actually put a13

table?14

MR. TRAVIS: Absolutely.  We've done it15

before.16

MR. JESSUP: We have.17

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.18

MEMBER BROWN: I just will --19

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.20

MEMBER BROWN: -- go back and look at that. 21

I went crazy when I first came here 14 years ago22

trying to find stuff in Part 50.  Because I was in the23

naval program.  Had no idea what we're doing, trying24

to find the alphabet soup, peeling it down to the25
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triple I's, and the parentheses A's.  And then, hold1

it, does that go into this?  Or and they're all on the2

same line, so you can't tell.  There's no break.3

Anyway, that's just an observation.4

MR. TRAVIS: We just discussed staffing. 5

A good example of the table is the staffing6

requirement right now for minimum number of operators7

needed in a control room; is a table in the8

regulations at the moment, so.9

We certainly could do this.  It would be10

for information but, yeah, that's, we'll take it under11

advisement.  And it's not the first time we've heard12

that feedback.  So, we'll be doing something.13

Whether it looks like this or something14

different, I can't say at this point, but.15

MEMBER BROWN: If you're using it all the16

time you kind of can work your way through.  When you17

look at it once every three years because you're18

reviewing something that's being changed, it, it's19

very difficult for somebody, particularly somebody20

like me.21

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  I mean, I think it's a22

great point.  I do think it's very useful for a23

practitioner coming in.24

I think once you're exploring what license25
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you have, you know, only one of these columns is1

applicable to you.  And then there's a specific2

requirements in subpart R --3

MEMBER BROWN: Yes.4

MR. TRAVIS: -- that actually goes through5

the list and says you have to do this, and this, and6

this.  The numbers are, the pointers are there but,7

yeah, I think feedback received.  And we'll explore,8

try to do something to figure that out.9

If we could move on to Slide 24.10

So, I'm going to walk through the 473011

requirements, kind of binning them in these batches.12

This first slide has requirements that are13

derived almost directly from the requirements in 52.7914

or similar locations.15

A couple of examples of what that language16

looks like.  (a)(7) points to 50.44, which is the17

combustible gas control requirement.  That requirement18

in Part 50 is already a appropriately technology-19

inclusive requirement, and so we carry it over20

directly.21

(a)(12) is the actual phrase there is new,22

but the requirements themselves aren't.  These are23

some of the applicable Three Mile Island requirements24

that, that didn't get placed elsewhere into the rule. 25
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So, we've taken out -- we've looked at all the Three1

Mile Island requirements that are in Parts -- Part 502

really, and tried to put them in the appropriate3

location for topically.  But some of them don't fit4

anywhere else, and so (a)(12) just kind of5

consolidates the remaining ones.6

And then (a)(37) is kind of a new7

requirement or a new categorization that exists that8

calls out directly where there are requirements9

applicable to water-cooled reactors.  And so, we10

pulled them all into one section (a)(37) for,11

effectively, ease of use and to make this as12

technology-inclusive as possible by consolidating13

those in one place.14

So, if we could move on to Slide 25.15

So, Slide 25 has a number of requirements16

that are modified somewhat from 52.79, or the other17

locations that these are pulled from, to kind of make18

sure that they're technology-inclusive.19

The example I'll kind of walk through is20

the aircraft impact assessment requirement.  The21

language in 51.50, I believe, is prescriptive to22

traditional LWR, and specifically references a23

containment spent fuel pool.24

We kind of pulled that requirement back to25
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a higher level to something more technology-inclusive1

related to the functions that are, you know, trying to2

be sought and protected against in the individual --3

the original rule.4

And so, these requirements are just minor5

modifications effectively from 52.79.6

Moving on to Slide 26.7

So, these requirements are all8

programmatic in nature.  The actual requirement texts9

for the program are generally consolidated into10

subpart P.  And the requirement in 4730 points to11

those, or references the requirements in subpart P,12

i.e., fire protection technical specifications, et13

cetera.14

And then the specific applications, as15

required, will point back to the requirement in 4730.16

So, that can be a little convoluted, so we17

wanted to consolidate all the programs in one place18

because of the nature of continuing requirements on a19

license.20

So, if we can move on to Slide 27.21

And so, drilling down even a little22

further in Subpart R, 4730(a)(5), accident analyses23

and initiating events, is kind of the meat of the24

technical requirements.25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI: Question, Boyce.1

MR. TRAVIS: By all means.2

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Before we get into this3

one.4

Why are they in the order that they are on5

the previous slide?  You know, if you wanted to, why6

didn't you put all the programs, put all the7

technology-inclusive ones, you know what I mean?8

MR. TRAVIS: So, I think this is actually9

good feedback.10

This is something we might have to do in11

the future.  Now, I mean, now that they're all there12

we could do that.  There could be a logical13

organization.14

I think 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are logically15

organized.  And after that I'm going to admit they're16

kind of in the order that they're in in 52.79, with17

the exception of as we created new requirements or had18

reserved, there are ones we cut that we had reserved19

so we'd slide something in.20

And so it's a construct of how this21

language was constructed, you know, the process was22

constructed.  I think now that we're at the phase23

we're at, I mean, we could go back and do that.  And24

if it made sense to kind of group them like that,25
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that's certainly something we could explore.  Yeah, no1

problem.2

MEMBER BROWN: Comment about 1 through 53

are kind of the, kind of the big ticket.4

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  I mean, --5

MEMBER BROWN: Facility descriptions, et6

cetera.7

MR. TRAVIS: Right.  Facility descriptions, 8

design bases, siting.9

MEMBER BROWN: Could have different10

groupings if you want to, if you think that would --11

MR. TRAVIS: Right.  Right.  I think we, I12

think we understand and agree.  This was just a kind13

of something you, you don't appreciate until you get14

a cold read impact.  I probably know all the numbers15

by memory at this point.16

But, yeah, when we were constructing it,17

it made sense to have something to fall back on to18

look at in 52.79.  But I think it's just a concession19

to the time it was taking.  But I think there's20

definitely value in, in reorganizing them.  And it21

would not be a difficult task to do.22

So, moving back to Slide 27.  (a)(5) is23

kind of the technical, the biggest, as Charlie said,24

the biggest ticket technical requirement here.25
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The goal here, and again the overarching1

goal of the language in Framework B was to provide an 2

equivalent level of safety to the existing3

requirements while providing a technology-inclusive4

set of requirements that followed a more,5

deterministic is one word we can use, traditional, you6

know, bottom-up licensing approach.7

And these requirements used analogs to8

these applicable Part 50 and 52 requirements.9

In developing this language we leveraged 10

the effort that went into the previously-developed11

"Part 5X" effort that we came before the committee12

roughly nine months ago.  And part of it, as Bill13

noted earlier, part of the motivation there was to14

provide an approach that was better aligned or allowed15

for less changes from the international application to16

the extent that we could.  Obviously, the Commission17

policy is overarching.  And we didn't want to conflict18

with that in any way.19

The preliminary proposed rule language20

maintains top-level acceptance criteria that are21

pulled from 50 and 52, i.e., 25 rem, the siting22

requirements, et cetera.  And those are going to23

remain the same.24

I mean, that's kind of the fundamental25
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thrust of the regulations as they exist right now.1

And so, moving on to Slide 28, I'll try to2

walk through some of these requirements in more3

detail.4

So, (a)(5) is broken down into six sub-5

paragraphs, I guess.  The first requirement, Roman6

Numeral (i), is a requirement for analysis and7

evaluation.  It's drawn directly from the existing8

50.34, 52.79 requirement.  It's broadly applicable. 9

And it's technology neutral.10

And then we start breaking this down in11

the event classification requirements.12

And so, little Roman Numeral (ii) relates13

to design basis accidents.14

This kind of walks through in six or seven15

paragraphs how, what constitutes a design basis16

accident, what the role of the SSCs that defend17

against the design basis accident how they're safety-18

related, sets forth acceptance criteria for DBAs.  And19

so I'll note that Framework B decouples the dose20

analysis from the design basis accident requirement.21

The acceptance criteria are the same: 2522

rem.  But the terminology associated with the design23

basis dose analysis, for instance the traditional24

design basis accident has been confusing and so we've25
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broken those out into two separate requirements. 1

Fundamentally it's the same requirement, it's just the2

language is a little more crisp and clear in this rule3

construct.4

DR. BLEY: Can I interrupt?5

MR. TRAVIS: Sorry, go ahead.6

DR. BLEY: Yeah.  If I read it right, the7

draft guide we're going to review tomorrow on8

technology-inclusive identification of licensing9

events is applicable to both attachments A and B.  Is10

that correct or is that not correct?  And the reason11

--12

MR. TRAVIS: No.  That's, that's correct.13

DR. BLEY: Okay.  So, a structured good14

search for them is required in both cases.15

Okay, thank you.  We'll talk about them16

tomorrow.17

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Yes.  So, let me just18

follow on.19

When I thought about the traditional20

approach, if you've read our transcripts from prior21

discussions, deliberations on this, I was expecting to22

see a single failure criteria, and it is not there in23

the actual analysis.24

So, is a, in my mind, a foundational part25
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of the traditional approach.  And it's what confused1

me when I asked the questions earlier about the role2

of PRA here.  It's not there on purpose, is that?3

MR. TRAVIS: So, I'll say when -- I'll go4

back to the part about the actual requirement.  The5

single failure criteria was called out explicitly6

there.  That was kind of the genesis for these7

requirements.8

Single failure isn't called out explicitly9

here because the expectation is that it would be part10

of the principal design criteria where applicable to11

the functional system as appropriate.  And so, single12

failure doesn't apply everywhere in the PDC or GDC,13

but it would be expected that it would be applicable14

for most design basis accidents in the same -- in the15

traditional form, yes.16

But it's not explicitly called out17

because, again, the way single failure criteria is18

called out in the existing premises of the GDC, the19

GDC won't have a requirement for non-LWRs.  They do20

need to develop PDC.  And we have to review and accept21

those PDCs.  And that's where single failure exists in22

the current regulatory infrastructure.23

So, this is consistent with that.24

CHAIRMAN PETTI: But could an applicant25
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under Part B use their PRA to justify, you know, the1

event?  And, effectively, my view is that the PRA is2

a way to justify a single failure criteria with a3

technology where you don't know what the worst4

failure, aggravating failure is.5

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  And so, noting that6

we're speaking hypothetically right now, I think in7

initiating event space the rule would allow for use of8

the PRA to exclude or include, as appropriate.9

In the -- once you've set what the10

initiating event is, I don't believe the rule would11

allow for, as an explicit requirement, and again it12

would depend on how you constructed your PDC, but I13

don't believe the rule would allow for use of the PRA14

to justify this component can't fail unless it's15

somehow, you know, consistent with the existing16

requirement, how we treat some passive systems. 17

Right?18

And so, I think there's a nuance there. 19

Again, noting that this would be reliant on how the20

PDC were implemented.21

So, I know that's not a satisfying answer,22

but does that make some, some sense?23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: Well, it could in24

ideal world, you know.25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI: I'm just, I'm trying to1

probe.  We require a PRA to develop risk insights in2

Framework B.  So, you know, how far can you go with3

that relative to just, you know, adopting it wholesale4

in A?  You know, it's a funny thing.5

MR. TRAVIS: I think the way the rule is6

constructed, and as we go down on this slide from 2 to7

5, for instance, the role of the PRA becomes more8

applicable, or you can draw more from it.9

But in a design basis accident space the10

rule is pretty straightforward in that it's consistent11

with how things are done today, again noting that12

this, some of it is implemented through a principal13

design criteria that the applicant provides.14

But as you get to beyond-design-basis15

events and severe accident specifically, the role of16

the PRA takes on a larger role because the17

requirements themselves don't have as explicit18

acceptance criteria.  And so, use of the PRA in these19

areas, to the extent that it's been developed, would20

be more appropriate and is how we envision using the21

rule.22

And so, I think I'm still in (ii).  I just23

wanted to note a couple more things. 24

There's an option for a bounding analysis25
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in the DBA section.  It's entirely optional and kind1

of consistent with the existing guidance and the way2

things work today to bin events and provide less3

single bounding analysis for an event bin.4

And there's also the technology in 50.465

analog.  It's a new requirement but it's a slimmed-6

down version of what exists in 50.46, which is7

specific to LWR fuel.  And it's really one of the8

areas we're specifically seeking feedback on.9

Roman Numeral (iii) relates to AOOs.  The10

requirements for AOOs are consistent with the existing11

requirements, i.e., the normal acceptance criteria12

plus the ones in Part 20.13

And then it also states explicitly the AOO14

shouldn't escalate or damage the safety function.15

Traceability back to that is really in the16

guidance today.  But that's always been an expectation17

of AOOs, and so we thought it as valid to include it18

in the requirement here.19

And so, I'll move to Roman Numeral (iv),20

BDBEs, which I would be surprised if we didn't get any21

discussion on.22

The BDBE requirement breaks out beyond-23

design-basis events into kind of two categories.  The24

first is a category that I'm calling, you know,25
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recognized BDBE initiators or complex event sequences 1

that may have substantial uncertainty associated with2

them.3

And the goal here is to kind of tread the4

line between creating a technology-inclusive5

requirement that addresses a potential gap for events6

that are consequential, of comparable frequency to a7

design-basis accident, but don't meet the stylistic8

design-basis accident requirements.9

And so, without referencing a PRA, and10

without prescriptively addressing an individual11

technology in the same form that the 50.62 and 50.6312

requirements for ATWS and SBO do, we think this13

language gets to the thrust of what we're trying to14

do, which is to address this very narrow set of events15

with the requirement in (a)(5)(iv)(B) to address this16

class of beyond-design-basis events of concern.17

The classification then for the other18

requirement is kind of derived from the international19

what I'll call design extension tradition in that it20

is not that but it is a subdivision of beyond-design-21

basis events into those of concern that require things22

to address, and those that we expect to be23

dispositioned in the application.24

And that's kind of outlined in25
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53.4730(a)(4)(D) to ensure that performance,1

reliability, and availability targets for safety2

functions for those events are met, but there aren't3

any acceptance criteria.  And that's kind of derived4

from what's done for RTNSS equipment today.5

I'll note that in this, this category, SSC6

classification is not safety-related but should have7

appropriate treatments to ensure the SSC functions as8

desired when demanded in these scenarios.  And9

provides the opportunity --10

DR. BLEY: Can you provide the reference11

again?12

MR. TRAVIS: Sorry.  You wanted the13

reference?14

DR. BLEY: Yes.15

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  So, I'll walk through16

that again.17

DR. BLEY: The one that ends in (a)(iv)(D).18

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  (a)(iv)(D) is the19

category of beyond-design-basis events where we're20

looking for -- it's the category beyond those that are21

the consequential or comparable frequency to a DBA.22

And so that's kind of -- Sorry, go ahead.23

DR. BLEY: I'm sorry.  I was just looking24

for the references.  53 point what?25
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MR. TRAVIS: Oh, sorry.  4730(a)(5)(iv)(D). 1

Sorry for the alphabet soup.  Again, I apologize.2

DR. BLEY: It's (5)(iv)(D).  Okay.  I3

missed some of it.  4730(a)(5)(iv)(D).  Okay.4

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  Arabic numeral 5, Roman5

Numeral IV, D.  Apologies.6

DR. BLEY: Go ahead.7

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  And so that's how we,8

we've structured the beyond-design-basis events9

requirement.  Again, its' drawn from how it's been10

done based on Commission policy and categorized in11

certain, you know, international event regimes.12

And then Roman Numeral (v) is severe13

accidents.  This is really a -- it is much worthier14

than 52.79(a)(38).  But that's because 52.79(a)(38) is15

very prescriptive for LWRs.  We were really just16

trying to create a technology-neutral requirement of17

similar import to 52.79(a)(38).18

So, in that requirement we define what a19

severe accident is, drawn from this policy statement;20

provide context for what we're looking for for LWRs21

which is based on 52.79(a)(38); and for non-LWRs,22

which is based on engineering judgment and the risk23

evaluation, to the extent they're used.  And then,24

effectively, just to provide information on the safety25
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features and barriers that are going to be used in1

that analysis.2

And then, finally, (a)(5)(vi) is the3

chemical hazards requirement that's derived directly4

from Framework A to address the potential for chemical5

hazards associated with licensed material.6

And so, I know I've gone through a lot and7

I'll open it up for questions on this slide. 8

Absolutely.9

MEMBER BROWN: Under (iv), if you go10

generic anticipated into this whole thing you don't11

see anything other than generic anticipated until you12

get down to Item 37 where it talks about light-water13

reactor requirements.  Why is the ATWS and SBO14

segregated all the way down there, as opposed to15

Framework B is already a transport from, and why is it16

left out under the traditional Item 4, or whatever --17

(a)(5), excuse me, as opposed to being neutered all18

the way down into Item -- not, I'm sorry, wrong word19

-- moved all the way down.20

Maybe it's intentional, 37.21

MR. TRAVIS: I understand what you're22

saying.23

MEMBER BROWN: The provision that why is it24

not important than any other type of reactor that25
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might be being covered under Framework B?1

MR. TRAVIS: So, I think that I can answer2

that question.3

Part of that may be because I failed to4

write out the words ATWS and SBO.  So, I believe in5

(a)(5)(iv)(B) the acronyms ATWS and SBO are provided6

as examples of events that are -- fall under7

recognized DBE initiators.  And so, we would expect8

them to be addressed under (a)(5)(iv)(B) in that9

category.10

The reason 37 calls out ATWS and SBO11

specifically, relating back to 50.62 and 50.63 is the12

requirements in 50.62 and .63 are very prescriptive as13

they relate to LWR technology.  And so, given that we14

don't necessarily know what the technology, when we're15

trying to be as technology-inclusive as possible, we16

don't want to prescribe, i.e., boron or certain17

aspects of the AFW System or SBO diesels necessarily. 18

What we want them to do is consider the19

initiating event or, you know, event of concern that20

is an unprotected transient for a loss of aux power to21

the station and plant auxiliaries as on the plant as22

a whole.23

And so, we don't want to prescribe design24

solutions, but those events should be considered under25
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(a)(5)(iv)(B).  And are explicitly called out as1

examples of recognized beyond-design-basis event2

initiators.3

MEMBER BROWN: I guess I don't -- I4

understand what you're saying.  If you try to parse5

this thing down to that level.  You know, if plants6

have scram, at some point you have to shut them down7

in one way or another, regardless if they are -- and8

a station blackout is certainly generic to almost any9

place, unless you're having windmills supply your10

power where there might be  -- a nuclear power plant11

would be out of their mind.  But that's beside the12

point.  It just seems disconnected.13

MR. TRAVIS: So, yeah, I'll try and, yeah,14

I'll try and address it a little better maybe to say15

with ATWS the expectation under (a)(5)(iv)(B) -- and16

I hope I'm saying the number correctly, because if I'm17

not I apologize -- is that a plant is going to18

consider how they address a transient without a scram,19

i.e., a, you know, an unprotect -- a transient where20

the control exponents are on demand.  How's that?21

And so, how they do that is up to them. 22

We're not going to say you need boron, or you need an23

AFW that acts on a signal that is a proxy for an ATWS24

event.25
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MEMBER BROWN: I agree with that.  Just,1

it's just the terminology and the general top level2

layer of it, what you do to address it.  I agree with3

you, you shouldn't be prescribing how you deal with it4

because that may be different, depending on the type5

of plant that's being applied for, but.6

MR. TRAVIS: And part of the reason we did7

it this way was I wanted to take it back to a higher8

level to say it's -- I don't know what the designs9

look like, but there might be things like ATWS or SBO10

that don't fit the stylized DBA considerations.11

But all are consequential and of12

comparable frequency to a DBA, i.e., they might13

involve multiple failures, but they're multiple14

failures that are, you know, credible, plausible15

failures like an ATWS or an SBO scenario.16

And then, again, for SBO, part of the17

reason we didn't put that in there as a -- other than18

as an example of a recognized initiator is, you know,19

we have seen examples of plants that do not need power20

to the plant auxiliaries to remain safe.  And so,21

telling them they need to have a blackout diesel we22

didn't necessarily feel was appropriate.23

DR. BLEY: You're right on the cusp of --24

I wanted to go a little different level than Charlie's25
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pushing me here.  And I'll get out of the way in a1

minute, Charlie, and you can come back to it.2

MEMBER BROWN: That's okay.  Terminology,3

I don't like, my point is I don't like that we keep4

varying the terminology to include some different5

thing when really the end result is the same.6

Go ahead, Dennis.  I'm sorry.7

DR. BLEY: It's (iv)(b), and you did have8

the numbering right.  It starts in a nice technology9

-- I keep saying technology neutral.  I forget what10

you guys like now.  For recognized beyond-design-basis11

event initiators applicable to the design.  And then12

you have an e.g., risk reduction.13

And I, I think you need in there, for14

example, for LWRs risk reduction, reduction of risk15

when ATWS and loss of OIC are important, but as you16

were saying, it might not be for others.  But I think17

you should make it clear that that's, that came out of18

LWRs.  And it came out because we weren't required to19

look at them because they required multiple failures. 20

But we actually had those events.  So, we've got to21

cover these things.22

They're more likely than we thought they23

were.  At first we didn't do that from analysis. 24

Later we did lots of analysis, but because they25
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happened.1

And they will not have happened on the new2

designs, but you've got to look for them.  And this3

kind of gives a hint at it.4

But I think you were saying words that5

make (v)(B) a little more clear than the actual words6

that are written there.7

So, think about that one.  You had some8

good words when you described it.9

MR. TRAVIS: I have them all written down. 10

Have no fear.11

I appreciate what you're saying.  I very12

much appreciate the suggestion to add for LWRs to the13

example.  I think part of the -- I mean, I'm just14

going to come out with it -- part of the problem, or15

the issue challenge with this requirement is it has16

some baggage associated with it.  It is not -- I mean,17

we believe, you know, there is the potential for,18

without this requirement there is the potential for a19

safety gap.20

We have provided a requirement that tries21

to get to the, the nexus of, you know, what's22

necessary for public health and safety based on what's23

been done, you know, based on operating experience and24

historical Commission policy.25
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But this, this is not a requirement that1

some stakeholders are happy with, obviously.  And so2

there is a very fine line to tread with the language3

that's there.4

As you know, I have good language.  We5

could have an entire meeting on this topic, I'm sure. 6

But this was a best effort.7

We very much appreciate any feedback on8

what's there.9

DR. BLEY: Yeah.  And it's, you know, it's10

hard to do this one without the PRA.  The PRA is the11

thing that will show you places where multiple12

failures are as likely or more likely than single13

failures.  And there are, there are some of those. 14

Mother Nature has shown us a few.15

So, okay, you've got it covered.  But I16

don't know quite how I'd deal with it as an applicant17

who hasn't done a PRA.  But, so, again, you have a18

tough job.19

MR. TRAVIS: Thanks.  No, I mean, we20

appreciate the feedback.21

And like you said, I mean, part of the22

entering into Framework B is not prescribing the use23

of the PRA here.  You're going to have a PRA, but24

we're not going to tell you, necessarily, what you're25
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doing with it.1

And so, given that, like you said, it is2

a tough task.3

DR. BLEY: Yeah.  And I really do think you4

need that this is an LWR example, because the way it's5

written other people will say, well, I have to do6

these two.  And, or I have to get an exception not to7

do them.8

MR. TRAVIS: I think we can absolutely make9

that clear.  And that's good feedback.10

DR. BLEY: But go ahead.  This is11

interesting to watch.12

You know, this 43 -- 4730 I've now got13

painted green, and circled, and jumps out of the book. 14

That's really a major section.  That's a big deal.15

MR. TRAVIS: So, I suppose I should start16

my presentations off on this with "Are you not17

entertained?"  So, but.18

(Laughter.)19

MEMBER BROWN: It has been entertaining.20

MEMBER HALNON: I have a question about --21

MEMBER KIRCHNER: Can I just venture an22

observation, Dennis?  This is Walt.23

And, Boyce, don't, don't respond on this24

because I'm not, I'm not criticizing your colleagues. 25
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I think you participated in the 50, 52 rulemaking1

effort, and trying to make them conform, and update2

them.3

It's almost as if you've taken on the4

scope that perhaps they might have for 50, 525

rulemaking to draw all these things together in a more6

consistent manner than currently exists.7

You know, 10 CFR 50 is like a big ship in8

the water that's accumulated a lot of barnacles over9

the years, you know, and really needed a good10

scrubbing.  I know that wasn't in the scope of that11

rulemaking ever.  But it appears what you're doing12

here is systematically, or best you can, going through13

50 and 52, reconciling the two even further than was14

done in the rulemaking effort and coming up with15

something that maybe down the road may supplant 50 and16

52.   Or at least the 52 parts may be subsumed in17

terms of their different, you know, license types.18

But just an observation.19

MEMBER HALNON: This is Greg.  I have a20

specific question, if I can.21

Your Item 35, aircraft impact assessment,22

Item 1 there is the capability to remove heat from the23

reactor.  Is implicit in that the ability to handle24

large area fire?25
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I have not seen that anywhere in the, you1

know, Part 53 portion.  Is that kind of implicitly in2

there?3

MR. TRAVIS: I'd have to pull the thread on4

that.  But the goal was loss of large area would also5

be covered by the requirement that is (a)(35).  So, if6

it's not there, you know, it should be consistent with7

the loss of large area as it exists in 51.50.  So, if8

it's not, we need to pull that thread.9

So, I'd have to get back to you on a10

specific answer.  But the goal is, yes.11

MEMBER HALNON: Okay.  If you could get12

back to me.  Because I just don't see the connection13

with the fire portion of that.14

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  I guess when I look at15

51.50 I don't consider it fire necessarily, I just say16

loss of large area as I think it's supposed to be.17

MEMBER HALNON: Yeah.  Well, that's fine.18

MR. TRAVIS: Yes.19

MEMBER HALNON: I think it's sort of the20

same thing, whether there's a fire or just a lot of21

destruction really.22

MR. TRAVIS: Yeah.  The goal is there.  If23

the language isn't clear or doesn't do that, then we24

have some fixing to do.  And I'd have to go back and25
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read it to make sure that that's the case.1

So, I will take that as a takeaway.2

MEMBER HALNON: Thank you.3

MR. TRAVIS: All right.  Any other4

questions on this slide?5

If not, we'll move to 29.  And maybe this6

would be a good stopping point after this slide to7

have a lunch break.8

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Yeah.  I was trying to9

open that.10

MR. TRAVIS: So, yeah.  So, I've called out11

the functional containment requirement 4730(a)(36)12

here specifically because it is new.13

It bifurcates.  And so, this is why we say14

technology-inclusive rather than technology-neutral15

because it's not neutral, it's inclusive here.  It has16

an LWR requirement that is consistent with the17

requirements we have today for a leak-tight primary18

containment, i.e., Appendix J, having containment19

isolation systems, hurricane venting, appropriate20

penetration requirements, et cetera.21

And in order to achieve the equivalent22

level of safety and to be consistent with Commission23

policy on functional containment, we felt like LWR-24

specific requirements were necessary.25
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For non-LWRs, we had the opportunity to1

provide a new requirement for a functional2

containment.  And that is in this case to provide a3

set of barriers that is used to meet the requirements4

for AOOs, DBAs, and the siting criteria.5

Those things associated with DBAs would be6

part of the functional containment and classified as7

safety-related.8

And how that's done would be evaluated on 9

a design-specific basis.10

There is a SECY paper on functional11

containment.  And we tried to be consistent with that12

in developing this language, so.13

And with that, I am done talking about the14

technical requirements in 4730 and we can -- this is15

probably a good break point.16

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Thank you.17

So, let us pause for lunch for 45 minutes. 18

We'll be back at the top of the hour to continue with19

the presentation.20

Thank you.21

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went22

off the record at 12:15 p.m. and resumed at 1:00 p.m.)23

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Okay, we're back.24

There are a few members not here, but I25
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think we still have a quorum of folks online.  So,1

Bill, keep on going.2

MR. JESSUP: Thanks, Member Petti.3

Billy, could you move to slide 30, please?4

Thank you.5

So, I'm going to turn the presentation6

over to Candace de Messieres, to walk us through the7

balance of the presentation.8

MS. DE MESSIERES: Thanks, Bill, and good9

afternoon.10

Bill, before we leave Subpart R, I'm going11

to take an opportunity just to talk about one12

additional aspect in our 4730 requirements.13

And, that's regarding the assessment of14

risk in Framework B.15

So you've heard it several times this16

morning, that, you know, in Framework B, we're really17

talking about using risk insights in a supporting18

manner, consistent with the traditional approaches in19

Part 50 and 52.20

And, so accordingly, we have adopted the21

technical requirement analogous to that in Part 52, to22

provide a description of the plant specific PRA.  And,23

we see that in A34, so you can, that's your reference24

for the Rule language.25
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So, we are going to hear a lot more about,1

you know, we have the PRA piece, which is in the first2

I part of A34.3

And, then we also have an optional4

alternative risk evaluation for applicants that meet5

specific criteria.6

And, that's going to be the subject of7

Marty Stutzke's and Mihaela Biro, and Alissa8

Neuhausen, today or tomorrow.  I'm not sure.9

Tomorrow?  Okay, great.  Tomorrow.10

So I won't go into it now, but I did want11

to mention it here before leaving Subpart R, because12

it is in our technical content of application of13

requirements.14

And, again, if you're adopting AERI as we15

call it, you know, you do have that option where, so16

no PRA is required.17

One notable thing to mention is that if18

you do meet the AERI criteria, you implicitly19

demonstrate that the QHOs are met.20

I do want to make it clear that we do not21

have the QHOs explicitly in the Rule, however, you22

know, if you do meet the criteria, those are23

inherently met.24

An AERI analysis also provides an25
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opportunity for the search for severe accident1

vulnerabilities.2

And, again, we've discussed this several3

times this morning.  It does provide additional risk4

insights, that you can integrate into your application5

in a flexible manner, to the degree that you would6

like to pursue operational flexibilities through risk7

informed initiatives.8

The other feature I'd like to mention with9

regard to requirements as it relates to AERI, is that10

it also inherently addresses the mitigation of beyond11

design basis events requirements.12

So, these are the requirements currently13

in, in the 50-155 Part 50.  So, we have an analog of14

that in our Framework B.15

I think that, okay, and the last bullet16

here, I'd also like to mention, and I'm going to talk17

about this, you know, there's a bullet in Subpart S18

coming up.19

But as it pertains to the risk analyses,20

we do have maintenance requirements similar to that in21

Part 50-52, that are analogous to 50-71H.22

And, so again we do want to make sure that23

the PRA acceptability, and the scope level detail,24

conformance with PRA elements, et cetera, are25
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consistent across the parts.  And, we do have that.1

We also have some notable differences to2

ensure that the AERI analysis is also maintained.  So3

again, that's in Subpart S, but I did want to mention4

it here.5

CHAIRMAN PETTI: So, Candace, just a6

clarification to make sure I understand.7

So, if you meet the entry criteria for8

AERI, you do not have to demonstrate that you meet the9

QHOs?10

It's sort of implicit?11

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, that is correct.12

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Okay, I guess I didn't13

see, get that from the language, but okay.14

Whereas if you don't and you use Framework15

B, you still have to somehow demonstrate that?16

MS. DE MESSIERES: No, so similar, in a17

similar manner to the current Frameworks, we do not18

explicitly include the QHOs in our language.19

So, that's a delta from Framework A.20

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Right, but don't you have21

to demonstrate safety goals are met like with, like22

Part 52?23

MS. DE MESSIERES: Sure, sure.  So, I think24

the difference is it's in the same manner as you would25
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do in 50-52.1

You know, and there are surrogates in the,2

for the current light water fleet.  For example, CDF3

and LERF, and things like that.4

But we don't have them explicitly in the5

Rule language.6

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Thank you.7

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: I have to repeat8

this.  If you are using PRA in Part B, you don't have9

to deal with QHOs?10

MS. DE MESSIERES: You know, so the QHOs11

are obviously foundational in our regulatory, you12

know, our regulatory framework in general here at the13

NRC.14

However, the way that it's implemented in15

the current Frameworks in Part 50 and 52, is the same16

way we're adopting here.  And, I think that was just17

described.18

It's not explicitly written into the Rule19

language.  However, we, you know, it is the intention20

that those QHOs are generally met.21

But the difference here with AERI, and I22

know Marty's going to get into it in a lot more detail23

than I am, you know, here today, is that if you do24

specifically meet the AERI criteria, you know, he's25
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kind of done a back calculation to show that if you do1

meet those criteria, you have inherently met them.2

That does not mean that if you were just,3

if you choose a PRA, that you shouldn't also meet the4

QHOs.  It's a high level objective and it's again,5

consistent with our current regulatory Frameworks in6

50 and 52.7

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: No, I mean nobody8

question the current plants and, you know, the9

substitute criteria meet QHOs to be the huge margin.10

It's what is interesting that these QHOs11

which are in my opinion, are controversially new, not12

really part of the Framework B, that's what I got13

surprise.14

Let me ask you how is this criteria15

selected?  The criteria which is used here to, to16

decide the PRA use or not.  How is it selected?17

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, and Marty's18

actually going to, Marty Stutzke here, is going to get19

into that in great detail tomorrow.20

So, I would actually, you know,21

respectfully request that we do defer that to22

tomorrow.23

Because he has some really great materials24

and he'll be happy to walk you through that.25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI: Yes, Vesna, the slides,1

there's more information in the slides here, than is2

in the Reg Guides themselves.3

Some really valuable information that I'm4

excited to hear about tomorrow.5

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: I didn't really look6

yet in the --7

(Simultaneous speaking.)8

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Yes, so --9

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: -- second half of the10

slides.  I only looked at the, yes.11

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  -- there's stuff in there12

that isn't in the woods and the Reg Guide, that are13

really, really good things.14

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: All right.15

CHAIRMAN PETTI: To talk about.16

MEMBER HALNON: Now I'm a little confused. 17

Just on the reference 52.79 A44 has to do with --18

(Simultaneous speaking.)19

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes --20

MEMBER HALNON:  -- fitness for duty.21

MS. DE MESSIERES:  -- thanks for22

mentioning that, and I appreciate that.  We actually23

identified that last night as a typo.24

That's supposed to be A46.25
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MEMBER HALNON: Oh, okay.1

MS. DE MESSIERES: Sorry about that.  Too2

late to get it updated in the slides.3

MEMBER HALNON: Okay, I got it now, that's4

fine, thanks.5

MS. DE MESSIERES: Okay, great.  So with6

that, Billy could you change it, go to the next slide,7

please.8

Okay, oops, wrong page here.  Here we go.9

Okay, so I'm going to now move on to10

Subpart S, and this is pertaining, oh I just got my11

slides mixed up.12

Okay, so this subpart pertains to13

maintaining and revising licensing basis information.14

So, we do have a structure parallel to the15

content in Framework A, Subpart I, with some notable16

differentials that we have here.17

In section 53-6010, application for18

amendment of the license, we do have, you know,19

provisions that more closely align with 50-90 and 50-20

91.21

And, that again is just we've heard this22

a few times, just to decouple some of the content23

that's, you know, closely related to that in Framework24

A, Subparts B and C.25
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In licensing, in the next section there,1

updating licensing basis information and determining2

the need for NRC approval.3

We do have a difference there that because4

we're more closely aligned with the traditional5

frameworks, we do provide definitions specific to 50-6

59.7

These include definitions such as8

departure from a method of evaluation, you know, that9

we, we commonly see again with, associated with 50-59.10

The next bullet there on updating the11

final safety analysis report.  This does include12

information from 50-71h.13

We do have, we do note that, you know, we14

don't include, there are in Framework A, some15

Framework A specific requirements.  And again, we're16

closer to the 50-71h paradigm.17

We also include a provision in that18

section regarding innovations for updating for COL19

holders that, that's again that we don't necessarily20

see that there's a difference there between the21

Frameworks.  That'll be part of alignment, as well.22

The next one here, we're talking about23

evaluating changes to a facility, as described in the24

FSAR, or Final Safety Analysis Reports.25
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And again, this one we're really closely1

deriving from 50-59.  Again as we've talked about many2

times, that paradigm in Framework A is very closely to3

its PRA-leading approach, so we do have some4

differences there.5

And, I noted that the maintenance of risk6

evaluations provisions are in Subpart S, and I did7

previously address those in the previous slide.8

And, then again, the remaining variations9

in Subpart S are really limited to those conforming10

changes needed to adopt the Framework A provisions to11

Framework B.12

Are there any questions on that?13

(No audible response.)14

MS. DE MESSIERES: Okay, great.  Billy,15

next slide, please.16

Okay so looking at Subpart T, this is the17

section on reporting and other administrative18

requirements.  This is really parallel in structure19

and content, to Framework A, Subpart J.20

For instance, we did include a provision. 21

Again we tried to keep abreast of some of the ongoing22

innovations that, that are part of the various23

activities that are ongoing currently.24

And, we did include a provision to align25
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with a stated practice policy on reporting, for feed1

purposes.2

So, it's more, you know, administrative in3

terms of ensuring that a licensee could report that4

they had completed their power ascension testing so5

that we know that we can start then, you know, begin6

assessing Part 171b.7

So, that's one difference you'll see8

there.9

We also, if you're familiar with the10

reporting requirements of 50-72 and 73, we have11

brought those over into our analogous sections on12

immediate notification, and event reporting.13

We did change a few things to ensure14

technology inclusiveness.  As you know, in some of15

those requirements, they have very light water16

specific terminology.  So, we did make a few17

modifications.18

A note here, we do want, the idea is we do19

want to, you know, keep the intent.  There's a good20

reason for reporting, including gathering operating21

experience and other things.  And, we really do want22

to reach the right balance.23

We think that the language we provided,24

does strike that right balance.  But, you know, we are25
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always open to feedback in this area.1

MEMBER HALNON: So, 50-72 is undergoing2

some revision now, there's been rulemaking on it.3

How, this is the age old question.  How4

are you going to maintain alinement with rules that5

are in progress right now, when you point back to them6

like this?7

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, so we did do our8

best, I think Bill mentioned this earlier.  We9

couldn't keep track of everything.  You know, there's10

always a balance between getting in front of ongoing11

initiatives.12

What we did is just really look at the13

technical basis, and really the maturity of the14

change, and where it is in the process to think of it,15

if it makes sense to adopt here.16

I think in this case, we elected to, you17

know, stick closer with the current paradigm18

understanding that, you know, there will likely be19

alignment rulemakings down the road to ensure that we20

adopt those conforming changes, if needed.21

That said, there are several areas I think22

we have Bill, eight or nine in the Rule, where we did23

look at say, things from the 50-52 lessons learned24

rulemaking, you know, that we thought did make sense.25
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These are areas like just corrections to1

enhance clarity, and in a few other areas.  In this2

case again, we chose to stick a little bit closer to3

the Part 50-73 paradigm.4

But again, you know, it is a hard balance.5

And, I think it's good that you recognize that that's6

something we took on a case-by-case basis.7

MEMBER HALNON: Okay, because a lot of8

reporting changes are to non-emergency events.  And,9

that could cause a increased burden on some of these10

smaller staffs we expect, with the advance reactors.11

So, just something to keep in mind as you12

move forward.13

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yeah, that's a great14

point.  We absolutely will do that.  I think I see15

Bill writing a note to, yes, we are aware of that and16

we are definitely trying to keep track of that, and17

just balance that.18

And, we're working with our partners in19

the rulemaking and NMSS, to ensure that we keep track20

of those.21

Okay, next slide, please, Billy.22

All right, on Subpart U, this is our23

quality assurance subpart.  And it really again, this24

one is a fairly straightforward one, as well.25
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It parallels the structure and content of1

Framework A, Subpart K, and as you may have noted in2

previous meetings and investigations, this is really3

closely aligned with the Part 50, Appendix B184

criteria.5

We really just made changes to this6

section to ensure we had, you know, consistent7

terminology.  For example, we have used the term8

commercial nuclear plant, in place of nuclear power9

plant, for example.10

So I think that one's, you know, pretty11

straightforward.12

Next slide, please.13

So, we have covered kind of the balance of14

the Subparts in Framework B at this point, but we did15

want to take the opportunity to share with you that we16

understand that, you know, guidance will be needed.17

I think we've touched on a few of the18

guidances already in the meeting this morning, that19

may need to be filled out to really ensure, you know,20

that this framework can be implemented in a meaningful21

way.22

And, so to that extent, we are looking,23

you know, at the guidance that has been developed for24

Framework A.25
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And in some cases, and also the early1

movers, so these are licensees that are moving even2

outside the Part 53 paradigm, who are being licensed3

under Part 50 and 52, or plan to be.4

So, we've looked at a lot of this guidance5

and we are trying to align in those areas, where we6

can leverage that guidance.7

And we are actively doing that and there8

are again, a lot of cases in that category.9

We also recognize that there's a lot of10

guidance that may need updates or supplements that are11

currently part of the existing regulatory Frameworks12

in Part 50-52.13

And, sometimes this can mean the14

applicability section may need it to be updated to say15

yes, you can use this in Part 53, Framework B.16

You know, or it could be you know, a17

little more substantiative like, you know, creating a18

new appendix or additional information to, to ensure19

technology inclusiveness of the concepts.20

And again, there is areas where just21

completely new guidance may be needed.  But we do know22

that we're hoping that a lot of this, this guidance23

can be housed as part of the technical content of24

application requirements, that's part of the advance25
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Reactor Content Application Project, or RCAP.1

So we are planning, we do have discussions2

ongoing.  We're currently in the process of trying to3

develop an expanded outline, which we kind of go4

through each of, you know, your chapters in your5

content of application.6

And again, we're leveraging the work done7

on the RCAP effort for that.8

And, if there are no questions, we'll go9

ahead to the next slide, please.10

So, I think this slide we've covered a lot11

of this already.  We're really working to harmonize12

and integrate the Frameworks.13

Bill mentioned this earlier that just14

because, and I think Jesse and others, you know, just15

because of the timing of the issuance of our Rule16

language, you may notice like a few minor differences. 17

Or why is there a delta between Framework A and B.18

And, we're really hoping to resolve those19

differences during the summer time period, and ensure20

consistency between parallel provisions.  So, that's21

an ongoing activity.22

We also are looking, where provisions23

where we may see potential alignment.  I think Jesse24

mentioned this with regard to some of the requirements25
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for operation.1

But again, areas such as citing and2

seismic design criteria, these are other areas which3

we're actively looking to see if we can leverage some4

of the innovations that Framework A has adopted, and5

Framework B.6

We're also, you know, the structure is7

still a little bit, you know, we have a good first8

iteration, but we are, you know, there may be some9

minor rearrangements or changes.10

And, we're looking for commonalities in11

Subpart A, for example, where we may be able to12

consolidate definitions.13

Or also provide it to show general14

provisions within that subpart, that could be15

applicable to both Frameworks, or otherwise.16

So, that's an area where we're also17

working.  And, then you know, we have continuing18

consideration of stakeholder feedback.  We've gotten19

a lot of really, you know, valuable feedback.20

And, in fact, I think it's important to21

mention at this time that really Framework B, the22

genesis of Framework B, really came out of some of23

that stakeholder feedback that Bill mentioned earlier24

on the slide.25
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So, we really do value that, and we1

continue to consider that as we continue to develop2

the Rule language.3

And, with that, next slide, please.4

So our next steps, this first bullet here5

you're well aware of.  We do have a full committee6

meeting scheduled.  I think we have the date locked in7

at this point.8

So we look forward to your feedback on9

which areas you'd like to hear a little bit more10

about.   And, we're fully supportive of that.11

We do have a stakeholder meeting on the12

30th, so I think Jesse mentioned that he'll be going13

more in-depth into Subpart F at that meeting, as well.14

And, we will hear from some members, you15

know, industry stakeholders, and other public16

stakeholders at that meeting, specifically related to17

Framework B.18

And, then we have a commission meeting19

scheduled for July 21.  So, these are near-term next20

steps that are just important to mention. 21

Opportunities for public engagement.22

Next slide, please.23

Oh, is that it or is there one more?  I24

think there was one more on additional information.25
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But I think we have some, if anyone needs1

any contacts, I guess we're, if anyone's on the line2

from the members of the public, we'd be happy to get3

you in touch with who you need to, to get additional4

information.5

And, of course we're always happy to6

provide information to the ACRS, if you need further7

information.8

So, I think that covers the balance.9

MEMBER HALNON: So, going back just to 35,10

this is Greg.11

Do you anticipate us not using the12

language Framework A and B, and in the future, and13

just talking Part 53?14

Or is it, is that going live into the15

guidance or -- you talk about merger and frameworks. 16

I guess I got a little confused on.17

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, so earlier on in18

the development of this, you know, we kind of toyed19

with a lot of names.  I think Marty will go into how20

many names we had for the AERI approaches, the effort21

evolved.22

There really are, you know, Framework A23

for the previous just Part 53, you know, it's meant to24

be a stand-alone licensing pathway.25
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And, so we do want to distinguish them. 1

We can't just call it, we feel like just calling it2

Part 53 would be, you know, not enough specificity to3

say well, am I in the, you know, kind of the PRA-led4

track, or the more traditional track.5

Given they really are stand-alone6

independent Frameworks, that you can really choose as7

an option.8

So, we are so far, you know, sticking with9

Framework A and Framework B, and that's currently the10

way we are identifying them.  They are both part of11

Part 53, but again, they're really two distinct12

Frameworks.13

So, we're open to feedback but, you know,14

we iterated on a few different other indicators and in15

the end, we kind of decided that sticking with16

something like A and B is fairly short, and17

straightforward.18

But again, we're open to feedback.19

MEMBER HALNON: Well, that's fine.  I think20

we need to be disciplined on what we call it.  I think21

what someone earlier called it attachment A and B --22

(Simultaneous speaking.)23

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, yes.24

MEMBER HALNON: -- and Subpart A in this25
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slide as well, and you kind of wonder if it's just1

confusing terms --2

(Simultaneous speaking.)3

MS. DE MESSIERES: Oh, okay.4

MEMBER HALNON:  -- or what not.5

So, I understand what you're saying but6

the merger part kind of confused me a little bit, so.7

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, no, and we're going8

to work on our messaging there.  I think we're going9

to talk more about harmonization, or you know,10

integration.11

But the commonalities in Subpart A12

actually does designate, you know, Part 53, Subpart A,13

which is common between the two Frameworks.14

So, I did want to clarify that, that15

Subpart A or in this slide we're talking about working16

with the Framework A team, to collaboratively ensure17

Subpart A covers both Frameworks, you know,18

appropriately, so.19

MEMBER BROWN: Are you going to say that20

explicitly?21

MS. DE MESSIERES: Um.22

MEMBER BROWN: In other words, identify it23

as part, I mean it's a label.24

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes.25
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MEMBER BROWN: Open Part 53 is like this1

applies to both.2

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, oh absolutely, yes.3

MEMBER BROWN: Make sure it's very, very4

clear that I mean they're separate, as opposed to.5

MS. DE MESSIERES: Absolutely, yes.6

Go ahead, sure.7

MR. JESSUP: I'll add a couple things. 8

It's a great question.9

One of the things that's going to be10

covered in this areas as a focus for the merger, is11

when you talk about definitions that are being12

included in Subpart Alpha.13

The current plan is to actually define14

Framework Alpha, and define Framework Bravo.  They15

will be termed so that they can be used throughout.16

As you look at the first iteration of the17

Rule text, you'll see if it could be subtle, could be18

not.19

We actually say instead of under Part20

50.53, we say under Framework Bravo of Part 53, so.21

MEMBER HALNON: That would be helpful.  I22

think that would be, yes.23

MR. JESSUP: I'm not sure that that24

terminology or phraseology, has made its way25
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throughout Framework Alpha yet, but as part of the1

merger, we do plan to distinguish that.2

The other thing I would add, you know, to3

make it explicit, I alluded to this earlier, we do4

plan to include some provisions prior to Subpart5

Alpha, that make it (audio interference).6

MEMBER BROWN: A preamble you're talking7

about, is that a?8

MR. JESSUP: Not necessarily a preamble,9

but some initial requirements similar to what you10

would actually see in Part 2 where it says, these11

subparts are applicable to this.12

These subparts are applicable --13

(Simultaneous speaking.)14

PARTICIPANT: Part 2?15

MR. JESSUP: Yes.  Yes, so if you find16

yourself there, you can look at --17

MEMBER BROWN: What is Part 2?  Part 50,18

Part 2?  I don't think I've ever.19

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes.20

MEMBER BROWN: Part 2, should I admit that?21

MEMBER REMPE: I really like the figure on22

slide 5, and again, I don't think you should show23

images a lot and realize that.24

I really like it.  It's taken me a long25
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time to try, and I still make mistakes about Framework1

A and B, but it helps to see the subparts that are2

aligned with it.3

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes.4

MEMBER BROWN: I totally agree with Joy. 5

I mean this, when you put this slide up at first, all6

of a sudden what A and B meant and the subpart7

differentiation and how they applied, popped right out8

in my own mind.9

CHAIRMAN PETTI: I think though, there's a10

different figure they have where they align where the11

subparts are the same, and that's probably --12

(Simultaneous speaking.)13

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, Billy, can you go14

to slide 5 and 6, please, or 7.15

MEMBER REMPE: We can all go.16

MS. DE MESSIERES: So we can have it on the17

-- Yes, there you go, there's 5, so that's one way to18

see kind of that Subpart A, you know, being common to19

both frameworks in Part 53.20

And, then I guess if you go to 7, Billy,21

you can see, you know, that's the one where you can22

really see, you know, how they're parallel.23

MEMBER BROWN: But that's good as an24

adjunct to this.25
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The other thing is Subpart A, would be to1

provide a brief description of what A and B are.  That2

way you don't have to, here's Part 53.  It's arranged3

like this, bang, this is this, this is this.4

Here's a picture of the comparison, that5

previous slide, and here's the comparison on the part-6

to-part to see how they are compatible with, or not7

compatible, but how they, sections merge or8

equivalent.  Something like that.9

That would be an ideal place.  That way10

you know exactly where to go.  You don't have to11

search it out any place.12

(Simultaneous speaking.)13

MR. JESSUP: I'm sorry I interrupted a14

question.15

DR. BLEY: Yes, this is Dennis Bley.16

Looking at this picture, and thinking back17

to the discussion this morning, there was a strong18

case that we really need definitions in Subpart N,19

because the definitions are different from Framework20

A.21

Well, then you ought to have a definition22

section under Framework A.23

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, and this is, yes,24

this is actually on that slide that, you know, the25
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last slide there that, where we talked about the1

harmonization and integration.2

We are planning to address that, so in3

some ways, it's a little bit of a chicken and egg4

problem definitions.  You don't fully know everything5

you need until you kind of, you know, fully develop6

the language.7

So, we're just now getting to the point8

where we have the language in a place where we're9

saying yes, we really do see a gap here.  We need to10

define this.  Or maybe we could merge them.11

 And, we're also you know, thinking about12

the structure of the definition section.  Do we need13

it in a separate subpart, or should we combine them?14

So, you kind of parse it out in Subpart A,15

for example.  So, I think this is an area of further16

streamline and evolution.17

The other thing I wanted to mention about18

definitions is, there are a lot of definitions that19

even if they're not common to the, you know, all of20

Framework B, they are, there are definitions within21

the section.22

So, for example, I mentioned related to23

the analogous 50-59 provisions, like we have24

definitions at the top of that paragraph in that25
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section, that really define those terms, and what they1

mean in that section.2

So, I would say there is a lot of3

additional definitions that you'll find throughout4

Framework B in there.  You know, you might find them5

as you dig a little deeper.6

So, but that's definitely a significant7

area where here we're at the integration phase we're8

working on.9

MEMBER BROWN: I'd like to echo Dennis'10

point in the, not, for those who are not deeply11

working every bit of these details all the time, the12

definitions, I don't like definitions right out13

through the documents.14

If they are consistent, they ought to be,15

having a definition section in Part B, Framework B, is16

great and I agree with Dennis, if there are17

definitions apply to Framework A, even if they're18

different, there ought to be a definition section to19

say hey, here's the common things.20

Then you can go, anytime you're what in21

the world was that, you can go back and find it22

easily, as opposed to doing a word search to try to23

find it throughout the entire document.24

DR. BLEY: Especially if they're different,25
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I think Charlie.1

MEMBER BROWN: No, you're exactly right. 2

Because they're bound to be differences in some3

circumstances, because the two approaches are4

different.5

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, it's very good6

comments and we'll definitely take a look at, you7

know, a look at that.8

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: Or if you combine9

them, they can be same and present the common part.10

So, this is my personal opinion about the11

structure.  You have a lot of good how should I call12

them, boxes or the, you know, Lego parts in the game,13

but I think that you can actually combine them more14

efficiently.15

Like you have a, it is really funny why we16

are missing separate requirements for Part B, you17

know, the, shouldn't Part B have the, definitely has18

a safety requirements.19

So, you know, definitions if they're20

common, they can be common or separated.  I mean21

couldn't like Part E be common because it's so close,22

and these other light green parts.23

So you can have a common parts in the24

words, and make the little more efficient combination. 25
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Just build this like a structure with these parts, or1

is a little more logical and efficient than these,2

that's what I believe can be done.3

I am not sure how difficult would be, so.4

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, thanks.  We5

appreciate that comment.  You know, we continue to6

look at that structure and optimize, you know, as we7

go along.8

But we appreciate there's definitely areas9

for potential future streamlining, and you know, we10

can --11

(Simultaneous speaking.)12

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: And the other comment13

which I want to make, the continuing Reg thinking. 14

You have a Framework A and Subpart A, and you know,15

Framework B, and Subpart B.16

And, in order to separate out of the17

subparts from Framework then maybe it makes sense to18

change A and B in Frameworks, you know, to I don't19

have a very good idea.  But you know, X and Y, or20

something which doesn't show up in subparts.21

DR. BLEY: I'd offer one more on22

organization.  We've, the committee commented on how23

much they like the organization in Framework A because24

it was logical, rather than, you know, evolving with25
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new ideas as Part 50 and 52 are.1

And, Framework B retains that nice,2

logical structure paralleling definitions in Subpart3

B, just seems to make a lot of sense.4

And, I'm not sure about Subpart C.  I5

don't know if that makes much sense.6

Okay, anyway, just something to think7

about.8

CHAIRMAN PETTI: So, as I look at it,9

right, I mean Framework A started as sort of something10

independent.11

Framework B was trying to make Part 50-5212

requirements more technology neutral and flexible. 13

And in doing so, there's just this optics that, that14

there are no safety requirements, and design and15

analysis requirements in Framework B?  Yes, they are,16

they're buried in the other sections.17

So, there's an optical problem right, with18

the way it's done.19

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: Right, exactly.20

CHAIRMAN PETTI: That I think, you know,21

something, there may be a way to put something in22

there that helps alleviate the optics, but that talks23

about that these requirements are elsewhere in the24

other subparts, to be consistent with the historical25
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approach or something.  Just to get out of the optical1

problems.2

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, now that I'm3

looking at this slide, you know, we put kind of a4

parenthesis for Part 100 there on Subpart D.5

I think we could put like a parenthesis6

Subpart R or something, you know, at least in this7

slide.  But that's a good point.8

DR. SCHULTZ: Well, I think you can also9

summarize what you would put in those sections, and10

with the pointers is what you were saying, Dave.11

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Right, that's what I'm12

trying to say.13

DR. SCHULTZ: Put the pointers into where14

they will be bound, and have a very general15

description of that, that could be somewhat16

comparative to Framework A.17

MR. JESSUP: It's good feedback, and that's18

the reason we actually address it head on because it's19

glaring.  We don't even wait for the question.20

But no, it's good feedback.21

MEMBER HALNON: We're talking about a lot22

of what I would call operator aids in a lot of these23

things.  And, I'm sure that there's plenty back in24

your office that you've dealt with, with diagrams and25
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matrices and tables, to make sure that you're covering1

everything.2

I would just encourage you to kind of3

capture a bunch of those and think ahead.  I think4

Jesse mentioned in 20 years we can't anticipate what5

kind of technology.6

Well, the technology in 20 years probably7

didn't anticipate that they would try to be8

interpreting language in a Rule that was developed,9

you know, decades ago.10

So, I think a lot of this thinking, and a11

lot of these operator aids that you're dealing with,12

it gives sort of a how-to, rather than a what, would13

be helpful in capturing in some kind of I don't want14

to say a guidance document, but something that might15

live beyond just somebody's retirement age.16

MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, thanks for the17

comment.  Definitely note that and think about ways18

that we can make that, make that happen.19

DR. SCHULTZ: Something to capture their20

knowledge base, would be helpful with everything21

that's been performed to date.22

And another comment, Candace, is that you23

mentioned that while some, in the future we can make24

these changes.  It would be much better to do it now. 25
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MS. DE MESSIERES: Yes, that's --1

(Simultaneous speaking.) 2

DR. SCHULTZ:  You don't know if there's3

going to be an opportunity in the future, to pull4

things together.5

MS. DE MESSIERES: Right, the future in6

this role is now, so you're very spot on, on that.7

Yes, and we're doing a lot of work this8

summer, if you want to be really specific.  That's9

when the NAB of the future is, it's really this10

summer.11

So, the window is there.  Thank you.12

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC: And, when you said13

earlier and you in that it's an ideal world.  So, you14

are building this world now.  Make it ideal.  You15

know, make it good so we cannot say that some things16

can be only done in ideal world.17

You have a chance to make it as close as18

possible to that.19

MEMBER BROWN: Any changes you would want20

to make later, would be a Rule change after you21

initially issue it, and that's painful.22

MS. DE MESSIERES: That's correct.23

MEMBER BROWN: That's just not painful,24

it's excruciating.25
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MS. DE MESSIERES: That's correct.1

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Okay, well now we have2

this interesting conundrum.  We're done with what's on3

the agenda today.  We still have a lot of time.4

We'd like to pull forward something, but5

I don't, what's the availability of folks?  I mean I6

think we're open to pulling anything.7

I know you've got people that have8

schedule conflicts, but I think we're flexible with9

what.10

MR. JESSUP: Yes, so Member Petti, we're11

going to bring forward the area conversations for you.12

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Okay.13

MR. JESSUP: We have Marty here, so bring14

him up to the table and we'll bring forth some of that15

talk that we had planned for tomorrow, if that works16

for you.17

CHAIRMAN PETTI: That's fine, yes.18

MR. JESSUP: Okay.19

MEMBER REMPE: Excuse me, do you want to20

have like public comments on this stuff before you21

switch topics?22

(Simultaneous speaking.) 23

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Yes, I was wondering. 24

It's been such a two-day thing.  Maybe we ought to do25
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that.1

So, why don't we go for public comments on2

what we've heard today.  Anybody out there unmute3

yourself.  Star 6 if you're on the line.  Identify4

yourself, your organization, and tell us your comment.5

MEMBER HALNON: Dave, you've had a hand up6

here for a little while, Steve Jones.7

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Oh.  Yes, whose hand is8

up?9

MEMBER HALNON: Steve Jones.10

MR. JONES: Sorry, that was a mistake. 11

I'll remove it.12

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Okay, no problem.13

Any members of the public?14

(No audible response.)15

CHAIRMAN PETTI: Okay, then let's roll on16

to, let's yes, it shouldn't take long right, to switch17

folks?  Let's just keep rolling.18

(Pause.)19

MR. STUTZKE: Billy, if we get to slide 38,20

please.21

(Pause.)22

MR. STUTZKE: So, is Dr. Bier available? 23

She may want --24

(Simultaneous speaking.)25
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CHAIRMAN PETTI: No, she's going to not be1

here this afternoon.2

MR. STUTZKE: Okay.3

MR. STUTZKE:  So I'm Marty Stutzke, David4

introduced me earlier this morning.  I'm a Senior5

Technical Advisor, Probabilistic Risk Assessment in6

NRR DANU.  And I've been the technical lead on this7

effort or this alternative evaluation of risk8

insights.9

Now, we had set up our presentation for10

all of tomorrow morning, I have a big team behind me. 11

I was using the opportunity to bring some of the,12

let's say team members that have a longer half-life13

than I do, get them a little experience at presenting14

in front of the Committee and answering questions in15

this type of environment.  So I hope we have that16

opportunity tomorrow.17

What I thought we would do today is talk18

generally about what AERI is and what it is not and19

why it was constructed.  Defer the details of the pre-20

decisional draft regulatory guides that we submitted21

for you until tomorrow, till the principal authors22

become available.23

So with that, we will -- let's jump to24

slide 42, Billy.  There we are.  The point of slide 4225
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is to remind you all, we started out in the spring of1

last year with an initiative, what we called graded2

PRA.  And at the time, I thought grading the PRA3

meant, for lack of a better word, dumbing it down. 4

Doing fewer initiating events, do only the at-power5

operating states, that type of thing.6

And we presented this concept in the7

spring in an advanced reactors stakeholders meeting. 8

Find out industry was interested in grading how the9

PRA was to be used in the licensing process.  10

Remember the stage at that time, there was11

only Framework A.  We didn't even call it Framework A,12

it was just Part 53, and it was being developed to13

support industry's licensing modernization project,14

so-called LMP, that's in NEI 1804, that's endorsed in15

Regulatory Guide 1.233.16

But LMP uses PRA in what's commonly called17

an enhanced role or a leading role.  In other words,18

the results of the PRA are used to identify the set of19

licensing basis events based on their frequency. 20

Classifies systems and structures and components as21

the safety-related, non-safety-related with special22

treatment, or just non-safety-related.23

And there was also a third purpose of LMP,24

is an evaluation to assess, ensure the adequacy of25
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defense-in-depth.  So with that realization this1

spring that there was a mish-mash between what we were2

doing and what industry wanted to do, we began to3

develop what has evolved into this AERI approach.4

And originally we called it the best5

consequence-based approach.  That lasted for a few6

months.  It was then renamed as the Technology-7

Inclusive, Risk-Informed Maximum Accident, or TI-RI-8

MA, approach, which by the way is a mnemonic of my9

youngest daughter's name, Teresa Marie.10

There was a lot of unwanted baggage with11

that term maximum accident, because it could be12

construed to mean the maximum credible accident, the13

MCA, the maximum hypothetical accident.  And rather14

what I'm talking about is maximum with respect to15

risk, not from a licensing, a classical licensing.  16

So for a while we called it Part 53-BE for17

bounding event, like that.  And most recently we're18

calling it the alternative evaluation risk insights.19

So the concepts, the names change.  And my20

experience on Part 53, it'll probably change again. 21

That being said, slide 43, please.  22

DR. BLEY:  Marty, can I?23

MR. STUTZKE:  Yes, Dennis.24

DR. BLEY:  Ask a question about that. 25
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Your first statement was at least a little surprising1

to me, because I had thought the objections we had2

heard from various sources to PRA was the effort3

required in doing a PRA.  But you said what industry4

was really saying is they wanted the use of the PRA to5

be different than the LMP suggests.6

MR. STUTZKE:  Right.  In other words,7

there were -- we were getting feedback from the8

industry saying not everybody wants to do LMP.  They9

would prefer a more traditional type of approach.  10

And we started thinking about and realized11

that the size of the reactor, and I'll speak very12

broadly about how the big the reactor or small, but13

the idea of small consequences, so small that perhaps14

even a PRA was not required, wouldn't benefit from all15

of the effort that goes into developing that PRA.16

So that's really kind of what led us into17

this area approach right now.  Can we get the insights18

we're after to help inform the licensing process19

without what I'll call the formalism or the, you know,20

the rigor of a full-scope PRA.21

DR. BLEY:  Okay.22

MR. STUTZKE:  You know, as you well know,23

the -- for example, the non-LWR PRA standard that was24

issued in early 2021, a product of the American25
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Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American Nuclear1

Society, is 467 pages long, okay.  2

So it is the definitive word on how to do3

a full-scope, level 3 PRA, all operating modes, all4

internal and external hazards, etc., etc.  All the way5

out to the consequences.  And I have to admit, it's a6

rather intimidating set of requirements.7

So the other side was, you know, the8

actual names is the Division of Advanced Reactors and9

non-power production and utilization facilities, also10

known as research and test reactors.  And it was11

pointed out by other people that I work with, there's12

no PRAs required for RTRs, why do we need them for13

small microreactors?  So that was kind of the ultimate14

genesis of the AERI approach.15

Anyway, on slide 3, we've done a review of16

the issues of the PRA in initial license.  And I'd17

like to make some comments on that.  I'll point back18

to the policy statement on the regulation of advanced19

reactors.  This has been out in several forms, the20

most recent version was in 2008, as I remember.  21

And it specifically cites three PRA-22

related policy statements, and one other, the safety23

goal policy statements.  The second is the severe24

accident policy statement.  And the third is the PRA25
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policy statement. 1

So let me digress for a moment on safety2

goals the Committee had asked for.  Why do we have3

safety goals?  And the answer is Three Mile Island4

accident.  About six weeks after the accident, this5

committee, the ACRS, wrote a letter saying there ought6

to be safety goals.7

That was followed up by the Kemeny Report. 8

Kemeny Commission, convened by the President Carter at9

the time, looked into the accident, and they also10

recommended safety goals.  In parallel with that was11

a committee convened by NRC at the time called the12

Rogovin Committee, and they also said we ought to have13

safety goals like this.14

Shortly thereafter, GAO, the General15

Accounting Office, had read these reports and said,16

yeah, there ought to be safety goals.  And actually,17

if you look in the appropriations bill for the NRC, I18

think it's 1983, Congress said we ought to have safety19

goals.  Money was allocated for that specific purpose. 20

So that's why they're in there.21

The problem is safety goals in all of22

these policy statements that are in the advanced23

reactor policy statement are expressed as Commission24

expectations, okay.  So they're not legally binding on25
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folks.  They're rather interpretative law like this. 1

We can't enforce them.2

So with that, keeping in mind, you know, 3

the Commission expectation, you got to think when the4

license is granted, right, the Commission makes a5

decision whether or not to grant the license.  That's6

not the staff's role.  We recommend like this, so when7

the Commission considers that, they have to make a8

finding of reasonable assurance of adequate9

protection.10

So one might think if the safety goals11

were ignored, or worse, found not to be filled, you12

haven't met the Commission's expectations, and you13

would have a disappointed Commission.  What would that14

say about your ability to the license?15

So it's a rather, you know, suitably16

vague.  And Part 53 did have current language that17

requires applicants, design and certification,18

standard design approval, manufacturing licenses and19

combined licenses to have a PRA, but we never tell20

them what to do in the rule language.  So it always21

falls back on these expectations of the Commission.22

That's the similar approach that's being23

taken on the Parts 50, 52 lessons learned alignment24

rulemaking.  The rule text just says you need to have25
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a PRA.  That's in contrast, the Part 53 Framework A1

says you have to have a PRA and you need to do the2

following claims work to identify your licensing3

events and you need to classify your systems,4

structures, and components.5

So now you're getting beyond the6

Commission expectation, which is statutory7

requirement.  And not just to have it, use it for8

certain purposes. 9

Framework B goes back to, similar to Parts10

50 and 52, where we just state that you need to have11

it but there's no explicit reasons why you need to12

have or make reference to it.  13

Going to the second policy statement, the14

severe accident probability.  Applies to all future15

and existing plants.  And that policy statement says16

you need a PRA in order to do that.  But it's curious,17

it says to identify.  It doesn't actually say, oh,18

identify them fix them or resolve them.  It says you19

need to mindful.20

Third policy statement on PRA generally21

encourages the use of PRA in all regulatory processes. 22

And when you read the discussion in the policy23

statement on advanced reactors, it says, well, of24

course we expect you to use PRA in the design process.25
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So I've summarized that here as1

identifying risk insights, and risk insights being2

what you gain out of a PRA.  Things like what3

accidents are important.  Are they external hazards,4

internal events, what types of sequences are they? 5

Are they transients, are they LOCAs?  What role does6

the operator play?7

And it's not just the information about8

what's important that we're interested in, but it's9

what is not important.  We can rule out certain things10

from consideration.  So in other words, it's a way to11

focus your attention.  That's active planning.12

So with that as kind of a background,13

we've developed this very approach in two pre-14

decisional draft regulatory guides.  And there's a15

story behind that long phrase I'll give you in just a16

minute.  But we're trying to clarify our expectations.17

Did I hear a question?18

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:   Yes, I would like19

to make a comment actually, Marty, here.  Something20

which I feel strongly about, and I have a strong --21

feel strongly about the development of this.22

The one thing which I want to say, when23

safety goals showing 86, and I would like actually to24

read them.  They say individual members of the public25
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should be provided a level of protection from the1

consequences of nuclear power plant operation such2

that individuals bear no significant additional risk3

to life and health.  That's the first line.  That's4

not your job.5

And the second one say, Societal risk to6

life and health from nuclear power plant operation7

should be comparable to two -- or less than the risk8

of generating electricity by viable competing9

technologies and should not be significant additional10

to other societal risk.11

So those goals are, I totally support12

those qualitative goals.  Does those severely, you13

know, say right, nuclear power should not introduce14

the higher risk to individuals or higher societal15

risk.  So that's happening in '86 and '75 or '74,16

other things came and was calculating core damage17

frequencies.18

And so now you have an -- you have19

qualitative goals, and there is need to actually put20

them in some way that the processes like a PRA can21

prove that they need those goals.  And if this22

process, this qualitative health, you know, objectives23

have been constructed, but through the industry, you24

know, industry always use CDF and LERF and it doesn't25
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really deal directly with those.1

So those qualitative health goals first2

introduced individual risk as the, you know, the, you3

know, is the -- it relies on many things which, you4

know, one for example, societal risk is defined as the5

cancer risk, where all other factors, total map of the6

deads, the economical factors, relocations factors. 7

Those factors are not considered.8

The other thing is that, you know, we9

start talking about those consequences, you know, the10

relationships which we don't really know precisely. 11

So my strong opinion is when we stay on the level of12

the safety goals as they define in 1986 commission13

paper, then it takes a little -- allowed applicant a14

lot of different innovative way to address that and15

show that this passivity doesn't introduce higher risk16

to the public than you know the -- the other risk17

factors.18

Instead of just saying okay, you have to19

deal with cancer early fatalities, you know.  So20

nuclear plant introduced risk from cancers, introduced21

risk from the early fatalities like we really know a22

lot about that, which we do not.  And actually what23

you're talking about is big study on the level 3 that24

showed the margins are huge between QHOs and CDF and25
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LERF.1

So I sort of recognize the CDF and LERF2

have served this industry excellently, but they are3

far below, you know, they allowed huge margins for4

QHOs.  So why are we coming back to this imperfect5

quantitative health objectives when we have a chance6

to construct something better?  That's what my main7

objective is.8

I think if we start with the qualitative9

risk goals, we have another chance to trust with them10

in something easy to handle, better to understand. 11

And don't introduce nuclear power as introducing early12

fatalities risk or cancer risk, you know.  This cancer13

risk in the how many years after that.  14

And I was just looking on these level 315

results.  And you know, first they, you know, they --16

they leave the place through evacuation, then they17

come and they live there for 50 years.  This is all18

has so much uncertainties and unknowns.  I say why19

should this, you know, why should 10 CFR 53 go back to20

such unperfect measures.  21

So that's my opinion, my personal opinion,22

and I'm discussing with some of the colleagues.23

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah, I'm sympathetic to24

your view.  I point it took six years to develop the25
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safety goal policy statement from its original1

inception like that.  NUREG 0880 provides the2

translation from the qualitative goals into the3

quantitative health objectives into the risk metrics4

we currently use now, individual early fatality risk,5

which were latent cancer fatality risk.6

As you pointed out, for large LWRs, we've7

accepted core damage frequency below 10 to -4 and8

large early release frequency below 10 to -5 per year. 9

And those derivations are in I believe NUREG 1860 in10

one of the appendices.11

Of course, those are LWR-specific risk12

metrics and we don't have anything analogous for non-13

LWRs like that.  So you know, when the Part 5314

rulemaking was evolved, I mean, we couldn't have15

embarked on let's revise the safety goal policy16

statement.  And it's been reconsidered over the years.17

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  No, no, safety goal18

statement, nobody is purporting to revise that.  Which19

I'm saying don't -- don't go part the development of20

that fact.  Safety statement requirements stayed the21

same, but opened door for better definition of that.22

You know also when you said that NUREG23

described how those QHOs were connected to CDF and24

LERF, it is based on one unperfect level 3 study done25
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for a client.  So therefore the connection how1

actually CDF connects and that was like, you know,2

with the MACCS and other codes were really primitive.3

How does that connect -- how does CDF4

connect to the cancer?  And you can see in this when5

the, you know, the program and software and the state6

of knowledge have developed farther, you can only7

connect it that if you allowed containment to fail, I8

don't know, seven days, large, and then it was9

evacuated, people come back and the land is10

contaminated.  And that's how they get exposed to11

cancer risk.12

You see, it's not -- that's a really not13

perfect.  That NUREG connection was based on one study14

with some numbers which I say, eh, hey, the magic's15

happened, we have core damage frequency.  And16

eventually after I don't know how many days,17

containment is going to fail and land is going to get18

contaminated, and people are going to return back and19

live on that land.  And in 50 years they're going to20

get cancer.21

I mean, we have a -- we have a cornered22

history.  We can look in actual data currently in the,23

you know what happened in Chernobyl, what happened in24

Fukushima.  And we can, you know, follow through that. 25
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And we can see how does this risk development.  1

But I said let's not use that risk in2

that.  Let's don't use those QHOs because they are3

deficient, they're not perfect, there's a huge4

uncertainties developed in those.5

Let's -- we don't have to preserve the6

applicant to applicant.  Tell them you have to show7

that your facility doesn't present huge increase to8

the risk of public and let them come with a solution9

to that.  Say, okay, this is how I know, you know,10

that that doesn't present a huge risk to the public. 11

And then they can be fined, I mean, you12

could see from Fukushima and Chernobyl, the other13

societal risk also played a role, so.  This is my14

opinion.  I say we are prescribing them to do15

something which is not perfect.  16

I don't have a problem them with17

prescribing and helping, but if we are going to18

prescribe, we should prescribe something which is19

good.  That's my personal opinion.20

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah, so noted.  And I21

appreciate your comments.  It's something that I22

personally have struggled with ever since that I've23

encountered them.  My personal feeling is the value of24

PRA is risk ranking, what's more important than25
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others, not the final.1

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  That's absolutely2

true and that's based on the -- in this case with CDF3

and LERF, and unfortunately we don't know what it's4

going to be.5

MR. STUTZKE:  Anyway.  I'd like to return6

to this use of this language in here, this pre-7

decisional draft regulatory guide and why that means8

something specific to us.  We had originally developed9

two White Papers on the AERI approach.  But White10

Papers don't have the proper status, so I had to go11

through the Regulatory Guide Branch and get them12

approved.  OGC got involved.  13

This is the official language.  The pre-14

decisional means applicants aren't supposed to use15

them now.  They will be issued as draft regulatory16

guides once the Commission approves the rulemaking17

package and then they will be formally issued under18

notice and comment like that.19

Apologize that the language gets a little20

cumbersome.  And then we have interesting phrases21

(audio interference) pre-decisional preliminary --22

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Somebody has unmuted. 23

Please remute.24

MR. STUTZKE:  Okay, slide 44.  Believe it25
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or not, the staff actually writes the letters to ACRS. 1

We actually read what you guys write. 2

MEMBER REMPE:  I was wondering.3

MR. STUTZKE:  And there's a series of4

letters here for this committee had told us in5

sometimes rather pointed language about the need to6

start with a clean sheet of paper when considering new7

reactor designs like this.  I've listed them here.8

What I found interesting about them is the9

comments from the Committee remain the same although10

the vehicle in which you transmitted varied.  For11

example, when first it was population siting12

considerations.  13

And there's a very nice, eloquently stated14

explanation here.  I've tried to pull for the bullets15

here.  Clean sheet paper, think carefully, remain16

vigilant, and think creatively.17

Like that, there were two subsequent18

letters specific on the Part 53 rulemaking about the19

need to compensate for uncertainties and20

incompleteness by looking systematically for21

initiating events and event scenarios, that type of22

thing.  It was reiterated.  It's a May 21, 2021 letter23

like this.24

Then in October of '21, again, the same25
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theme emerged.  Now it's in the context of Regulatory1

Guide 1.247, which is the staff's endorsement of the2

non-light-water reactor PRA standard.  So --3

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  We're nothing if we're4

not consistent.5

MR. STUTZKE:  You're consistent, and I'm6

here to tell you I paid attention to it.  Okay.  But7

in responding to that, I did some research and I found8

two very old but very interesting references.  So if9

we could go to slide 45.10

I would point out that this quote from Dr.11

Edward Teller, who was the first chairman of the12

committee that ultimately morphed into the ACRS, and13

he talks about his simple procedure, which is to14

imagine the worst thing that could happen.  And we ask15

people are you protected against it, like this.16

So a rather ad hoc procedure, but let's17

say justified by the stature of the people that were18

sitting on that committee at the time.  It was stacked19

full of present and future Nobel laureates.  It must20

have been very intimidating to reactor designers at21

the time.  Like that.22

But you'll notice already in the beginning 23

of this, the phrases like the worst possible accident. 24

And it's like the maximum credible accident.  You25
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begin to think that thinking goes way back to a1

nuclear industry as we know it today.  2

Going to slide 46, I found another3

interesting quote.  This is by Dr. Clifford Beck, who4

at the time was the Chief of the Hazards Analysis5

Branch in the Atomic Energy Commission.  Prior to6

that, Dr. Beck was a professor at North Carolina State7

University and was instrumental in getting the first8

research reactor built at a university in this9

country.10

Apparently he was so good at his job, the11

AEC drug him up here like that.  So this is from a12

paper that he delivered at a conference in Rome,13

Italy, in 1959, where he flat out asserts it's14

impossible to give an objective definition of credible15

accident, and it's frustrating.16

I think we all agree with that, nothing's17

changed in 70 years.  But then he goes on, and he18

notes the systematic search is valuable.  So he's --19

or you're echoing his words and those letters I quoted20

before like that.  21

And finally this comment down here, it's22

rather optimistic, that the assertation that once we23

finally approve a plant for operation, there are no24

credible accidents that we haven't guarded against. 25
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And I'll point out, four years after this ATWS was1

discovered.  Well, that seems like it's credible, and2

that took multiple years in order to resolve.3

But anyway, I just find the parallels4

between these comments and more recent letters from5

this committee very interesting.  So with that, let's6

go to slide 47.7

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  But you're not8

marking this Ed Teller, the body was used, you know,9

it was -- it was a strong relief the worst accident10

which had happened to light-water reactor is the11

double guillotine large LOCA all the way until the12

WASH-1400 showed that that's not true, so.13

But that definitely was that worse14

accident which he said.  When they told what worse15

type accident can happen, it, you know, shows that16

without the PRA, you cannot really conclude what is17

the worst accident.18

MR. STUTZKE:  That's true, and then in19

defense, you know, of this old approach of trying to20

focus or identify on a worst accident, you know, I'd21

point out that our ability to analyze has drastically22

improved over decades.  You know, we're here where23

you're talking about it took a long time to analyze24

one accident.  Now I can run software like MELCOR and25
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MACCS in Monte Carlo fashion.1

Okay, so you know, our ability to compute2

and to analyze is much, much improved, and it gives us3

much more, let's say more of a brute force.  If we're4

not certain what the worst accident is, we can look at5

a setup, get to the heart of it.  6

But anyways, slide 47 is the latest7

version flow chart that I've been working on for I8

guess almost a year like this.  But it conveys my9

understanding of what we need to do and it also10

explains why there are two pre-decisional draft11

regulatory guides.  12

So if we start out in the middle left, Box13

A, Box Alpha, is a step that say their comprehensive,14

systematic search for initiators and delineate the15

event sequences.  No preconceptions, don't rely on16

predefined list accidents.  And it's set over to the17

left side because that needs to be done regardless of18

how you intend to license the plant.  19

In other words, under Parts 50, 52, 53,20

Framework A, Framework B, that step always needs to be21

done.  It needs to be done whether or not you are22

going to develop a PRA.  In fact, if you're developing23

a PRA, that Box A would be part of the PRA.  But I24

personally consider that's the heart and soul of PRAs,25
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the event sequences like that.1

But anyway, gets sent out.  Then from Box2

A, you proceed into Box B, Box Bravo, and the3

applicant would make a decision about which way they4

want to go.  The up branch from Box Bravo goes into5

Box Charlie, which says okay, finish the PRA.  6

But what you've done is enter this green7

highlighted area on the figure that says, okay, now8

we're talking about a pathway that is Parts 50 and 52,9

where the applicant has elected to use LMP or we're in10

Part 53 Framework A.  In which case, the steps are11

prescribed as shown on Table C to develop that PRA in12

Box Charlie.  13

Boxes Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, and Gulf are14

the LMP process that says plot the results on the15

frequency consequence curve, classify them into AOOs16

instead of design basis events to beyond design basis17

events.  From that, the independent decisionmaking18

panel then would select design basis accidents.  That19

then tells you how to classify the systems,20

structures, and components to back up and evaluate the21

defense-in-depth.22

Finally, proceeding in the Boxes Hotel and23

India, which are classic deterministic analyses of the24

design basis accidents.  Classic in the sense of this25
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is standard review plan Chapter 15 type of analyses,1

like that.  The point here is once the PRA is done,2

it's fairly straightforward to come up with the set of3

licensing basis events.4

Let's suppose an applicant does not want5

to use Part 53 Framework A or they don't want to use6

LMP.  They would take the down branch out of Box Bravo7

into Box Juliet.  Select the licensing events. 8

 Now, I've used the term licensing event in9

a very general framework.  You won't find that10

anywhere in our regulatory guidance.  I'm using that11

broadly to refer to a collection of events, whether12

they're called DBAs, AOOs, beyond design basis events,13

or whatever.  So it's a matter of writing convenience14

to me.  Pre-decisional draft regulatory guide like15

this. 16

And what you will find in the details of17

one of them, the categories of licensing events depend18

on what framework you're in.  If you think you're19

confused now, just wait.  In LMP, licensing events are20

called anticipated operational occurrences, AOOs. 21

Design basis events, beyond design basis events, and22

design basis accidents.23

In Part 53, they're called anticipated24

operational occurrences, unlikely event sequences,25
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very unlikely event sequences, and design basis1

accidents.  And Framework Bravo, as Boyce explained2

this morning, they're called anticipated operational3

occurrences, design basis accidents, beyond design4

basis events, and severe accidents.5

When you go into Part 50 and you start6

poking around, it's all over the map.  We have design7

basis events, which could be AOOs.  Could be DBAs,8

DBEs.  My personal favorite is if you look into 50.29

in the context of station blackout, there's an10

accident called a non-design basis accident.  I don't11

know what it is, but I know what it is not.12

Okay, so the language has floated around13

like this.  And so the problem that I'm trying to14

solve to get from Box A/Alpha into Box J/Juliet is I15

need to provide guidance to the applicants of how to16

take the results of the initiator search and the event17

sequence search and group them, go through them,18

compress them, however you want to describe it, into19

the set of licensing events that are appropriate for20

the framework that's being used at the time.21

Does that make sense?  It's like this big22

laundry list of things that are coming out of Box A23

and I need to put them into redefined categories.  And24

that's the essence of Box Juliet.25
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Once we have them into the appropriate1

categories, of course we're getting into the licensing2

framework.  We then proceed to Boxes Kilo and Lima,3

which are the classic deterministic Chapter 15 types4

of analyses.5

Then the applicant would enter Box M, Box6

Mike, and decided do I want to do a PRA.  And assuming7

that they do, then would proceed from Box Mike into8

Box November, and they would complete their PRA and go9

about their job.10

So that pathway A/Alpha, J/Juliet, K/Kilo,11

L/Lima, Mike, November is the way we currently do12

things under Part 50 and 52.  So PRA is in a13

supporting role in this case.  PRA is developed, but14

it's not really being used so much in formal selection15

of the licensing events applied to this.16

However, the option we're talking about,17

this AERI option, would apply in only Part 5318

Framework Bravo.  That's the down branch out of Box19

Mike into Box O/Oscar.  The AERI approach is based on20

this notion that we've come up with a bounding event,21

the various sorts of search techniques, etc., like22

that, and declared this is our bounding event.  23

We can then confirm that we're allowed to24

use AERI in Box P/Papa.  That the AERI entry25
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conditions are met.1

So the idea was real simple when we2

started.  You would take the founding event, it would3

have a source term.  I would then insert that source4

term into a program like MACCS.  And I would do a5

classic PRA consequence analysis to determine the PRA6

entry conditions in fact have been met.7

So there's a little bit of a licensing8

risk for an applicant when they get down into Box P9

and realize I can't meet the AERI entry conditions and10

I need to go back and finish the PRA.  But assuming11

that the AERI entry conditions are met, then they12

would proceed then into Box Q, Box Quebec, which is13

the heart and soul of AERI.  It says we're going to14

develop a demonstrable conservative risk estimate to15

show that the QHOs are met.16

We're going to then search all of the17

information we have or identify severe accident18

vulnerabilities.  That meets the severe accident19

policy statement.  And we're going to develop risk20

insights by reviewing all of -- all of the event21

sequences, all of that information.22

And that may be guided qualitatively,23

semi-quantitatively.  We'll get into the details24

tomorrow, because that's in our pre-decisional draft25
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regulatory guide.  I have to think carefully about1

that one week before we issued those guides on June2

10t, they were called White Papers.  And I had to go3

back at the last minute, changed everything.  So I'm4

still getting to the nomenclature.5

DR. BLEY:  Marty?6

MR. STUTZKE:  Yes.7

DR. BLEY:  Yeah, I guess I didn't have8

that nomenclature down either.  So that means nobody9

can use, but they really won't exist once the10

Commission issues the rule or issues it for comment? 11

Is there -- what point in time do they turn into real12

guidance?13

MR. STUTZKE:  Well, they turn into draft14

regulatory guidance once the Commission approves the15

rulemaking package.16

DR. BLEY:  Okay, that's it.  Okay, good.17

MR. STUTZKE:  You know, that's submitted18

in February of next year, February of 2023.  And19

however long the Commission takes to issue it, we'll20

formally issue those as draft guide and seek public21

comment.  That being said, I'm all ears for any22

comment somebody wants to make, you know, including23

our industry colleagues.  Have at it.24

MEMBER REMPE:  Marty?25
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MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah.1

MEMBER REMPE:  Dennis, is it okay, are you2

done, or?  Did I interrupt you, Dennis?3

DR. BLEY:  Yes, I'm done.4

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  I know that the5

draft guides mention that this whole purple area6

raises some uncertainty of a lack of regulatory7

certainty and kind of a risky business, if you don't8

mind me using that phrase.9

MR. STUTZKE:  I've heard the joke before.10

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay, but anyhow, I also11

know that it mentions that in the past we always12

require more for an operating license than a13

construction permit.  And I'm, you know, my kids14

always say I always look for the worst possible case. 15

So I'm thinking I'm an applicant, and I'm16

thinking I'm going to get away with less information17

and a simpler licensing process if I go through AERI18

and get my construction permit, build the plant.  And19

of course I don't find everything in the construction20

permit.  21

And as I go through and design stuff and22

then I come back and things have changed.  Is there a23

-- I didn't see a caveat that what might work for a24

construction permit may not work with a operating25
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license.  And then you've wasted a lot of money.  And1

has that thought crossed your mind and it's not an2

issue?3

MR. STUTZKE:  It has.  In other words, you4

know, they can always upgrade to a PRA.5

MEMBER REMPE: Or they may identify6

something that has to --7

MR. STUTZKE:  At the last minute.8

MEMBER REMPE:  -- that doesn't fit with9

what would be constructed.10

MR. STUTZKE:  But realized in the AERI11

conditions are chosen hopefully very conservatively so12

that they will meet the QHOs without crediting13

accident frequency at all in the calculation.  In14

other words, assuming one of them per year, and I'll15

show you in the slides with mathematics about why16

that's right.  And so they should make it (audio17

interference). 18

But yeah, it's occurred to us and it's19

something that Bill had talked about earlier today20

about this swapping and switching around between21

Framework A and B.  And we've thought about that. 22

It's complicated.23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Marty.24

MR. STUTZKE:  Yes.25
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MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Okay, this is --1

this not really elegant, and somehow this PRA role and2

another is really -- I was thinking if we want to, we3

can keep the -- let's keep the, everything up to that4

Box N, right.5

MR. STUTZKE:  Right.6

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  And then just jump7

to the bounding and track is entry conditions met or8

not.  And if they're not met, just go back and do9

green thing.  And then you have only two approaches. 10

I mean, you only have a PRA once.  Instead11

of finish PRA development, you go there and you come12

to this P box, whatever that is going to be, because13

I know you're going to show us how that was derived.14

Come to the P, and if you're not meeting15

these conditions, you made the wrong selections, go16

back and do PRA.  Do everything from start.  You17

already selected licensing events using these18

approach, so now you will add the frequencies and19

check your selection and continue on that row.20

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah, I understand what21

you're saying.  But the phrase add the frequencies is22

a non-trivial amount of work.23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I understand totally24

that.  But I mean, this is also, we are sort of like25
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giving -- this is an historic development of the1

approaches.  But here it's not going to be just what2

is done now in industry.  It is somebody coming with3

new design who feels like he's not presenting high4

risk to the society.  And he will select the Framework5

B.6

And then in one moment he will have to7

prove that he doesn't present high risk.  And he8

finishes on this, that -- that I can see that is9

totally logical selection.10

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah, and the challenge then11

is how to show that, you know, an applicant that would12

come in has a, you know, the bounding event poses low13

risk, okay.  And you have two problems.  14

One is how do you define the bounding15

event without the quantitative benefits of a PRA.  Our16

guidance tries to explain how to do that, formed by17

things like the results of the Chapter 15 analyses. 18

Event sequences that are delineated by any number of19

techniques, like event freeze or whatever.20

But again, we're trying to be -- simplify21

the amount of effort it takes.  In other words, you22

don't want to drag somebody through the entire PRA23

process only to find out they could have done24

something easier.  So I will agree with you --25
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MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Well, okay, well,1

this is where this -- I think that is also brought up2

how does he make the selection up front.  And the3

thing is that actually you are sort of dragging him4

through this, and then -- and then he still has to do5

the PRA.  And then he will have a maybe different6

selection of LBs.  You know, and a different Chapter7

15.8

The thing is that that's not elegant in my9

-- it's a duplication and it's, you know, I'm not sure10

about effort, which actually I have to think about how11

much the -- it's a different effort.  But I think if12

you pass through this initial event selection, which13

is the one on the -- you know, the selection of the14

license basis events and design basis events based on15

the PRA, it's not going to be very much time-16

consuming.  I don't really know. 17

My feeling that you can try to space18

these, do the PRA, not the PRA.  And if you selected19

it in the purple versus selecting it in the green, you20

have a different benefits, different Chapter 15.  I21

mean, I don't really, that sort of, you know.22

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah, I --23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Yeah.24

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah, I appreciate it.  It's25
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a bit of a chicken and an egg problem.  You have to do1

some analyses before you decide -- before you really2

commit.  You know, what I would call scoping3

calculations that most engineers would do anyway and4

decide which way you want to approach it.5

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  So Marty, have you6

thought about a case where people apply LMP, so7

they're in the green, but they actually would qualify8

for AERI?  But there's no -- there's no way to get9

there.10

MR. STUTZKE:  Right, but people that would11

take the, you know, up into the green pathway, elected12

to do LMP too, because of they see the benefits of it.13

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Yeah.14

MR. STUTZKE:  That they're convinced that15

that's where they want to go.  And to my mind, you16

know, the decision is, you know, there's an initial17

cost to developing the PRA and getting a license that18

people tend to focus on, but they don't look at 30, 4019

years down the road with that PRA.  I personally think20

it's going to save them time and money.  21

But yeah, it's a difficult thing, so.  And22

again, we're trying to provide flexibility without --23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  But you know, he may24

not have to do the level 3 PRA in the green area25
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because if he has a good risk measures, they don't1

have to be core damage in line, but he selected good2

risk measures to do the PRA.  He can propose the3

different safety goals here, so you know, he can --4

MR. STUTZKE:  Respectfully, I disagree. 5

When you're in the green area, when you're in LMP,6

you're wedded to that frequency consequence target7

curve.  And you're required to do a level 3 PRA to get8

the consequence, the x axis.9

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  You know, I think I10

made my opinion about that.11

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah, it's understood,12

understood.13

So, the final point I'd like to leave you14

with here is we have two pre-decisional draft15

regulatory guides, 14 and 13, that's the box, the two16

boxes in yellow, Alpha and Juliet.  And they would17

apply to Parts 50, Parts 52, and Part 53, including18

Frameworks Alpha and Bravo, okay.19

So that addresses the Committee's concern20

about starting with a blank sheet of paper, because21

that is the guidance on how to do that process.  The22

second guide, 1414, in the boxes in orange, that is23

specific to AERI and that is Part 53, Framework Bravo.24

And I would emphasize that first guide25
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DDG-1413, it only talks about how to identify a set of1

licensing events.  It doesn't tell you how to analyze2

them.  That reverts back to existing guidance, for3

example, SRP Chapter 15 and a whole host of Reg Guides4

about the types of assumptions to the single failure5

to whatever.6

Other words, I can defer that one over to7

Boyce, that's his bread and butter about how to do8

those types of calculations.  Our process here is to9

tell you what transients and accidents you ought to be10

looking at.11

So okay, going to slide 48.  I put in this12

slide and then the next series of slides knowing full13

well this committee's interest in detailed14

mathematics.  So let's have a little fun with this,15

I'll show you how we came up with it.  You can tell me16

I'm barking up the wrong tree or whatever.17

But anyway, so the proposed AERI18

conditions are in the green box on the slide.  And all19

we did was modify the language that's defined in Part20

52, a description of the PRA, find that out.  A21

description of the risk evaluation developed for the22

plan's results.  So that's what we provided in the23

application.24

Then we go on and added the risk25
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evaluation must be based on a PRA or AERI provided1

that you make this entry like this.  So it's phrased2

to say you can always use a PRA.  The AERI is3

restricted to meeting the entry condition down here. 4

So the entry condition is the dose from a5

postulated bounding event to an individual located 1006

meters away from the plant.  It's got to be less than7

1 rem at 96 hours, which is four days.  An additional8

2 rem TEDE in the fresh air and an additional half rem9

TEDE thereafter.10

DR. BLEY:  Marty?11

MR. STUTZKE:  Yes.12

DR. BLEY:  A hundred meters is really13

pretty close.  How do you define the plant?  It might14

be bigger than 100 meters across.15

MR. STUTZKE:  I got to ask, you been16

talking to Bob Budnitz?  17

(Laughter.)18

MR. STUTZKE:  On this?19

DR. BLEY:  Not for a while, but not about20

this.21

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah.  No, you can get into22

this.  I guess the closest point from the plant, so I23

--24

(Simultaneous speaking.)25
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DR. BLEY:  -- I guess.1

MR. STUTZKE:  And I've idealized it as it2

was a nice round, you know, perfect circle around the3

plant.  But I understand there's going to be bumps and4

warts.5

DR. BLEY:  So it's essentially from the6

reactor I guess is what we're --7

MR. STUTZKE:  Well, we want to use the8

plant because we need to consider the non-reactor9

sources as well.  You know, for example, if there's10

some --11

DR. BLEY:  Oh, yeah, okay, yeah.12

MR. STUTZKE:  You know, if there's a13

molten salt reactor and the fuel reprocessing, the14

fuel cleanup system, that's got a larger source15

depending on what's physically in the core.16

DR. BLEY:  Yeah.17

MR. STUTZKE:  You know, the off-gas18

systems for things like that.  So it's -- I agree,19

it's probably something in guidance, have little20

pictures that say, you know, you need to find the21

worst locations.  That's what we're really talking22

about here.23

But the other thing I would emphasize here24

is this 100 meters is at a reference location.  It may25
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or may not correspond to any physical boundary.  In1

other words, that may or may not be an exclusionary2

event.  It's simply an arbitrary reference, one3

hundred meters away.4

That lets the EAB be either smaller or5

bigger, as the applicant decides it wants to be.  So6

that's intending to provide some flexibility, but at7

the same time, it precludes larger plants, larger in8

the sense they would have larger source terms. 9

Implies larger thermal power, not necessarily so,10

would never qualify no matter how large their EABs11

were.  Because that 100 meters is a fixed reference.12

DR. BLEY:  I'm just thinking about this13

and wondering, one, how you came up with 100 meters. 14

And two, wouldn't you get the same thing you want if15

you said at the exclusion zone boundary?  And then if16

the plant could buy up a little extra land, they could17

be a little bit bigger.18

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah, that's true, they can19

always buy land and expand the size of their exclusion20

area boundary.  But realizing some of the plants we're21

talking about are micro reactors of several megawatts22

and they don't want to buy the land, they want23

something much smaller than this.  So we tried --24

DR. BLEY:  I understand.  They would like25
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the exclusionary boundary to be the wall or the1

building, I suppose.  So if we -- if we did it with2

respect to the exclusionary boundary, it wouldn't be3

-- one, it wouldn't be as restrictive.  And if they4

didn't want to buy more land, they wouldn't have to. 5

And two, it just seems -- it seems6

arbitrary to me.  Is there a basis, did you do some7

calcs that said, yeah, 100 meters is what we want?8

MR. STUTZKE:  No, wait -- wait for the9

next half a dozen slides, Dennis, I'll drag you10

through all the math.11

DR. BLEY:  Okay, fair enough.12

MR. STUTZKE:  Like that.  But anyway, so13

the idea here -- going to slide 49 -- is broadly we14

can use a definition of risk that says it's the sum of15

the sequence frequencies times the sequence16

consequences.17

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Can we make a break18

now before we enter these math slides?19

CHAIRMAN PETTI:  Sure.  Yeah, okay, let's20

break till the top of the hour, three o'clock.  Thank21

you.22

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Thanks.23

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went24

off the record at 2:43 p.m.)25
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Agenda
• Overview of Part 53 Structure
• Comparison of Part 53 Frameworks
• Framework B Development Approach
• Framework B Subparts Overview
• Guidance Development
• Framework Merger
• Next Steps
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• Part 53 stakeholder feedback included consideration of international 
licensing approaches and flexibility in the use of probabilistic risk 
assessment (PRA)

• Previously released preliminary proposed rule text (“Part 5X”) outlined 
technology-inclusive, risk-informed alternatives for using the traditional 
technical requirements in Parts 50 and 52

• Including a traditional, technology-inclusive framework in Part 53 
minimizes potential impact on existing requirements and centralizes 
alternatives for new commercial nuclear reactors

• Dedicated staff to develop the traditional licensing framework are 
integrated with existing Part 53 team

• Aligned with the established Part 53 rulemaking schedule

Background
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Part 53 Licensing 
Frameworks Framework A

o PRA-led approach
o Functional design criteria

Framework B
o Traditional use of risk insights
o Principal design criteria
o Includes an Alternative 

Evaluation for Risk Insights 
(AERI) approach

Subpart A - General Provisions

Subpart B - Safety Requirements
Subpart C - Design Requirements
Subpart D - Siting
Subpart E - Construction/Manufacturing
Subpart F - Operations
Subpart G - Decommissioning
Subpart H – Application Requirements
Subpart I - License Maintenance
Subpart J - Reporting
Subpart K - Quality Assurance

Subpart N - Definitions
Subpart O - Construction/Manufacturing
Subpart P - Operations
Subpart Q - Decommissioning
Subpart R - Application Requirements
Subpart S - License Maintenance 
Subpart T - Reporting
Subpart U - Quality Assurance 5



Quantitative Risk 
Information

Bounding 
Approaches

Traditional Use of PRA

Risk-Informed Continuum

Part 53 Licensing Frameworks
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Part 53 Subpart Comparison

Subpart Title Framework A
Subpart

Framework B
Subpart

General Provisions Subpart A (Common)
Technology-Inclusive Safety Requirements Subpart B -Design and Analysis Requirements Subpart C
Siting Requirements Subpart D (Part 100)
Definitions - Subpart N
Construction and Manufacturing Requirements Subpart E Subpart O
Requirements for Operation Subpart F Subpart P
Decommissioning Requirements Subpart G Subpart Q
Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals Subpart H Subpart R
Maintaining and Revising Licensing Basis Information Subpart I Subpart S
Reporting and Other Administrative Requirements Subpart J Subpart T
Quality Assurance Criteria Subpart K Subpart U

7



Framework B Development Approach
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Subpart N – Definitions

• Definitions specific to Framework B
o Anticipated operational occurrence (AOO)
o Design bases
o Reactor coolant pressure boundary
o Safety-related structures, systems, and components 

(SSCs)

• Common definitions remain in Subpart A (§ 53.020)

9



Subpart O – Construction and 
Manufacturing Requirements

• Parallel structure and content to Framework A 
Subpart E

• Variations largely limited to conforming changes 
needed to adapt Framework A provisions to 
Framework B
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Subpart P – Requirements for Operation
§ 53.4210 Maintenance, repair, and inspection programs.
§ 53.4213 Technical specifications.

§§ 53.4220 - 53.4299 General staffing, training, personnel qualifications, and human factors 
requirements.

§ 53.4300 Programs.
§ 53.4310 Programs: Radiation protection.
§ 53.4320 Programs: Emergency preparedness.
§ 53.4330 Programs: Security programs.
§ 53.4340 Programs: Quality assurance.
§ 53.4350 Programs: Fire protection.
§ 53.4360 Programs: Inservice inspection/inservice testing.
§ 53.4380 Programs: Environmental qualification of electric equipment
§ 53.4390 Programs: Procedures and guidelines.
§ 53.4400 Programs: Integrity assessment program.
§ 53.4410 Programs: Primary containment leakage rate testing program.
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Subpart P – Requirements for Operation

• Maintenance, repair, and inspection programs generally aligned with § 50.65
• Programs

o Security, Emergency Preparedness, Radiation Protection requirements 
aligned with Framework A

o Environmental qualification of electrical equipment derived from § 50.49
o Integrity Assessment Program translated from Framework A, with changes 

to reflect SSC classification scheme in Framework B
o Requirements for procedures and guidelines translated from Framework A
o Inservice inspection/inservice testing requirements acknowledge existing 

requirements for light water reactors (LWRs); non-LWRs must meet 
Framework A requirements

o Containment leak rate requirements from Part 50 (§ 50.54(o)) 
12



Subpart P – Requirements for Operation

Technical Specifications 
• Requirements in § 53.4213 generally aligned with § 50.36 
• Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs)

o Modifications made to Criteria 1 and 3 to ensure technology-inclusiveness
 Requirements for detection/indication of reactor coolant pressure 

boundary degradation maintained for water-cooled reactors
 Functional containment requirements used to drive LCOs for other 

technologies
o No changes to Criteria 2 and 4 from § 50.36(c)(2)(ii)

• No material changes to other requirements in § 53.4213 that were translated 
from § 50.36 (e.g., surveillance requirements, design features, administrative 
controls, decommissioning)
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Subpart P – Requirements for Operation

Fire Protection
• Combination of § 50.48, Appendix R, and NFPA 805 Chapter 3

o All requirements are contained in “in-line” rule text
 No appendices in Part 53
 No cross-references back to Parts 50 or 52

• Provision for performance-based alternatives to detailed requirements with NRC 
approval
o Similar to § 50.48(c)(2)(vii) and § 50.48(c)(4)
o Must demonstrate achievement of safe and stable state, safety margin, 

defense-in-depth
• No fire PRA required, but may be useful in performance-based justifications
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Subpart P – Requirements for Operation

Fire Protection
• Technology neutral

o Designers must define the “safe and stable state” for their design 
o Designers must determine the safe shutdown functions to achieve and 

maintain safe and stable state
• Written for new designs and implementations

o Compromises needed to license plants that existed prior to the rule have 
been removed
 No allowance for repairs to needed safe shutdown equipment 
 No allowance for operator actions to achieve safe and stable state
 Some of this flexibility may be available through performance-based 

alternatives
15



Subpart P – Requirements for Operation

Staffing, Training, Personnel Qualifications, and Human Factors
• Analysis by staff identified that essentially all Framework A, Subpart F provisions for 

staffing, human factors engineering (HFE), and the licensing of senior reactor 
operators (SROs) and reactor operators (ROs) were suitable for inclusion in 
Framework B, Subpart P

• Importantly, the technical requirements in the areas of Concept of Operations, 
Functional Requirements Analysis, and Function Allocation provide a means of 
providing the necessary human-systems design insights needed to facilitate the use 
of similar flexibilities under either Framework

• Subpart P adopts most requirements from Subpart F via cross-references or copying 
requirements with changes; structures of each are similar

• Features of Subpart P that are different than what was presented under the first 
iteration of Subpart F will be discussed here, as well as differences between the two 
subparts in their current versions

16



Subpart P – Requirements for Operation

Staffing, Training, Personnel Qualifications, and Human Factors (cont’d)
• NEW: the staffing plan required in § 53.4226(f) must include a description of how 

“engineering expertise” will be available to support the on-shift operating 
personnel during all plant conditions

• Engineering expertise requirement:
o Common to Subparts F and P
o For all types of Part 53 plants, regardless of licensed operator category
o To assist the on-shift crew with uncertainties - situations not covered by 

training or procedures
o Must have qualifying degree/professional engineering license and familiarity 

with facility operation
o Offers flexibility:  could be met by someone filling a traditional shift technical 

advisor (STA) role or engineering expertise provided from offsite 17



Subpart P – Requirements for Operation

Staffing, Training, Personnel Qualifications, and Human Factors (cont’d)
Several other differences exist between Subpart P provisions and those discussed 
in the first iteration of Subpart F; these include the changes summarized below that 
are now common within the current versions of Subparts F and P:
• Load Following

o Allowance for load following expanded to include process heat use such as 
for desalination, hydrogen production, and district heating

• Change Control
o Changes to approved programs permitted based on specific criteria

• Simulator HFE testbed requirements
o Removed; to be covered via guidance instead (current status quo)
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Subpart P – Requirements for Operation

Staffing, Training, Personnel Qualifications, and Human Factors (cont’d)
• Primary difference between current versions of Subparts P and F stems from their 

differing provisions for operator licensing
• Subpart F provisions for alternatives to using licensed ROs and SROs are not

currently included in Subpart P
• Staff continues to evaluate the suitability of including such staffing alternatives in 

Subpart P; this includes giving consideration to those plants applying the AERI 
process

• Provisions for alternatives to using licensed ROs and SROs have been extensively 
revised within the second iteration of Subpart F and will be discussed in detail 
during the 6/24 session

• Other changes to Subpart F that are consistent with requirements discussed for 
Subpart P today will be summarized during the 6/24 session
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Subpart Q – Decommissioning 
Requirements

• Parallel structure and content to Framework A 
Subpart G

• Variations largely limited to conforming changes 
needed to adapt Framework A provisions to 
Framework B

20



Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals

§ 53.4700     General Provisions.
§ 53.4725     Standards for review.
§ 53.4730     General technical requirements.
§ 53.4731     Risk-informed classification of structures, systems, and components.
§ 53.4740     Limited work authorizations. 
§ 53.4750     Early site permits.
§ 53.4800     Standard design approvals 
§ 53.4830     Standard design certifications.
§ 53.4870     Manufacturing licenses. 
§ 53.4900     Construction permits. 
§ 53.4960     Operating licenses.
§ 53.5010     Combined licenses. 21



• Subpart R developed to parallel Subpart H in Framework A

o Covers all application types (e.g., Construction Permit (CP), Operating 
License (OL), Combined License (COL))

o Process-related requirements (e.g., duration of a license) similar or the 
same between frameworks

o Technical contents of application structures derived from Parts 50 and 
52 and represent primary differentiator between Subparts H and R

o Includes § 53.4731 that parallels § 50.69 regarding risk-informed SSC 
classification

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals

22



• Technical content of 
application requirements 
consolidated in § 53.4730
o Reduces rule length
o Minimizes the potential 

for requirements to 
diverge between 
application types

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
§ 53.4730: General Technical Requirements

COL OL CP ML DC SDA ESP

(1) X X X X X X X

(2) X X X X X X X

(3) X X X X X

…

(37) X X X X X X X
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(a)(7) Combustible gas control. 
(a)(12) Post-accident radiation monitoring and protection. 
(a)(19) Organizational structure.
(a)(21) Pre-operational testing and initial start-up.
(a)(22) Normal operations and maintenance.
(a)(24) Fitness-for-duty programs. 
(a)(25) Multi-unit sites.
(a)(26) Technical qualifications.
(a)(33) Minimization of contamination. 
(a)(37) Water-cooled reactor requirements.

Many § 53.4730 requirements derived directly from COL technical 
contents of application in § 52.79

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
§ 53.4730: General Technical Requirements
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(a)(1) Site safety analysis.
(a)(2) Facility description.
(a)(4) Design bases and principal design criteria.
(a)(21) Pre-operational testing and initial start-up.
(a)(35) Aircraft impact assessment.

Several § 53.4730 requirements modified from § 52.79 to ensure 
technology-inclusiveness

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
§ 53.4730: General Technical Requirements
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(a)(6) Fire protection.
(a)(8) Environmental qualification of electric equipment important to safety. 
(a)(9) Role of personnel. 
(a)(10) Maintenance rule.
(a)(11) Effluent control.
(a)(15) Emergency plans.
(a)(23) Technical specifications.
(a)(27) Training program.
(a)(28) Physical security program.
(a)(31) Radiation protection. 

Several Subpart P programs referenced in § 53.4730

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
§ 53.4730: General Technical Requirements
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• Goal was to provide an equivalent level of safety by developing technology-
inclusive analogs to applicable Part 50 and 52 requirements.

• Leveraged previously developed language from the “Part 5X” effort. 
o Part of the motivation was to provide an approach that better aligned with 

international regulatory paradigms, as appropriate and consistent with 
Commission policy. 

• Preliminary Proposed rule language maintains top-level acceptance criteria 
from Part 50 and 52.

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
§ 53.4730(a)(5): Accident Analyses and Initiating Events
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(i) Analysis and Evaluation: From § 52.79(a) with modifications to support technology-
inclusiveness and Framework B event classifications.  

(ii) Design Basis Accidents (DBAs): Technology-inclusive requirements for DBA analyses and 
SSC classification drawing from §§ 50.34(a)(4) and 50.46.

(iii) AOOs: Consistent with existing requirements including  Part 20 acceptance criteria

(iv) Beyond Design Basis Events (BDBEs): Technology-inclusive requirements for relevant 
BDBEs and analysis requirements for other BDBEs, drawn from Anticipated Transients 
Without Scram (ATWS)/Station Black Out(SBO) rulemakings; similar to international 
defense-in-depth requirements.

(v) Severe Accidents: Derived from § 52.79(a)(38), with modifications to support technology-
inclusiveness

(vi) Chemical Hazards: Derived from Framework A to address potential chemical hazards 
associated with licensed material

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
§ 53.4730(a)(5): Accident Analyses and Initiating Events
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Requirements split to acknowledge differences between non-LWR and LWR approaches to 
containment  

• For non-LWRs, § 53.4730(a)(36)(i) addresses:

o Set of barriers used to meet requirements for AOOs, DBAs, and siting criteria (functional 
containment)

o Safety classification (i.e., safety-related) and qualification of SSCs making up functional 
containment barriers

• For LWRs, § 53.4730(a)(36)(ii) addresses the need for a leak-tight primary containment that:

o Meets the requirements of Part 50 Appendix J (also addressed in Subpart P)

o Addresses any technically relevant requirements from LWR operating experience 
(containment isolation systems, penetrations, venting/purging)

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
§ 53.4730(a)(36): Functional Containment
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• Risk insights support or complement deterministic analyses, consistent with traditional approach
• Includes requirement to provide a description of the plant-specific PRA and its results translated 

to Framework B 
§ 52.79(a)(44) → § 53.4730(a)(34)(i)

• Optional alternate risk evaluation for applicants that meet the criteria in § 53.4730(a)(34)(ii)
o No PRA required
o Implicitly demonstrates that quantitative health objectives (QHOs) are met, searches for 

severe accident vulnerabilities, and provides risk insights without a requirement for a PRA
o Inherently addresses the mitigation of beyond-design-basis events requirements when AERI 

entry criteria are met
o Cannot implement risk-informed applications if AERI approach is used

• Risk evaluations (PRA or AERI) must be maintained consistent with requirements in Subpart S        
(§ 53.6052, informed by § 50.71(h))

Subpart R – Licenses, Certifications, and Approvals
Assessing Risk in Framework B
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Subpart S –
Maintaining 
and Revising 
Licensing Basis 
Information

• Parallel structure and content to Framework A Subpart I

• Notable differentials
o § 53.6010, Application for amendment of license
o § 53.6040, Updating licensing basis information and 

determining the need for NRC approval
o § 53.6045, Updating final safety analysis reports
o § 53.6050, Evaluating changes to facility as described in 

final safety analysis reports
o § 53.6052, Maintenance of risk evaluations

• Remaining variations largely limited to conforming changes to 
adapt Framework A provisions to Framework B
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Subpart T – Reporting and Other Administrative 
Requirements

• Parallel structure and content to Framework A Subpart J
• Notable differentials

o § 53.6320(e) added to align with state-of-practice policy initiative on 
reporting requirement for fee purposes

o § 53.6330, Immediate notification requirements for operating commercial 
nuclear plants, aligned with § 50.72

o § 53.6340, Licensee event report system, aligned with § 50.73
• Remaining variations largely limited to conforming changes to adapt 

Framework A provisions to Framework B
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Subpart U – Quality 
Assurance

• Subpart U parallels structure and content 
of Framework A Subpart K 

• Closely aligned with 10 CFR Part 50 
Appendix B (18 criteria)

• Exception: § 53.6635, Control of 
Purchased Material, Equipment and 
Services (10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B 
Criterion VII)
o “Commercial nuclear plant” used in 

lieu of “nuclear power plant”
o Ensures consistency with 

terminology throughout Part 53
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Framework B 
Guidance 
Development

Many Framework A and B guidance 
development activities are linked

May involve updates or supplements 
to existing guidance covering existing 
regulatory frameworks 

Guidance for technical content of 
application requirements now part 
of Advanced Reactor Content of 
Application Project effort  
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Areas of Focus for Merger of Frameworks A and B

Ensure consistency between parallel provisions

• Siting
• Seismic Design Criteria
• Requirements for Operation

Evaluate other provisions for potential alignment

• Definitions
• General Provisions

Commonalities in Subpart A

Continue consideration of stakeholder feedback
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Next Steps

Advisory Committee on 
Reactor Safeguards
• Full Committee:                 

July 6 - 9, 2022

Advanced Reactor Public 
Stakeholder Meeting:           
June 30, 2022

Commission Meeting:
July 21, 2022
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Final Discussion and Questions
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